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Editorial
by Duncan Pearson

Asthis issue☂s correspondence section shows, the old APL vs. J argumenthasraisedits
head again. Don Mattern☂sletter in the last issue has prompted a numberof responses.
It is seen by some that Vector is dominated by J and that there islittle of interest for
APLers. As Norman Thomson☂s response points out, the quantity ofJ is less than that
of APL and indeed has not changed considerably in the last four or five years. What
could account for this unfavourable impression however is the number of regular
☜columns☝ that are about J. This is due to the fact that a small number of J users are
willing to give freely of their time each quarter to produce regular articles of high
quality. Norman Thomson and Eugene McDonnell are the prime examples, having
contributed for many years. Some of Norman☂s articles moreover are of benefit to
APLers as he often demonstrates how the application of J ways of thinking can enrich
our APL.
Whatis perhapsnot clear is that the presence ofthese articles is not driving out APL
articles that would otherwise appear. Most of the other J articles that appear are
unsolicited whereas in order to achieve something of a balance we in the Vector
Working Group must go out and ask APL authors to contribute. If we take as an
indication of the relative interest in the two languages their submission rates to
comp.lang.apl, then it would appear that Vector devotes a disproportionate amountof
space to APL. This would not however be a fair measure to use as J is considerably
easier to submit to an internet newsgroup.Still it gives an indication of the willingness
of J users to talk and write about whatthey are doing.
In general any article that we believe would beof interest to a broad range of members
of the association will be included.If the article is about the use of APL or] to solve an
abstruse technical problem then,in orderthat the article be accessible to the majority of
readers, an introduction explaining the background of the problem andits importance
should precede the technical content. Articles about the recreational use of APL and J
are welcomed. Apart from the simple benefit of enjoying ourselves, quite often the
techniques used can be adapted by others to solve serious problems. Many of the
vendors of APL systems provide articles which both interest and illuminate us.
Howeverin fairness to the association☂s sustaining members, many of whom arealso
APL vendors, blatant plugging of products should be kept for paid advertisements.
Articles will also be welcome that are about neither APL nor J but that demonstrate
techniques or approachesthat would beof interest to us.
In summary wewill continue to welcome(andsolicit) material from both communities
and try to achieve a balance that is acceptable to the members ofthe association. If in
your opinion wearefailing to do that then write or email to tell us and we will take
youropinions into account in planning future issues.
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Quick Reference Diary 1997
Date Venue Event
August 17-20 University of 1997 International Conference on APL

Toronto ☜Share Knowledge, Share Success☝

November3-5 Orlando, APL2000 User Conference
Florida

Conference News
APL97: an International Conference on APL, August 17-20
Organized by: Toronto APL Special Interest Group (SIG)
The ☜Share Knowledge, Share Success☝ theme has been chosento celebrate APL andJ. This year☂s conference will focus on providing ☜hands-on☝ opportunities incomputer laboratory settings. Experts and fellow-users will share their
knowledge to help assure your success!
The 1997 APL2000 Conference will be held Monday November3, 1997 throughWednesday November5, 1997 at the Sheraton World Resort in Orlando Florida.Presentation and Training schedules will be posted as soonasthey are available.

Dates for Future Issues of VECTOR
Vol.14 Vol.14 Vol.14
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CORRESPONDENCE
Strategies for Optimising the API Problem

From: Robert Bernecky (bernecky@eecg.toronto.edu) March 6 1997
Reading Roger Stokes☂ letter about ☜Nick Cox☂s AntecedentPrecipitation Index☝
problem, (Vector 13.3 p.8)I realized that the problem is simply solved by using
the recurrence relationship function that APLers have known and loved (or
hated)for years:

V sequence+addend recurrence multiplier;t
{1] a sequence[ij+addend(il+multiplier([i}xseguence[i-1]
[2] a sequence(OI0}+addend(Oro}
C3] a Oemultiplier ++ 0. (QI0-independent.
[4} 8 (sauce/recurrence.1 from the sharp apl utility library)
[5] t«x\multiplier
te] sequence+1/tx+\addend:t

v

To get the effect of 0.5 apii 1 2 3 4, you would use the expression1 2 3
& recurrence 0.5 0.5 9.5 0.5. This worksfine(I naively thought) and
is substantially faster than any of the functions presented by Stokes, taking 110
milliseconds for a 1000-element argument on my 486/DX4-100 running
APL+Win V1.3.00 under Windows3.1.
Unfortunately, this function breaks down just at 1024 elements, because the x\
in line 5 starts producing zeros, which in turn causes the divide in line6 to fail.
This sort of failure is typical of APL algorithms that attempt to mimiciterative
algorithms by the use of scan. The partitioned scan utility functions are also
proneto this sort of data sensitivity.
Daunted, I returned to iterative solutions, observing that apii builds its result
by repeated catenation.Hereis the version of apii thatI used:
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rex apil yip;api;i;k
antecedent precipitation index NJC 15 April 1996
Rewritten in APL+Win 1997-02-24
Robert Bernecky
Repetitive catenate version (slow) 1

 

PD
DP
PR

del double scalar x
a dcl double vector y
Rex
pry
api+,0.0
sfor i :im py
apitapi,p[i]+kxapiCil
sendfor
reliapi

This approach toiterative construction of a result is almost always a bad idea in
APL andJ. It results in a non-linear amount of work being done, instead of a
linear amount. To see why this is, note that iteration I copies I elements ofthe old
value of api to generate the new value. Thus, W iterations will copy (Nx (W-
1))+2 array elements to generate an N-elementresult.
To eliminate this extra work, I rewrote apii as api3, preallocating result space
and using index assign to reduce the amountof array copying:

rex api3 y;psapi;i;k
antecedent precipitation index NJC 15 April 1996
Rewritten in APL+Win 1397-02-24
Robert Bernecky
This version avoids repetitive catenation,
by preallocating result and using indexed assign.

p
R
r
o
e
e

del double scalar x
a del double vector y
kex
pry
api+(itpy}p0.0
ifor io:in wy
apili+il+plil+kxapitil
s:endfor
reltapi

apig =. 9: 0
NB. antecedent precipitation index NJC 15 April 1996
NB. k api p
NB. This preallocates result and uses
NB. indexed assign. Robert Bernecky 1997-02-24
k=. x.
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ye
(it#y.)# 0.0
i< #y. do.
C(Cit{p)+k»* ifapi) (i+1)} api

 

These functions compute the final result shape, preallocate a result of the
appropriate shape, then perform indexed assign or merge to insert the partial
results into thefinal result, thereby performing work proportionalto the shape of
the result.
The results of this rather simple optimization were enlightening. On an
argumentsize of 10000 elements (shorter arguments ran too fast to measure on
my system), ] observed mean execution times in secondsas follows:
Benchmark APL+Win 1.3.00 J3.0
apii 28.95 24.88
api3 1.65 3a.i1

The performance of apii confirms benchmarks doneby others, suggesting that
J tendsto execute slightly faster than APL on many codes. In the APL version of
api3, we see that performance has improved significantly, due entirely to
elimination of the repetitive array copy operations. APL application
programmers should be aware that they can often make substantial
improvements to programs through such preallocation techniques in any
algorithm that builds its result by aggregation.
Evenif the final result size is unknown,it is often possible to obtain most of the
benefit of preallocation by the following method: first, allocate a large
intermediate result, 7MP. On eachiteration, if the new data forthis iteration fits
within TMP, use indexed assign to amend IMP. If it does not fit, catenate a
generous amountof filler onto TMP and try again. At the end, drop off any
remainingfiller. Thus, we see that applyinga bit of craft to the problem results in
a dramatic performance improvement.
Turning to the J version of apis, ] was surprised to see that performanceis, in
fact, worse than it was for apii.It is evident that the ] merge operation did not
detect the ability to work in place and avoid the copy operation. During
execution,it copied the entire merged array over and overagain. This resulted in
N«N array elements being copied, explaining the degraded performance.
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I reported this bug to Roger Hui, the implementorofJ. He was also puzzled, as
weboth knew that this case of merge should work in place, which would make
its performance roughly equivalent to that of the APL version of api3. When I
get fix, I will report updated figures for this benchmark.
So, we now havea real-world application that can not be solved, in general,
using non-obvious, non-iterative algorithms, such as recurrence,dueto loss
of numerical precision. Incorrect results aside, the non-obvious nature of these
algorithms makesit hard for naive programmers to design and use them.Itis
time for APLers to admitthatiteration hasits place in a programmer'stoolkit.
In order to use iteration effectively, the APL programmer must have the
confidencethat execution timesforiterative code are similar to those written in C
or FORTRAN.This can only be done with adoption of compiler methodology,
such as that provided by APEX (Bernecky: ap193, ap195, MSc Thesis in press). The
APEX compileris able to take iterative APL code andtranslate to C codesuitable
for execution on multiprocessor or uniprocessor systems. I used APEX to
compile apii and api3, and obtained the following results on 10000-element
arguments, using Linux (Slackware☂96) and gee on the same hardwareplatform
used above:

Benchmark APL+Win 1.4.00 J3.0 APEX | APEX Speedup
apii 28.95 24,88 0.35 | 82.7
api3 1.65 38.11 0.04 | 41.2

Note that the api1 code compiled with APEX is running about 80 timesfaster
than the interpreted code. However, the api3 timings are so low that they are
being affected by timer precision on the PC. When I reran the api3 APEX
benchmark with a 800000-element argument, it took 1.68 seconds, about the
sameasthe interpreter with a 10000-element argument. Thus, it also obtains an
80-fold speedupoverthe interpreter.
Since the performance of api3 compiled with APEX is within 20% of the same
program written in FORTRAN and compiled with g77 (compiler options were:
g77 -O2 -m486 -dalign), it is clear that APL programmers no longer needto fear
iteration.

Robert Bernecky
Snake Island Research Inc

10  
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APL or J Association?
From: Norman Thomson 20 February 1997
Don Mattern☂sletter on the above subject in Vector 13.3 contains enough factual
error, prejudice and misjudgement to demanda reply.
First the bulk of Vector is not on J. A rough survey of the technical contents
pages overthe last few years showsthe following percentages of APL/J:

1992 : 69/31, 1993 : 76/24, 1994: 77/23,1995 : 59/41, 1996 : 67/33, 1997(one issue):58/42.
Secondly, the APL character set may look like Greek but in fact they have only
four symbols in common. Arguably the need for a special character set has
greatly hindered APL☂s progress in the programming world. Althoughit is true
that the iconic properties of some of the APL characters is lost by using ASCII
characters, whether programsareintuitive or not is a matter for the stylistic skills
of the writer combined with the effort expended by the reader in mastering the
specific meanings which J imposes on these symbols in context. For those who
are not prepared to make this effort to say that J looks like ☜comic book
invective☝ is no more valid a criticism than that of those castigators of APL who
scorn it becauseit ☜looks like Greek☝. Thirdly, Adrian Smith amongothers will, I
am sure, be happyto provide instances of current commercial applicationsofJ.
Fourthly, try as I will, I can find nothing on J in past numbers of Vector which
can be described as ☜theoretical☝; as for its being academic, APL itself began as
an academic project prior to its commercial success, and J represents in many
respects the continuation of the pursuit of innovation which APL began. Perhaps
it is worth quoting Richard Procter☂s conference report on APL96 (see Vector
13.2, pp.80-81) ♥ ☜J has a great future with its superior approach to array
handling ... It is being embraced by APL people as a potentially useful array
processing language, and seen by some as better than APL☝. Fifthly, Mr Mattern
says that ☜IBM has never endorsed J☝. Subsequent to the introduction of APL,
TBM has notbeen in the business of inventing new languages,so it is hard to see
why IBM☂s endorsement (or not) is of any more significance than that of any
other large commercial IT user or supplier. Sixthly, APL has nearly thirty years
of published history behindit in the form of magazines, technical reports, books
and conference papers. Admittedly this material is not always as accessible as
one would like it to be butatleast it represents at least a twenty yearstart overJ,
♥♥ the surprising thing is surely that Vector containssolittle of the latter.

11  
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Mr. Mattern says that he subscribed to Vector to receive APL information ♥ let
him if he wishes tear out the thirty-odd or so percent of pages of J, and he still
has just that, at a subscription which is roughly equal to the ☜voluntary☝ ACM
donation which accompanies the dues for the corresponding American
publication. Thatall this is so is a tribute to the enormous amountof voluntary
effort on the part of the Vector production team (to mention names would be
invidious) whose untiring efforts have ensured that Vector has appeared
regularly, informatively and uninterruptedly for thirteen years, a record of
which no other APL publication can comewithin striking distance.

 

From: A J Wilson 11th February 1997
Tam writing to concur with Don Mattern☂sletter aboutJ in the January edition of
the Vector. The numberofarticles about J seems disproportionateto its usage.
I do not believe Vectoris serving the bestinterests of its APL users.

 

From: Stefano Lanzavecchia 9th March 1997
Personally | like the attitude of ☜Vector☝ regarding J. I don☂t find the amount of
papers about J as a language and about applications written in J excessiveatall.
Onthe contrary, I, as an APLer and as programminglanguagefreak, find it very
stimulating and very valuable: trying to dive into the mind of a J programmer
can give a completely new perspective when looking back at problems to be
solved in APL. Notice that, due the quantity of work I have to do, I don☂t actually
have timeto play with J in front of a keyboard, and without Vector, that I can
read lost in the sofa while sipping a cup of hot tea on a rainy Sunday morning, I
would simply not have the possibility of improving my knowledge in that
fascinating world.
PS. in Vector Vol.13 No.3 Page 131 the definition of the verb w should be:
We. me A Hf

Please note the last ☜Reflex☝ that gives a completely different meaning to the
train #/. .

12  
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A BAA Meeting at Network City
reported by Duncan Pearson

The BAA meeting at Network City in London on Thursday January 16th was an
interesting departure from normalpractice. Network City is a café that provides
access to the Internet on its own machinesfor an hourly charge. The BAA hired a
room for the evening with about twenty machines, and paid for the Internet
access for the three hours of the meeting. It was possible to buy tea and coffee
but unfortunately there was very little in the way of food (true to form I snaffled
the last bun just before the meeting opened) and noalcoholic drinks at all. The
machines were well configured and the staff very proficient and helpful. The
only small problem was caused as usual by the APL character set. We needed to
log in as network administrator on each machine in orderto install the APL font
before everyone arrived. The staff however were unruffled by this requirement
and everything wasachievedin time.
Asthe attendeeswere arriving we were treated to a demonstration of the Dyalog
APL/W TCP/IP support with a Dyalog workspace on one of the machines
running a ☜chat☝ session with a Turing machine in Basingstokethat purported to
be Peter Donnelly. While the session wasbeing set up by John Scholes in London
he was having a concurrent phone conversation with Peter and could see the
words appearingin his session at the same time that he could hearthe keys
being pressed in Basingstoke.
The meeting opened with a short talk by Ray Cannon about what we could hope
to get from the internet and what resources were available to help us to get
going. This wasa little hampered by the lack of any demonstrationfacilities and
we soon dispersed to separate machines while Ray and a couple of other
relatively knowledgeable folk wandered round and helped people in trouble.
This seemed quite successful and mostof us learnt things from others.
One ofthe main interests was the display of APL characters on World Wide Web
pages and we were shown howto configure both Internet Explorer 3 and
Netscape 3 so that they could display the Vector Web pages correctly. There is an
explanation of how to do this in Ray's article, which follows. We also saw the
HIML (hyper-text mark-up language) elements that the pages were using to
specify the APL font using Netscape☂s ☜view source☝facility. Ray demonstrated a
couple of search engines and used them to search for APL references on the Web.
Most of them are mentioned in Jon Sandles☂ article in this issue on getting the

1B  
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most from the Internet. Ray also demonstrated some Perl and some Java with
which he had enlivened his home page.
Another feature of the meeting was the Internet Chat virtual meeting that was
running at the sametime and in which a numberof us took part. Ray had set up
a ☜room☝ and wewere joined in it by a groupata satellite meeting in York as
well as a couple of random passers by who droppedin, one of whom started to
abuse us when nobody seemed to betalking to him. Howeverheleft as soon asit
was explained that we were all APLers and after a lengthy explanation from me
about what APLis, a sadly missed opportunity I feel, to add to the APL flock.
The conversation between the York contingent and London waslively. The
standard chat-up line seemed to be ☜Will you come and work for me?☝ to which
the reply was ☜No, will you come and work for me?☝. There has to be an
opportunity in there for someone.
On the whole | feel that the meeting was a success and that mostof the attendees
benefited from it. 1 enjoyed meeting in the evening when everyone seemed more
relaxed, It is a pity that the venue wasa little short of variety in the food and
drink department.

 

APL Characters on the World Wide Web
by Ray Cannon

Background
World Wide Web pages are scripts written in a language called HTML(hyper
text mark-up language: a sub-set of STML). A ☜web-browser☝ is a program that
(amongstother things) interprets HTMLto create a web page on yourscreen.In
HTML, text is marked with ☜TAGS☝ which define how the page is to be
displayed. Some ☜TAGS☝ have ☜OPTIONS☝. An ☜OPTION☝ normally consists of
a string such as ☜keyword=value☝. Unknowntags or unknownoptions within
tags are ignored by web browsers.
Until recently, it was not possible for the author of a web page to specify the font
to be used, just its size and spacing (via the ☜FONT☝tag). Now, a new option of
the ☜FONT☝ tag has been added (FACE), that allows a web authorto specify a
list of preferred fonts by name, e.g. ☜<FONT FACE=APLNET,APLPLUS>☝

14  
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The two most common types of web browser for the PC are currently Netscape
Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer. The latest versions (3.0 and above) of
these recognise the ☜FACE=fontlist☝ option.

Suggested Standard APL Font Face
This meansit is now possible to put APL characters directly into web pages and
specify a set of alternative fonts to view them with. The resulting page with APL
text can then be seen by any recipient using a PC with a suitable browser if they
haveat least one of the specified fonts installed on their PC.
(See http://www.vector.org.uk/aplfont.html for information on how to
configure some older browsers which do NOT support the <FONT FACE=xxxx>
tag.)
Tt will be a great help if we (the APL community) can standardise ona single font
encoding for displaying APL characters in web pages. By that ] meanthat any
APL font meeting this standard will have the same APL characters in the same
relative positions. Note, this is nof the same as the DAY order.
I propose that we adopt the font encoding shared by two of the most popular
APL for Windowsinterpreters: APL+WIN and Dyalog APL/W.Thisis also the
font encoding used by Adrian Smith☂s freely available APL2741 font.
To be able to produce HTMLpages with APL, which are also compatible with
older web browsers (via the method referenced above) the fonts used need to be
(internally) flagged as Monospaced(i.e. fixed pitch) and ANSI (as against
Symbol). Notall the fonts with the ☜proposed standard APL encoding☝ meet
these two requirements. However, Adrian has made a Monospaced ANSI
version of his APL2741 font available for Web use under the name of APLNET,
which can be downloaded from the Vector web site (www.vector.org.uk).
Dyadic have also recently modified their DYALOG STDTT font to match these
requirements, which can be downloadedfrom their site (www.dyadic.com).
Since the ☜face☝ tag may contain a list of fonts, 1 suggest we should specify a
minimum of 3 fonts, one from the APL2000/Manugistics/APL*Plusstable, one
from Dyadic and one from Adrian.
For example: <font face="APLNET, DYALOG STDTT, APLPLUS'">
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Other APLs
Now, J knowthat this font encoding is not compatible with many other APLs
(e.g. TBM APL2 , APL68000, APLIWIN or any EBCDIC-based mainframe APL),
but then no single font is. However both APLNET and Dyalog STD TT are
available for free over the Internet, whereas there is no APL2 encodedfontthat I
know of in the public domain. (There is for instance no ☜TryAPL2 for Windows
95/NT☝to the best of my knowledge.)
If say IBM APL2 users wantto put up web pages for other IBM APL2users, then
it makes sense to use an IBM APL2 font(e.g. APL2ital). However, unless that
font is freely available, the author cannot expect non-APL2ers to be able to read
the APL on that page, since they will have no access to the IBM APL2fonts.
Hereare a few possible solutions to this problem:

1, Weget IBM to changethe font encoding they use for APL2 for Windowsto
matchthat used by APL+WIN or Dyalog APL/W.(Best solution for APL in
general, but unlikely to happen.)

2. We ask Adrian Smith to produce a new font APL2NET sowecanall at least
read APL2 webpages. (A poorsolution for APL in generalbuteasily
achieved.)

3. I put up on the Vector website a ☜converter☝ written in Perl, which given
sometext and the nameof the encoding, converts the APL text into ASCII
(using Jim Weigang☂stransliteration) on a new web page. Workspacesare
available to convert ASCII back to APL from:

ftp:/ /archive.uwaterloo.ca/languages/apl/workspaces/aplascii.
(A little ☜messy☝, but workable.)

4. I put up on the Vector website a ☜converter☝ written in Perl, which given
sometext and the nameofthe to and from font encoding, converts the text
(and <FONT FACE=font namelist>) and re-displays the modified page.
(Sounds OK but will be very hard to get working correctly.)

Web References
Jim Weigang, APL-ASCItransliteration technique,
http://www.chilton.com/~jimw
Ray Cannon, Demo ofAPLfonts on the Web,
http:/ /www.vector.org.uk/aplfont.html
Adrian Smith, APLNETfont, http:/ /www.causeway.co.uk
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Newsfrom Sustaining Members
Compiled by Gill Smith

MicroAPL
MicroAPL has released a major upgrade to APL.68000/X for the IBM RS/6000
and compatible systems under AIX 4.1. The new interpreter has been re-
engineered to take full advantage of the PowerPC architecture of the latest
RS/6000 systems, and users have reported some spectacular speed
improvements across the whole range of APL operations. Versions are available
for Motif as wellas for traditional ☁dumbterminal☂ operation.
Meanwhile, and contrary to what you might expect from the series of gloomy
press reports about Apple Computer, our APL products for MacOS continue to
sell well. We are considering what opportunities for APL mightarise out of the
new Rhapsody operating system which Apple have announced, and weshall be
visiting California in May to find out more.
Finally, following an internal re-organization and the merging of some of our
non-APLactivities with another company, some familiar faces are nowless often
seen in the MicroAPL offices. In particular, David Eastwood, who co-founded
MicroAPL in 1979 and who has made a sustained and varied contribution to
MicroAPL☂sactivities over more than fifteen years, is no longer involved on a
day-to-day basis in the company. Happily, he remains a non-executive director
andso westill have the benefit of his input.

MicroAPL Ltd. South Bank Technopark, 90 London Road, London,
London SE1 6LN, UK
WWW:http:/ /www.microapl.co.uk PHONE: +44 171 922 8866
E-Mail: MicroAPL@microapl.demon.co.uk FAX: +44 171 928 1006

Insight Systems / Adaytum Software
New Offices
After six years at Nordre Strandvej 119A, there was no further room for
expansion. On MarchIst, Insight Systems moved into a building of our own.
Instead of being spread out down a long hall in separate units in an ☜office
hotel☝, we can nowall see each other (and the view of @resund) through glass
walls. Only Gitte has a proper ☜fiirerbunker☝ where she and Helene can hide
from the rest of us. We did not move far, we are in the same complex, our
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address is now number 119C,Fortunately, we did not have to change telephone
numbers yet again ♥ wearestill at +45 49 76 20 20 (FAX +45 49 76 20 30).

Adaytum Planning Product News
Wehaverolled out the 32-bit version of Adaytum planning (using Dyalog APL
version 8.0.11 and Borland C version 5), and can report that the 32-bit
environment is an improvement in every way. The system is faster, more
reliable, and handles larger models than before. This is such a novel experience
of a conversion to newbase softwarethat it deserves mention!
The focusof our product developmentefforts is now providing support for new
front ends to Adaytum Planning, in particular Microsoft Excel and other
environments which support OLE Automation. We are producing an OLE
Automation Server for Adaytum Planning, which will make it possible for
virtually any Windowsdeveloper to drive Adaytum Planning from within other
applications.
Also scheduled for release after the summerare a Web Server, which will allow
access to Adaytum Planning over the Inter/Intranet from web browsers and
other web-enabled applications.
If you would like to know more about AdaytumPlanning, visit our website
www.adaytum.com, and cometo our annual European User Meeting, whichwill
be held in Birmingham (UK) on April 23rd & 24th. The web site contains
registration instructions.

Products: APL Technology Group
The focus of technology development this quarter is our OLE Automation
Server, which makesit possible to make function calls to APL interpreters. This
product is much less sophisticated than the OLE Server support provided by
Dyadic, but has some important advantages. Our OLE Serveracts as a client of
our APL Pipes product, which meansthatit can act as a front endforall the APL
systems which are supported by APL Pipes: Dyalog APL, APL*PLUS, SHARP
APL and APL2 under any of Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows NT or Unix.
Webelieve that it will still be some time before network OLEwill support Unix
in a way which will satisfy our typical customer organisations. We expect to
have the OLE Automation Server available for beta testing in May. Write to
info@insight.dk for more information.
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HMW Trading Systems Ltd.
As westated in the October 1996 issue of Vector, we are attempting to broaden
our productrange by extracting a number of modules from 4XTRA.This issue of
Vector contains anarticle describing Change Control, the software portion of the
Configuration Management environment that we have developed. We aim to
have a stand-alone Dyalog APL/W version available during the second quarter
of this year. This will include the Object Manager CASEtools that we use for
development. We are also looking to publish an article in Vector about the
modular prototyping methodology that we use with Change Control.
The next item on the agenda is to extract and package the multi-processor
sequence scheduler. In simple terms, this is an APL module that is capable of
runningself-contained APL tasks on separate PCs that are on the same network.
Tt takes into account the machine resources as well as any task
interdependencies. Tasks are designed to fit within a standard frameworkthatis
capable of producing transaction logs containing as muchoraslittle detail as
required. An associated module allows remote monitoring of the tasks.

Dyadic Systems Limited
Dyadic is pleased to report that the production releases of Dyalog APL/W
Version 7.3 and 8.1 are now available. The product is now distributed on CD,
although diskette versions may be obtained on request. Dyadic extendsits
thanksto all those who took part in the Beta Test program.
The new versions were a month or solater than planned as result of a rather
late decision to include syntax colouring for the function editor. This feature,
popularised by our competitors, has been extended to allow you to set up a
range of different colour schemes and be able to switch quickly between them.
For example, in addition to your regular multi-purpose colour scheme, you
could have a scheme designed only to highlight global references and another
designed specifically to make labels stand out. Dyalog APL☂s enhanced syntax
colouring also identifies unbalanced control structures and unbalancedbraces in
dynamic functions.
Another minor butuseful last-minute improvementis the support for wild-card
searchesin the Find/Replace dialog boxes.
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Having completed Version 8.1 for Windows, effort is being directed towards
porting this code to UNIX platforms. The production release of Dyalog APL/M
will therefore be Version 8.1 compatible.
Furtherdetails concerning Version 8.1 and other implementations of Dyalog APL
are available at the new-look Dyalog APL web site www.dyadic.com.

CausewayGraphical Systems Ltd
One of the great joys of being a software company is in seeing your work
exploited and extended in ways you could never have devised yourself. NewLeaf
has the rather (as we thought) esoteric capability of including any completed
page as a scaled image into another page. Partly we putthis in to be consistent
with PostScript, which has a completely scale-independent language model, but
mostly we putit in because recursion is fun. Jan Karman (who knowsa thing or
two about bookbinding) immediately spotted the possibility of saving several
hours work on the photocopier by printing booklets (facing pages, double-sided)
directly on his duplex laser. We fixed a couple of bugs in leaf.Fetch and now
NewLeafis shipped with a simple Booklet capability which anyonecan use to
save paperandtime.
The ☜engine☝ of CausewayPro is now looking very solid, completely namespace
aware and completely relocatable (you can call it whatever you like, and hideits
namespace anywhere). It runs the existing class table roughly twice as fast as
shareware Causeway, so you will be able to migrate existing applications along
with any classes which you have written for them. New developments can be
based around a completely new class library (accessible entirely through the
Dyalog WS Explorer) which makes it remarkably easy to modify existing classes
and add newcontrols of your own.
CausewayPro also extends the Causeway paradigm with multiple active
properties. Currently, a Causeway object has a single ☁data☂ property which is
linked to an APL variable or expression; the property is refreshed whenever any
of a list of ☁watched☂ variables changes. Now you can have as manyof these
☁active properties☂ as you like, each with its own list of dependencies. For
example a Form might have ☁Position☂ and ☁Size☂ both set by APL expressions
such as Apos+10 10 and updated ona change to Apos or Asize.If you make
several such forms (and changethe expression to give themall slightly different
calculations) they will follow each other about in a very amusing way.
Useless? Well so was the ability to include a page within a page within a page...
until someone found a useforit!
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Editorial
Mathematics departments in England are to lose 38% of their funding over the next
three years, according to a recent circular from the Higher Education Funding Council
for England (HEFCE). Dueto a reclassification for funding purposes to ☁partly lab-
based☂, £9.2M will go down to £5.7M in 1999, NewScientist magazine (1 March, 1997)
quotes John Kingman, the vice chancellor of the University of Bristol as calling it
☁potentially disastrous☂.
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So Mathematics, once the Queen of Sciences, is an expendable luxury in the new
republic of intellectual England. At one time the provenance of Mathematics was any
formalism whatever. Yet most subjects formalise nowadays. They doit idiosyncratically
and independently, to their lasting loss. But Mathematics hasclearly lost its monopoly
in the matter, just as Latin lost it 50 years or so ago as an essential requirement to enter
University. You don☂t need a mathematical training to program nowadays, nor to be an
electrical engineer. Nor even to teach mathematics in schools, butthat☂s just scandalous.
We used to tell ourselves ☁scientists seem to find mathematics so hard, yet you can
teach a mathematician anything.☂ Belied by the facts, I fear☂ When you are admitting
well-qualified students to an MSc Mathematics course, and you find most of them
pretty badat applying their impressive formal knowledgeto solving realistic problems,
youfeel they mightas well have graduated in Egyptology. Mathematicians havelargely
brought it upon themselves.
In my old department, mathematicians were unwilling bedfellows with computer
scientists (by then | was numbered amongthe latter). They used to teach subsidiary
mathematics on our courses and fail our best students by making them jump through
hoops. We simply wrote Mathematics out of our syllabus, because we felt we could
teach whatever formal principles our students needed with far more relevance and
impact. Our head of department was an applied mathematician who used to resist
attempts to refer to his subject as ☁Maths☂. ☁Would you like yours called ☜Phys☝ or
☜Chem☝?he'd retort. | used to annoy him by describing myself as an ex-mathematician.
Eight years at the cutting edge of human-computer interaction had cast a new and
critical light on my erstwhile colleagues. It began to look as if mathematicianscultivated
their reputation by obfuscating their subject.
I now look back and see I was being perhapsa trifle unfair. It is truer to say that
mathematicians quickly learn that they are NOT doingtheir careers a favour by NOT
mystifying their subject a little. When you share staff rooms and access to funds with
fellow academics who are not ashamed to flaunt their mathematical ignorance as a
touchstone of quality (☁He can☂t be all that good ♥ why even I could understand what
he said!☂) you learn that to make your subject comprehensible to a donkey is to risk
submitting yourself to the judgementof an ass.
Nevertheless | feel 1☂m witnessing the mass-extinction of an entire ecology. When I
started applying computers seriously in central government, we used to joke that
simulations were what you did to amuse yourself while you thought up an analytical
solution. Now wholeskills will disappear as practitioners retire. The youngsters who
replace them will never know a better way. In the words of Wilfrid Owen: ☁now men
will go content with what wespoiled.☂

lan Clark, {AC/HumanInterfaces,
9, Hill End, Frosterley,
Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL13 2SX.
Tel: 01388 526803
Email: 100021.3073@compuserve.com
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Introduction to
Functional Programmingin J (Part IV)

by Howard Peelle (hapeelle@educ.umass.edu)

This is the last part of a four-part article. Part I (in Vector 13.1) presented
fundamentals of J in a framework of functional programmingstrategies, with
examples expressly aimed toward developing anillustrative program to
generate prime numbers.Parts II and III (in Vector 13.2 and 13.3) demonstrated
how to develop the program directly, while characterizing a ] programmer's
thinking, and continued development of the same program with higher-level
strategies. Part IV (here) presents alternative algorithmsfor iterative, recursive,
and array-processing programs, then ends with meta-strategies for packaging
and documentation.
Parts I - HII presented these functional programmingstrategies:

. Think Arrays
Select Primitive Functions
Select Primitive Operators

. Use Parallel Processing

. NameUtility Functions and Variables
Compose Functions (Define Programs)

. Test and Debug Programs
Modularize Programs

. Simplify, Optimize, and Generalize ProgramsO
N
A
N
EU
NP
OS

Wecontinue with two final programmingstrategies for the same programming
task of generating prime numbers.

9. Consider Alternative Algorithms
It is wise to consider alternative algorithms as a strategy for improving on a
programming task ♥~ even after completing a working program. Developing
different programs may lead to new orbetter ideas. In any case, the programs
may be compared andthebest oneselected.
J offers iteration, recursion, and array processing ♥ three possible approaches
for developing programs. Wewill present programsfor each of these approaches
and compare them.
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Array Processing
First, consider generating primes by array processing. (The following algorithm
is an alternative to the one developed in Parts I - TII.) Begin with list of
consecutive integers greater than 1 (using utility verb To =. }. i.@>: from
Part I):

Pp =: 2 To 13 NB, p is integers 2 To 13
P

234567 89 10 11 12 13

Then create a table of products ofall pairs of these integers:
pr/ p NB. p Times-Table p

4 6 8 16 12 146 16 18 20 22 24 26
6 9 42 45 18 24 2h 27 30 33 36 39
B12 16 20 24 28 32 36 4O 4G 48 52

10 15 20 25 30 395 40 4&5 SO 55 60 65
i218 24 30 36 42 48 58 60 66 72 78
145 21 28 35 42 468 56 63 70 77 8H 91
16 24 32 40 48 SG 64 72 80 88 96 104
18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 99 108 147
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130
22 33 44 55 66 77 8&8 99 110 121 132 143
24 36 48 60 72 B84 96 108 120 132 444 i156
26 39 52 65 78 941 104 117 130 1439 156 169

Here the adverb / uses » (Times) to produce a new verb «/ (called Times-Table
whenused with two inputs) which then multiplies every item in p (ontheleft)
by every item in p (on theright) in pairs. Define a verb for this:

Composites =. ] */ J NB. Composites is
NB, Input Times-Table Input
NB, where ) is the Input

Composites p produces the table above. To get the primes, remove the
composites from thelist p:

Pp -- Composites p NB. p Less (Composites p)
235 7 441 13

The verb -. (called Less when used with two inputs) removes the items on the
tight from the items onthe left. Now define the main program:

Primes =, ] -, Composites NB. Primes is
NB. Input Less Composites

An exampleofits use:
Primes 2 To 13

235 7 14 13
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Since excessive space is required to create the table of composites, this program
can certainly be improved by truncating the inputs to */ in about half. First,
define a utility verb to obtain the last item in an inputlist:

Last =. (: NB, Last is Tail
Anddefine a subprogram:

Half =, 2: To <,@+:@Last NB. Half is Two To
NB. ((Floor Atop Halve)
NB, Atop Last)
NB. where <, is Floor
NB. and -: is Halve

This generates integers from 2 to the integer part of half of the last item in the
inputlist. For example:

Half 2 To 13
23456

Then revise program Composites accordingly:
Composites =. Half */ Half NB, Composites is

NB, Half Times-Table Half

This computes the composites needed (with muchless excess). For example:
Composites 2 To 13

4 6 8 10 12 NB, 2* 29456
6 9 12 15 18 NB. 3 * 2345 6
&@ 12 16 20 24 NB. &* 23456

40 15 20 25 30 NB, 5B * 23945 6
12 18 24 30 36 NB. 6 * 23456

The main program works the same asbefore:
Primes 2 To 413

2395 7 11 13

This program is quite efficient for such small inputlists. However, for longer
lists, the space required to to create such a table of composites can push a
microcomputer☂slimits. We can do somewhatbetter by truncating oneside of the
+/ table with SquareRoot(%:) instead of Halve (-: ). Thus:

Root =. 2: To <.@%:@Last NB. Root is Two To
NB. ((Floor Atop SquareRoot)
NB, Atop Last}

Composites =. Root */ Half NB, Composites is
NB, Root Times-Table Half
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This uses less space and is faster. Let☂s obtain actual benchmarks. First, replace
the subprogramswith their primitives, using Fix (as shownin Part IIT):

Primes =. Primes f. NB. Primes Fixed in primitives

Then use the utility verbs Time =, 6!:2 and Space =. 71:2 (introduced in
Part IIT):

Time ☁Primes 2 To 1000!
0, 389 NB. Seconds (approximate}

Space 'Primes 2 To 1000'
265896 NB. Bytes

These benchmarks were obtained on a 486 PC running JFW (J Freeware for
Windows) Release 3. Although this program is significantly (about 11 times)
faster than the previous array-processing program (optimized in Part III), space
is a growing problem.

Recursion
As an alternative, now consider a recursive approach. The overall structure of a
recursive program inJ is:

Program =. Recurse Else Default When Test

where Recurse is a composed verb whichuses the defined Programitself (and
other verbs); Default is a verb which returns a result for the degenerate case;
and Else is a conjunction which ties the two verbs together. When is a
conjunction which executes the first verb (Recurse) if Test returns0 (false) or
the next verb (Default) if Test returns 1 (true). This is J☂s version of a ☜case
structure☝ (see [1] for details). First, be sure to define the utility conjunctions in
order to use namesforJ primitives * (called Tie) and @. (called Agenda):

Else
When =. @,

 

Then the common introductory example of computinga factorial recursively can
be defined as follows:

Fac =. (J * Fac@<:} Else 14: When (] = 1i:}
NB. Fac is ({Input Times (Fac Atop Decrement))
NB, Else One} When (Input Equal One)
NB. where verb i: returns the constant 1
NB. and Decrement {(<:) subtracts one
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In other words, for positive integer input n, Fac(n) is n*Fac(n-1) recursively until
n=1, whenit defaults to 1. For example:

Fac 5 NB, Factorial 5
120

This result is computed as follows: Fac 5 is 5*Fac 4.Fac 4is4*Fac 3.Fac 3
is 3*Fac 2.Fac 2is2*Fac 1.Fac tis 1.So,Fac 2 is 2*4. Fac 3 is 3*2*4. Fac
4is 4s9*2*1. And Fac 5 is 5*4*3*2*1 0r120.
Incidentally, Factorial (1) is a primitive verb in J:

15 NB, Factorial 5120

Another classic example of (double) recursion is computing the nth numberin
the Fibonacci sequence (1 1235 8 13 21 34 55...) defined in J as follows:

Fib =. (Fib@<; + Fib@<:@<:}) Else 4: When (] < 3:)
NB. Fib is (((Fib Atop Decrement) Plus
NB. ((Fib Atop Decrement) Atop Decrement)}
NB. Else One) When (Input LessThan Three)
NB. where verb 3: returns 3

For a positive integer input n, Fib(n) is Fib(n-1) plus Fib(n-2) recursively until
n<3, when the default is 1. For example:

Fib i0 NB, The 10th Fibonacci number55

Nowlet's return to the task of generating prime numbers and develop (top
down) a recursive program using the well-known algorithm called ☜Sieve of
Eratosthenes☝: given a list of consecutive integers beginning with 2, take thefirst
number, removeall its multiples, and repeat, taking the next remaining number,
removing its multiples, etc. Begin with definition of a verb, named Primes,
whichwill call itself:

Primes +, (First , Primes@Sieve) Else ] When Done
NB. Primes is ({First Append
NB. (Primes Atop Sieve)}
NB. Else Input) When Done
NB, where Append (,) joins items

For an inputlist of integers, Primes returns thefirst integer followed by the
ptimes remaining after doing Sieve, recursively until Done, when the default is
the (successively reduced)inputlist.
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First isa utility verb to get thefirst item in an inputlist:
First =. {. NB. First is Head

Sieve is defined as follows, using If =. #~ and Divides =. {| = 0:
(subprogramsfrom Part J):

Sieve =. ] If First Not@Divides ]
NB, Sieve is Input If
NB. (First (Not Atop Divides) Input)

Not is a utility verb named for the primitive verb Not (-.) which converts every
1 to 0 and every 0 to1:

Not =. -. NB. Not is Not

In other words, Sieve selects from its input those integers which are not
divisible by the first integer. For example:

Steve 2 To 13 NB. Sleve 234567 8 9 10 441 12 13
35 7 9 11 13 NB. Not divisible by 2

Doing Sieve again on that result:
Sieve 35 79 14 43

5 7 11 413 NB, Not divisible by 3

Note that sieving twiceis sufficient to get all primes up to 13: 2 (the first integer
in the first Sieve), 3 (the first integer in the second Sieve), and 5 7 11 13 (the
integers remaining). It is not necessary to do Sieve again if the first number
remaining in the list exceeds the square root of the last number; thatis, it is not
possible to eliminate any more. This suggests how to define subprogram Done to
stop the recursion:

Done =. First > %:@Last NB. Done is First GreaterThan
NB. (SquareRoot Atop Last)

In other words, Done comparesthe first numberin its input list with the square
rootof the last numberandreturns a 1 (true)if it is greater, otherwise a 0 (false).
For example:

Done 35 7 9 41 413 NB. Test after first recursion
Qo NB, 39 > %:43 is false

Done 5 7 14 13 NB. Test after second recursion
4 NB, S > %:413 is true
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A simplerdefinition of Done =. # = 0: would stop the recursion whenthelist
input to Primes becomes empty,butthisis far less efficient ♥ increasingly so for
longerlists. Now execute the main program:

Primes 2 To 13
2357 14 13

Benchmarks:
Primes =. Primes f. NB. Primes Fixed in primitives
Time "Primes 2 To 1000!

0.097
Space 'Primes 2 To 10007

49492

This is much faster and more economical on space than the previous array-
processing program, but still requires a stack of program calls which would
betrayits efficiency for longer inputlists. (Also see [2] for an alternative recursive
definition.) .

Iteration
Iteration is a common approach. In J, there are several ways to apply a verb
repeatedly. To begin with, iteration is implicit in ☜parallel processing☝; thatis,
the same verb can be performedonall items in an array ♥ without looping and
counters ♥ as shownin previous examples (from Part I) such as:

319 10 11 12 NB, Remainders of a list
0120 NB. Result is a list
1234 + 9 16 11 12 NB. (149), (24+10),(3+41), (4412)

10 12 14 16 NB. Parallel sums

Another waytoiterate in J uses the adverb / (Insert) which applies a given verb
betweenitems of an array (oneinput). (See Part | for introduction.) For example,
+/ adds upa list of numbers:

+/1234567 NB, 14+24+9+4+5+6+7
28

J also permits explicit iteration of a verb on its ownresults. A function to a power
such as fi{(x) or f(f(F(f(x)})) in conventional mathematical notation would be
fa:4 x in J. The conjunction «: (called Power) requires two inputs: a verb (on
the left) and the numberof timesto repeatit (on the right). For instance, consider
iterating cosine:

Cos =. 2: 0. J NB. Cos is Two Circle Input
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The primitive verb 0. (called Circle when used with two inputs) contains a
family of trigonometric functions(see [1], including cosine. For example:

Cos 1 NB. Cosine of 1 radian
0.54039023

Iterate this on itself four times ♥ Cos(Cos(Cos(Cos1))):
Cosa: (4) 1 NB. Cos Power 4 starting at 1 radian

0.7994804

Orusea list to show the sequenceofiterations:
Cosa: (1.5) 2 NB. Cos Power 0 1 2 3 4 on 4 radian

4 0,5403023 0.8575532 0.6542898 0.79394864

We could iterate further, seeking convergence to a fixed point, butJ offers a
symbol (_) called Infinity which will cause Powerto iterate as many times as
needed until the result doesn☂t change:

Cosa: (_) 1 NB. Cos Power Infinity on 1
0.7990851 NB. Its fixed point

In effect, this solves the equation cos(x)=x (in conventional notation).
Nowlet☂s address the task of generating prime numbersiteratively, based on
☜Eratosthenes☂ Sieve☝ algorithm. Here we will use the Power conjunction (a: )
with two verbs ♥ where the verb on the right calculates how many times to
repeat the verb on theleft ♥ to define the main program:

Primes =. (Sieve , First) a: Repeat
NB, Primes is
NB. (Sieve Append First) Power Repeat

Herethe verb ontheleft of 4: is a composition of three verbs called a ☜fork☝ (see
Part I for introduction) which appendsthefirst item in the input onto the end of
the list resulting from doing subprogram Sieve. The definition of Sieve is the
sameasearlier (in Recursion):

Sieve NB. Display program Sieve
J If First Not@Divides ]

Now we need to compute how manytimes toiterate, given any inputlist. So,
define Repeat based on the (whole) numberof primes neededtosieve thelist up
to the squareroot of the largest integer (given last) in the inputlist ♥ whenit☂s
not possible to eliminate any more:
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Repeat =. Round @ Nprimes @ %: @ Last
NB. Repeat is ((Round Atop Nprimes
NB, Atop SquareRoot) Atop Lat
NB. where Last =, {: (from earlier)

Utility program Round assures that the result is a whole number by adding 0.5and then taking the integerpart:
Round =. <. @ (0.5&+) NB.Round is Floor Atop (0.5 With Plus)

Round 2.4
2

Round 2.6
a

Now weneed to estimate the nunber of primes. First, consider the followingsimple program (based on the famous prime number theorem [3]):
Np =. <: % Ae NB. Np is Decrement Divide NaturalLogNB. where a, is logarithm (base e)

Unfortunately, this underestimates (badly) the numberof primesfor inputs over4. (See [3] for a better heuristic based on the celebrated Riemann zeta function
whichis too computationally intense for our purposeshere.) Np can, however, beused in the following program to compute a good upper bound (together withRound) for inputs from 2 to at least 10 billion:

Nprimes =. {+ Np) @ <: @ Np NB. Nprimes is ((input Plus Np)
NB, Atop Decrement Atop Np

Examplesof its use with Repeat:
Repeat 2 To 13

2 NB. 2 primes up to SquareRoot 13
Repeat 2 To 25

3 NB. 3 primes up to SquareRoot 25
Repeat 2 To 1000

a1 NB. 414 primes up to SquareRoot i000
NB. (2 39 5 7 41 13 47 19 23 29 31)

Examplesof the main program:
Primes 2 To 13

5 74113 23

Primes 2 To 25
7 41°13 17 19 23235
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Note that while the primes are not in the usual ascending order, the results
reveal where sieving stopped. It is easy enough (although more expensive)to re-
orderthe result using the utility verb Sort =. /: 1 (from Part IM):

Sort Primes 2 To 25
235 7 1113 17 19 23

Better yet, simply rotate the smaller primes on the end ofthelist to the front
using the primitive verb |, (called Rotate). For example:

-3 |. Primes 2 To 25 NB. Negative 3 Rotate Primes
235 7 11 43 47 19 23

Benchmarksfor the Primes program (byitself) are as follows:
Primes =. Primes f, NB, Primes Fixed in primitives
Time 'Primes 2 To 10007

0.06

Space 'Primes 2 To 1000!
47900

Compared with the previous optimized recursive Primes program for the same
input, this program is more efficient in time and space.

Finally, here is an additional alternative which uses J☂s control structures to
define a multi-line iterative program explicitly (using variables):

Primes =. 3: 0 NB. Open definition
input =. y. NB. Initial input
list =. i.0 NB. Initial list (empty)
while. Not Done input NB. While true (1}

do, list =. list , First input NB. Do reassign list
input =. Sieve input NB. reassign input |

end. list , input NB, End result
) NB. Close definition

This explicit definitionis initiated by the : conjunction with 3 (indicating that the
program will be a verb) and a 0 (indicating that it will be entered at the
keyboard). (See [1] for other options.) Thefirst line assigns a (local) variable ♥
called input ♥ to be theinitial input (y.) given to the program. The secondline
assigns another (local) variable ♥ called 1ist ♥ to be an empty list (see Part I
for introduction). The next line begins a loop using a while. ♥ do. control
structure. (See [1] for other control structures.) The expression following the
while. controls the execution of whatfollows do.. Here, the expression is Not
Done input (see program definitions earlier). Done input produces a 0 and Not
Done input becomes a 1 whenthefirst number in input is not greater than the
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square root of the last number. In other words, while the program is not doneprocessing the input, it does the next twolines: reassign list to become thelistof primes found so far with the first number in input appendedon the end; andreassign input to be the result of Sieve (which removesall multiplesofthefirstnumberin input). The end. indicates the end of the control structure, and theresult is the following expression ♥ here, the List of primes appendedto thoseremaining in the input. A final right parenthesis closes the definition. Now itcan be used:
Primes 2 To 13

235 7 11 13

Benchmarksfor this program revealthatit is slow for the example inputs herebut increasingly fast for larger inputs and more economical on space than all
other programshere:

Primes =. Primes f. NB. (No effect here)
Time "Primes 2 To 1000!0. 426
Space 'Primes 2 To 1000!

17952

Comparisons
Here are benchmarksforall the optimized Primes programs presented above:

Time Space (for Primes 2 To 1000)
Array-processing 0.389 265896
Recursive 0.097 494g2
Iterative 0.061 47900
Iterative (multi-line) 0,326 17952

Comparing these programsin general terms, the iterative program is the fastest(for the limited example here); the multi-line iterative program is the mosteconomical in space (and thefastest for larger inputs); the recursive program iscompetitive in speed (more so for larger inputs); and the array-processingprogramis simplestin its definition yet impractical.

10. Package and Document Programs
The last programming strategy is to package and document programs so thatthey may be used productively by users and/or other programmers. J offers afacility for recording a ☜script☝. This captures all J expressions, including(program) definitions, (variable) assignments and any comments. Fundamentalprocedures are outlined below. (More convenient procedures are available viamenus under Windows.)
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First, assign a script (here, an arbitrary name):
script =. 0: 0 NB. Spaces around ; required

This uses the : conjunction to define a variable (indicated by thefirst 0) entered
from the keyboard (indicated by the second 0). From here on, everything you
enter will be recorded. In order to abbreviate this illustration here, suppose you
enter severallines, as indicated below:

NB, J expressions
NB. oes

Whenyouarefinished, enter a right parenthesis:
)

Now you haveassigned a script.
You may also wantto save the script, as follows:

Save =, 11:2 < NB. Define utility verb
script Save 'WORK? NB. Save script in 'WORK' file

When you wishto retrieve this file (here arbitrarily named 'WORK'), the script
maybereconstructed and executed,as follows:

Load =, Ol:11 & < NB. Define utility verb
Load "WORK! NB. Load 'WORK' file
NB. J expressions
NB, wee

Nowall your J expressions are there ♥ just as if you had entered them. (See [1]
for more options.) You may want to check the names of programs, etc. Use
anotherutility verb:

Names =. 4:4 NB, Names is 4 Foreign 1

For example,list the namesof programs(verbs) herein this article (Part IV):
Names 3 NB. Names of programs (boxed)

composites] Cos [Divides |Done|Pac|Fib|First |Halt|tf[Last|Load]
 

 

 

wanes Not |wPrimes| Primes Repeat| Root |Save| sieve| sort |Space|
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Other namesare accessible similarly (see [1]). Other inputs for the Foreign
conjunction (!:) managefiles; communicate with the host system; report storage
types, time, and space; display representations; control font and screen
attributes; query andset global parameters; offer information for debugging;etc.(See [1]}
Finally, suppose you wantto save just the optimized Primes programs (and
subprograms) with documentation (using NB.). You can cut and paste selected
lines, include comments as needed andrecord it all ina script. For instance:

script =. G: 0 NB. Begin script
NB. One input: Program (y)}
NB, Two inputs: (x) Program (y}
NB. Utilities:

 

First = NB, First item of y
Last =. NB, Last item of y
TO =. }. i.@>: NB. Integers x to y

NB. Array-processing approach:Primes =. ] -. Composites NB. Primes in list y
Composites =. Root »«/ Half NB. Table of products
Half =, 2: To <,@-:@Last NB. First half of list y
Root =. 2: To <,@%: @Last NB. Squareroot half of list y

NB, Recursive approach:
Primes=, (First, Primes@Sieve)*☁]@.Done NB. Primes in list y
Sieve =. ] If First Not@Divides }] NB. Items y notdivisible by y,

  If =. a@~ NB. Select x where is in yNot =, NB, Change 1s to 0s, Os to 1s
Divides =. | = O: NB. is where x divides y evenly
Done =. First > %:@Last NB. 4 (true) when y, > sqrt y,

NB. Iterative approach
Primes =. (Sieve,First)a: Repeat NB, Primes in list y
Repeat =. >.@Nprimes@%: @Last NB. Integer Nprimes to sqrt y,
Nprimes =. <: % (2: » 1064.) + % NB. Approx # of primes to y

 

NB. Multi-line iteration
Primes =, 3: 0 NB, Open definition
input =. y. NB. input is y
list =. i.0 NB. list is empty
while, Not Done {nput NB, Loop while Not Done is i

do. list =. list,First input NB. Append next prime
input =, Sieve input NB. Remove multiples of input,

end, list, input NB, Result
) NB. Close definition;End script

This script provides a succinct package of the programs developed here in this
article (comments could be expanded, of course). It may be saved andretrieved(as shownabove), and individual programs may beselected for use at any time.
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Note, however, that J now provides a primitive verb p: (called Primes) which
generates the nth prime number. This obviates the above programs. For example:

pr i.6 NB. First 6 primes
235 7 411 13

J also provides a companion primitive verb q: (called Factors) which produces
primefactors. For example:

qi 12
2224

q: 13
13

Conclusion
This (four-part) article has presented functional programming strategies in J:

Think Array
Select Primitive Functions
Select Primitive Operators
Use Parallel Processing
NameUtility Functions and Variables
ComposeFunctions (Define Programs)

. Test and Debug Programs
Modularize Programs
Simplify, Optimize, Generalize Programs
Consider Alternative Algorithms
Package and Document Programs

V
R
Y
N
E
S

Se
en
e

i

Thesestrategies can guide a programmerin tackling tasks well beyond the one
illustrated here (generating prime numbers). A J programmer can thereby
develop programs and subprogramsrapidly in order to build a ☜toolbox☝ for
solving problems, prototyping projects, and designing applications.
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APL Product Guide ♥ Fully Revised
compiled by Gill Smith

VECTOR☂s exclusive APL Product Guide aims to provide readers with useful
information about sources of APL hardware, software and services. We welcome
any comments readers may have on its usefulness and any suggestions for
improvements.
Over the past few months we have attempted to contact all the vendors listed in the
Vendor Address section of the guide. Only those whoreplied have been retained in this
edition. If you would like your entry restored in time for APL97, please contact us as
soon as possible ♥ see address below.
Wereservetheright to edit material supplied for reasons of space or to ensure a
fair market coverage. The listings are not restricted to UK companies and
international suppliers are welcometo take advantage of these pages.
For convenienceto readers, the productlist has been divided into the following
groups(☁poa☂ indicates ☁price on application☂):

- Complete APL Systems (Hardware & Software)
+ APL Interpreters
+ APL-based Packages
+ APL Consultancy
+ Other Products
+ Overseas Associations
+ Vendor Addresses
+ World Wide Web and FTP Sites

Every effort has been made to avoid errorsin these listings but no responsibility
can be taken by the working group for mistakes or omissions.
Wealso welcomeinformation on APLclubs and groups throughoutthe world.
All contributions and updates to the APL Product Guide should besentto Gill
Smith, at Brook House, Gilling East, York, YO6 4JJ. Tel: 01439-788385, Email:
100331.644@Compuserve.com
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COMPLETE APL SYSTEMS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Dyadic (BM RS/6000 M0320 11,736

IBM RS/6000 MD320 13,817

IBM RS/6000 MD320 22,856

IBM RS/6000 M0520 37,114

IBM RS/6000 MDS30 72,054

IBM RS/6000 MD540 122,842

Cptima IBM Compatible poe

APL INTERPRETERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
APLSoftware APL*Plus/PC Release 10 450

Run-time poa
APL*PlusIl 1,995
Run-time poa
Byalog APL. 1000-10,000
APL2PC poa

Beautitul Systems Dyalog APLYW for Windows poa
Dyalog APLtor Unix poa

The Bloomsbury Software Company
APL+PC Version 11 260

APL+Win v1.8. 1950

Upgrade to Version 1.8 540

Migration to APL*+Win 620

750
APL+DOS 1300
Migration to APL+00S: 620/390

DETAILS
APL POWERstatlon(Greyscale) 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 8Mb RAM, 120MbDisk19" 1280x1024 Greyscale Graph Display AIX, OSF Mot, DyalogAPL(1-user}
APL POWERstation (Colour) 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Milos RISCProcassor 8Mb RAM, 120MbDisk46" 1280x1024 Colour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Motit, DyalogAPL(1-user)
Advanced APL POWERstaticn 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Milops RISCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320MbDisk, 150Mb Tapa18" 1280x1024 Colour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Mott, DyalogAPL(1-user)
APL POWERsystem (8-users) 27.5 MIPS,7.4 Milops RISCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320Mb Disk, 150Mb Tapa CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL (2-8 userlicence)
APL POWERsystem(16-users) $4.5 MIPS, 10.9 Mllops RISCProcessor 32Mb IAM, 1.34GbDisk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL(8+userlicenes)
APL POWERsystem(32-users) 41 MIPS,19 Mflops RISCProcessor 64Mb RAM, 1.7Gb Disk, 2.3Gb Taps CD-ROM Drive,92 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL(8+ userlicence)
Complete networked or stand-alone solutions includingconfiguration installation, maintenance and commissioning,

DETAILS
STSC's APLfor IBM PCs & compatibles.Upgrades trom earilerreleasesalso available,
Closed version of APL*PlusjPC which prevents user exposure toAPL,
All the features of mainframe APL*Plusfor your 386PC!

2nd generation APL tor Unix systems
IBM's APL2 for the PC.
USDistributor of Dyalog APLproducts trom Dyadic.
See Dyadic listing for product details.
Upgrade to version 11 gives tree runtime (£120 from anyversion)
A32-bit Windows-hosted interpreter that runs underall Windowsplatforms including Windows 85. Note: Any user purchasingAPL+Win during 1996 will recelve tree updates to Vn 1.8 and Vn2.0(userto paycarriage)
Fromearlier versions of APL+Win, Free updateto Version 2.0(userto paycarriage)
from APL*PLUSII versions 4/5. Free update to Version 2.6 (userto pay carriage)
trom eariler versions of APL"PLUSII
APL*PLUSII DOSis renamed to APL+DOS.
from APL*PLUS/PG or APL*PLUS[)
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APL*PLUS Il for UNIX poa APL2000's 2nd generation APLfor all major Sparc and Filse Unixworkstations.
APL'PLUS VMS poa 2nd generation APL for DEC VAX computers under VMS.
APLPLUS Mainframe poa Enhances VS APLwith manyhigh performance, highproductivity features, For VMICMS and MVS/TSOoffers simpleUpgrade from VS APL.

Dinosoft Oy Dyalog APLIW for Windows poa Finnish distributor of Dyalog APLproducts.
Dyalog APLfor Unix poa See Dyadic's listing for product details.

Dyadle Dyalog APLfor DOS/386 995 Second generation APLfor DOS.Runs in 32-bit mode, supportsvery large workspaces. Unique "window-based" APLDevelopment Environment and Screen Manager. Requires386/486 based PC or PS/2, at least 2Mb RAM, EGA or VGA,DOS3.3 or later.
Dyalog APLW for Windows 995 As above,plus object-based GUIdevelopment tools. RequiresWindows 3.0 orlater,
Dyatog APL for Unix 995-12,000 Second generation APL for Unix systems. Avallable for Altos,

Apollo, Bull, Dec, HP, IBM 6150, IBM AS/6000, Masscomp,Pyramid, NCR, Sun and Unisys machines,and for PCs and
PC}2s running Xenix or AIX. OracleInterface available for IBM,☁Sun and Xenix versions.

lAC/HumanInterfaces
L-APL{Mac 13 Macintosh version of|-APL

LAPL Lid LAPUPC orclones 8 ISO conforminginterpreter, Supplied onty with manual (see.☜Other Products! for accompanying books).LAPYBBC Master 8 As above
J-APL/Archimedes 8 As aboveStrand Software Inc Strand Software Inc has the soleselling rights to Iverson

Software Inc products, |-APL stocks a taw of these (mainlyAPLIWINandthe personalJ products and books), but{s nolonger an agent.
(BM APL Products TryAPL2 free APL2 for educational or demonstration use. Write, fax or Emailto

APLProducts;specify disk slze desired.
APL2 PC (USVersion} $630 Product No, §799-PGG. PRPQ Number RJ0411.

Orderfrom 1-800-18M-CALL
APL2 PC (European Version) £348. Product No. 5604-260, Part number 38F1753.

Frem all IBM dealers, including MicroAPL.
APL2 for OS/2 Entry Edition $185 Part No 89G1556,
APL2 for OS/2 Advanced Edition $50 Part No 8961697. Contains all facilities of the Entry Edltion plus:DB2interface; co-operative processing TCP/IP Interface; toolsfor writng APs; TIME facillty
APL2 for Sun Solarls $1500 Product No, 5648-065,
APL2 forAIX 6000 poa Product No. 5785-012,
APL2 Verslon 2 Poa Product No. 5888-228, Full APL2 system for $/370 and S/390
APL2 Application Envt Vn2 poa ProductNo, 8688-229. Runtime environmentfor APL2 packages

Insight Systems APL*PLUS/PC poa APLsystems marketed and supported...
Oyalog APL poa from: Dyadic, Manuglstics, 12M
APL2 poa under: Windows, OS2 and Unix

IversonSoftwareInc. Jon the Webonlineregistration ..,
J EducationalEdition $50
J Standard Edition $150
J Professional $925
Books and accassories (discounts for reg users)
J Dictionary $50
J User Manuat $50
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J Austra

J Phrases $40
J Primer $40
Setof the above 4books $160

Concrete Math $40
Fractals, Visualization & J $50
Exploring Math $50
J User Conference Proceedings $35
Mugs,T-shirts, Mousepads $10 each

APLIWIN $70
J poa
Dyalog APL poa
Causeway Products poa
Structural Analysis Software: poa

MasterWork Software Manugistics Products and {S| poa
MicroAPL,

Oasis Systems

Optima
RE Time Tracker Oy

Soliton Associates

APL.68000 Level| 2000
APL.68000 LevelII 2500

APL.68000/X 1500-6000

☁APL,68000 Level|Mac, ST, Amiga 87
Mac, Amiga 260
APL.68000 LevelIlST 170
Amiga 260
Mac 520
APLIPLUSRel 10 450APLPLUSII V4.0 1395
Dyalog APL poa
APL"PLUS, poa
APL.68000 poa
APL2 poa
Oyalog APLW 995
APL*PG (APL*PLUS/PC) poa
APL+DOS (APL*PLUSII}
APL+Win (APL"PLUSIi), APL+Link
APL+UNIX
APL'PLUSSharefile
SHARP APLfor MVS poa
SHARP APLfor Unix poa

For 388/PC under Windows 3.1
Distributorfor Austria and Switzerland
Oistributor
Distributor
Complete packageby [G Zenkner&Handet to perform structuralanalysisfengineering calculations.Also suitable for dynamicproblems, a.g. earthquakesimulation.
New Zealand distributor
First generation APL with numerous enhancements, Mult!-userversion(Unix, Mirage, MCS).
Second generation APL. Nested arrays, user defined operators,selective specification etc. Multi-user version (Unix, Mirage,MCS)
Second-generation APL, Nested arrays, user defined operators,selective specification, etc, Multi-userAIX version with fullOSF/Motif support,
First generation APL. Single user, full windowinginterface,software floating point support.
First generation APL. Single user, full windowing interface,hardware floating point.
Second generation APL. Full windowinginterface,softwarefloating point support,
Second generation APL,Full windowinginterfaceHardware andsoftware floating point support.
Second generation APL. Full windowing interface.Hardware andsoftware floating point support.

Dyadic Systems
Manugistics
MicroAPL Lid
(BM
Fully fledged Windows developmentenvironment,
Complete APL+ and Statgraphics product range andlinks tovarious 3rd party products,

tor IBM MVS mainframes
for IBM RS/6000 and Sun SPARC
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Strand Software

Uniware

APL PACKAGES
COMPANY
Adaptable Systems

Adaytum Software

☁The APL Group
APLSoftware Ltd(mainframe)

(microcomputer)

Beautitul Systems

Tha Bloomsbury Software Company(for VSAPL)

(for APL2)

Causeway

Canada
All APL*PLUSProducts poa
Dyadle and S| products poa

USA
Oyadic and |St products pos

APL+PC. poa
APL+Unix poa
APL+DOS poa
APL+Win poa
Dyalog APL poa

PRODUCT PRICES(£}
FLAIR poa

Adaytum Planning poa
Qualedi $1500-4000

ROS poa
IPLS poa
REGGPAK poa
POWERTOOLS, 295
REGGPAK poa
ROS 990
ASF_FILE $399
NAT_FILE $299

DBF_FILE $290

SF_READ poa

Enhancements & Sharefiie poa
Compiler poa
SharefilefAP poa

Causewayfor Dyalog/W 95/$50
Rain Graphics (shareware) 35/$50

All APL*PLUSproducts including upgrades and educational.

UniwareIs the exclusive APL2000 distributorIn France and also
distributes in Switzerland and Belgium.Call for prloa quotes.

Frenchdistributor tor Dyalog

DETAILS
Finite loader and Interactive rescheduler. Customisable full-function scheduling system. (Available outside Australia byspecial arrangement only.)
FulHeatured Budgeting and Financial Planning system formedium to large enterprises.
Electronic Data Interchange (EC!) ransiation software for thePC,with strict compliance checking.
Relation Data Base System
Project ManagementSystem
Regression Analysis Package
Assembler written replacementfunction for commonly used
CPU-consuming APLfunctions,Includes a Forms Processor.
Regression Analysis Package
Relational Database System
Dyalog APLW auxiliary processorfor access to APL*PLUS/PCAPLcomponentfiles (*.ASF).
Dyalog APLW auxiliary processor which emulates theAPL*PLUS/PC quad-N native file subsystem for access to theDOSfile system.
Dyalog APLIW ausiliary processortorefficient block modeaccess to OBASE formatfiles, Designed to get large amounts ofdata in and out of BASE, Not sulted for random accassto smallamounts of data (jt does not handis keys).
Dyalog APL/W functions to read APL"PLUSdata objects of anytype or structure from *.SFstyla componentfiles created byAPL*PLUSIl orUl.
Componentfiles, quad-functlons & nested arrays for VSAPL.
under VM/CMS & MVS/TSO
The First APL compiler
STSC☂s shared access componentfile system for APL2.Comparable to all APL*PLUSfile systems: mult-user storage ofAPLZ arrays with efficientdisk usage.
Registration for the Causewayplatform supplied with DyalogAPLIW as shareware.
Annual registration covers full on-line documentation (WindowsHelp) and handy-reference for the Rain graphics workspacesupplied with Dyalog/W.
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RainPro Graphics (professional) 250

NewLeaf for Dyalog and +win 400

Cinetes AB ORCHART 250

CODEWORK HELM poa

BMW. 4XTRA poa
Arbitrage poa
Basket poa
Menv-Bar poa

HRH Systems APL Utilities poa

APL'PLUSUtlities

IAC/Human IntertacesSPARKS poa
EPIDEMIC poa
COINS poa
FIBONA poa

PAPE Ltd Educational workspaces 5

IGM APLProducts A Graphical Statistical System $250
(acss) $500

$2500
INFOSTROY APL*PLUS/Xbase Interface(1/886 Version 2) $198

(PC Version 2) $98
(OLL Version1) $198

Insight Systems JUTILSJXP 20-95

asi 95
WinCom 95
S2D,22D,X2x poa
SQAPLClient poa

The ultimate graphics toolkit for the APLdeveloper, Adds 3Dcharting capability, Web publishing and clipboard support to theshareware product. Charts can be included in NewLeaf reports.Functionally compatible across Dyalog/W and APL+Win.
Frame-based reporting tool with comprehensive table-generationand text-flow support. Offers multiple master-paga capability,bitmap wrap-around and on-screen preview with pan and zoom.Fully supported on Dyalog/W and APL+Win(1.8 and above)
Organization chart package for IBM APL2/PC,Full & heavily
commented source code included - free integration into otherapplications, NB: ASCIIoutput with line-drawing (seml-graphic)characters for boxes.
Decision Support system for top management. Handleslargemult-dimensionaltables, data analysis, EIS presentations:generates HTMLand Latex output. Platforms: DOS, APL+iI,
Windows 3,1/95 for Dyalog APL, LAN support, Ideal for APL.customisation, more than 100 Installed.
Front-end Forelgn Exchange dealing / pos keeping
Arbitrage modelting
Basket currency modelling
pull-down menufor APL"PLUS/PC
Software to transfer workspaces between APL*PLUS and Sharp,
and between APL*PLUSand|-APL, Software to Import |BM ATFfiles to APL*PLUS,
Public damain software,unlock locked ts, a user-frendlyaltemative to locking, fns of mathematical physics, menus, and
others.
Educatlona! simulation of electric circuit (for Apple Mac.)
Educational simulation ofspreading infection (for Appla Mac.)
Educational simulation (KS3) of coin-tossing experiment withsimple stats (lor Apple Mac.)
Educational simulation of Fibonacct☂s rabbits (for Apple Mac.)
PC format disks with the examples trom: Thomson. Espinasse(Kits 1-4), Kromberg, Jizba & FinnAPL All the examples to saveyourfingerst
for DOS, Product Number 5764-009
for Workstations (OSj2, Aix, Solaris), Product Number 6764-092
for GMS, Product Number 5764-014

Completa packagewritten In C. Comparable with the data, index& memo files of FoxPro, dBASE, & Clipper. Multi-user support.No OBMSlicense required.
As above for APL"PLUS/PC.
The same in a DLL form! Gives your Windows applicationsalladvantages of DLLs.
Cross-platform utility library including simple OScalls (DIR,COPY, DEL, RENAME)and DATEfunctions, For APL*PLUS II,APL2 and Dyalog APL under Windows, OS/2 and Unix.
APLSpreadshestInterface, ☜DeviceIndependent☂ spreadsheetdriver supporting Excel, 123 and Quattro-Pro for Dyalog APLW
Asynchronous comms package for Dyalog APL/W
Advanced APLsyntaxanalysis and conversion packages tromSharp and APL2 to Dyalog, and betweenany two APLS
Interface from APL*PLUSIl, APL2 and Dyalog (Windows, OS/2or Unix) to most SQLdatabases aver most networks.
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SQAPLServer poa

JADSottware JAD SMS 150-500

RE Time Tracker Oy UITW poa

AJGRAPH poa

EOCO PRO with APL poa

NEWT TCP/IP SDK with APL poa

B+ poa

Soliton Associates LOGOS. poa
MAILBOX poa
VIEWPOINT poa

UNIWARE APL+Win Monthly Training Program$600

Advanced Windows Programming...835
OLLparser for +Win $250

Delphi Forms Translator $195
APL+Lnk Pro poa
SQAPLPro poa
RainPro poa
NewLeat poa
Graphx and ChartFx poa
Formula One and Dyalog APL $95

Warwick University BATS 260

FAS tree
Zark APL Tutor (PC) $299

APLTutor (MF) $5000
Zark ACE $20

APL Advanced Techniques... $59.95.

Communications $200 pe, $500 mf

Makes APL*PLUS t!, APL2 or Dyalog APL (Unix) avallable asSequeLink servers. Can be called trom SQAPLclients or otherapplications such as Excel, C++, Smalltalk, Visual Basic,
Software managementsystem for APL*PLUS I! based onhierarchical databases; Includesfull-scraeninterface and stand-alonefunctions. Price depends on numberof users.
Comprehensive high-level Windows UserInterface itbrary forAPL+Win and +Il v 5.1. Comprehensive spreadsheets, replicated
fields, specialfield types, etc. 16 and 32 bit versions available.
Graphpak-compatible 2D graphics package for +Win and +DOS.Includes multi-window support, print and metalile support. NoDLLs required.
Leading groupand personalInformation managementsystemwith comprehensive customising, Supplied with sample +Winworkspace to interface to ECCO databasesvia ODE.
Lead TCP/IP SDKwithinterfacesto all protocols. Supplied on 3
CD ROMStogetherwith a sample +Win workspace.
Database interface for APL+DOS under Windows. Allowscombining character-based APLapplications with ODBC-compliant databases such as Oracle and SQL-sarver..
Applleation DevelopmentEnvironment
Electronic Mail
Report generator with interfaces to DB2 and MVS data
Downtoad 50+ page decument about APL+ programming eachmonth, You also get one or more workspacesfull of re-usableAPLcode and sometimes additional files or products.
200-pagebookplus companion disk on interfacing APL andDelphi. Contains full coverageof Delphi-2, +Win and Dyalog.
Parse any Visual Basic DLL declaration file Into a set of quadNAdefinitions. Turn constants and structures into APL variables.Avallable for APL+Win and Dyalog/W.
Design forms with Delphi and turn them automaticallyinto APLprograms which recreate the same form (*Win and Dyalog/W).
ODBC Interface for APL*Win
ODBC intertace tor Dyalog APUW
Highly customisable 2D and 3D publication graphics torAPL#Win and Dyalog APLW
Pagalayout and printing tools for APL+Win and Dyalog
High-quality business graphics for APL*Win
100-page book + companton disk on how te use the FormulaOne VBXwith Dyatog APYW
Menudriven system for time series analysts and forecasting
using Bayesian Dynamic medetling. Price Is reduced to £35 for
academicinstitutions,
Training program farthe above.
APL computer-based training. Available for APL*PLUS PC &APL☁PLUSII. Demodisk $10.
Mainframe version.
APLcontinuing education. APLtutor newsand hottlne phone☝support.
488pp.book, (ISBN 0-9619087-07} including 2-disk set of utlityfunctions (APL*PLUSPC format).
Move workspacesorfiles between APL environments.
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APL CONSULTANCY AND DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Adtee Consultancy poa
Andrews Consultancy poa
APL Solutions Inc Consultancy poa

AUSCAN Software Consultancy poa
Bloomsbury Software Consultancy 300-750+VAT
Camacho Consultancy poa

Ray Cannon Consultancy pos
Causeway Consultancy and Training poa

Pau} Chapman Consultancy 250-500
CODEWORK Consultancy poa

Dinosott Oy Consultancy poa
Dyadic Consuntaney poa
Evestic AB Consultancy poa

General Software Consultancy trom 120
Godin London Inc Software Development poa

Entropy Software Lid Consuiting poa
HM. Consultancy poa
Hoekstra SystemsLtd Consultancy poa
Michael Hughes Consultancy poa
JAC/HumanInterfacesConsuttaney poa

Documentation 400-200
Training poa

INFOSTROY Consultancy poa
Insight Systems Consultancy poa

DETAILS
Development, maintenance, conversion, migration,documentation, of APL products In all APL environments
APLprogramming and analysis, specialises In tree-processingalgorithms.
APLsystems design, development, malntenance,documentation, testing and training. Providing APL solutionssince 1969,
APLsoftware development,training
Manuals; feasibility reports and estimates; analysis andprogramming; APL and MS Windows applications; Sharp,ISIAPL, APL*PLUS, APL2/PC andother APLs spoken.Fixed pricesystemsa speciality
APL, C, Assembler, Windows, Graphics: PC and maintrama
On-site raining tor Gauseway, RainPro and NewLeat.Customisation and enhancement to meetlocal needs. Codereview and pre-implementation check of Causeway applications.
24-hour programmer: APL, Smalltalk, C; Windowsfront enddesign a speciality.
Development, maintenanca, migration, documentation of APLapplications. Speciality: info systems for top executives, internetapplications.
Specialised in very large databases,
APL and UnIx system design, consuttancy, programming andtraining,
Excellenttrack record from 15+ years of APLapplicationsinbanking, insurance, andeducation services.All dialects,platforms and project phases. SQLexpertise.

Wehaveapplicationsin the food manufacturing tleld, travelagencyand alrline bookingstleld and in product leasemanagement.
☁Companyreporting, business graphics, Windowsapplicationswith Dyalog APLIW.
☁System design consultancy, programming. HMW specialize inbanking andprototyping work,
APL consultancy, programming, etc. Also UNIX systemadministration
Gonsultantwith 10+ years experience with various APLinterpreters and C.
APLon Macintosh & PC. HCI design. VDUergonomics:EC/Health & Safety compliance.
Ondineassistance, product demos & mock-ups, manual writing:foreign language sottware localization.
Using |-APLfor courseware & distance learning materials; Macprogramming in C, APL & HyperCard.
Moving applications betweenplatforms. Clienyserverdevelopment. Multlingualuser interface,
Exparts in APL conversions between any combinationof.
APL*PLUS, APL2, Dyalog APL and Sharp APL Weare also
experiencedright-sizers, comfortable with networks and
relational databases (that also means when NOTto use SQL)and client/server developmentin APL, © and Visual Basic.  
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JADSoftware Consultancy poa
Pil Last Consultancy poa
MackayKinloch Lid Consultancy 170-320,

MicroAPL Consultancy poa
Ellis Morgan Consultancy 250-600
Oasis Systems Consultancy poa

Optima Consultancy poa

RE Time Tracker Oy Consultancy poa

Rex Swain Consultancy poa
RochesterGroup Consultancy poa
Shepp & Associates Consultancy poa

SnakeIstand Research IncConsultancy poa

Strand Software Consultancy poa

Sykes Systems Inc Consultancy poa

Uniware Consultancy poa

Stephen Wynn Consultancy poa

OTHER PRODUCTS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Actea Employment poa
APL.385 Typefaces poa
Bloomsbury Software Tralning poa
ComLog Comle-Logger $25.95+pap
HMW Employment poa
HRH Systems APLlessons

Systems design and development, project management,technical manuals, financial and actuarlal expertise in APL.
Design, analysis and programming for banking,insurance,financial planning and modeling, corporate performance andlegal reporting
Technical & applications consultancy.
Business Forecasting & APL Systems.
Expertise in APLsystem design, Project management,conversion, migration, tuning; for alt APL versions(10+ years experience)
A rangeofconsultants specialising In all areas of
pharmaceutical, industrial andfinancial systems with 5-15 yrs
experience on both PC and mainframe.
APLappiication conversions, APL Windowsinterfaces, APLtoAP\-level Intertacing to any system under Windows, TCP/IPnetwork and database connectivity.
Independentconsultant, 20 years experience. Custom software
development& training, PC and/or mainframe.
☁Specialise in MIS using Sharp APL.
APLapplications development and consulting, especially in thetravelindustry, especially on small computers. 25 yearsexperience in APL. programming.
APLinterpreter and compiler enhancements,Intrinsic functions,performance consulting. APLparallel compiler APEX is glvingvery goodinitial performance tests with convolution somewhattaster than FORTRAN.
☁Advice on migratingto and from all flavours of APL andhardware platorms. Fullscreen interface Implementation, APLutilities, benchmarking,efficiency analysis, actuarial software,system developmenttools, valuation, pricing and modellingsystems,
Complete APLservicesspecialising In audit, optimisation andconversion of APL systems. Excellent dasign skils. All dialectsand platforms.17-23 years experience.
☁A rangeofconsultants, experts In Windows programming,withAPL#Win and Dyalog APL/W. More than 100 major APLapplications already developed, We all have additional expertisein Formula One and Delphi.
Mostexperience of financial planning, and mathematicalareas:operational research, quality control, experimental design.

DETAILS
Contractors and permanentemployees
Varlants of the APL2741 typetaceavallable to specification.
Contact the companyfordetails.
APL*PLUS|] comic-book inventory system. Shareware versionavaitable on America OnLine.
Contractors and permanentemployees placed.
☁On-screeninteractive APLlessonsfor APL*PLUS, TryAPL2,
☁Sharp and !-APL. ♥ In English or French.
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The BBS\APL: $24 pa. 703-528-7617, 1200-14400b,N-B-1, 24 hours. APL educationalmaterial Is downloadable free. An additional 80 megs of APLsoftware for APL'PLUS, PLUSIl, BM, Sharp & APL tsavallable to subscribers (cost Is $24/yr). Selection available ondisk for $15 post-paid,Free on-disk catalogue.
FAPLtd An APL Tutorlal 3 45pp by Alvord & ThomsonAn Encyclopaedia of APL (2d Ed) 6 228pp by Helzer

APLin Social Studies. 3 ☁36pp by TrabermanLAPLinstruction Manual (2d&d) 3 55pp by Camacho & ZiemannAPL Programsforthe MathematicsClassroom (Springer-Verlag) 16 48Spp by ThomsonProgrammingIn J 10 7&pp by KentversonArithmetic 12 418ppby Ken IversonTangible math 8 S6pp by KenIversonSharp APL Reference Manual 42,♥= «3499pbyBerryAPL Press Books: pos A comprehensive selection of early APLliterature
Pieasa note there is a packing charge of £3 per order

Oasis Systems Training poa Introductory courses in APL
Advanced coursesfordifferent APL versions

Renalssance,
Data Systems Booksellers The widest range of APL books avallable anywhere. See Vector

advertisements.
Soliton Assoclates MVSLUINK poa Interface from Sharp APL (Unix & MVS) to non-APL data and

software In the MVSenvironment,
SSQL poa High-performance OB2 Interface for Sharp APL (Unix and MVS),

OVERSEAS ASSOCIATIONS
GROUP LOCATION JOURNAL OTHER SERVICES Ann.Sub,
APL Bay Area USAN. Califomla APLBUG Monthly Meetings (2nd Monday} $15
APL Club Austria Austria : Quarterly Meetings 200AS(Indiv), 1000AS(corp)
APLClub Germany Germany APL Journal Semi-annuat meetings DMB0
Aas, Francophone pourla promotion d'APL Franca Les Nouvelles d'APL FF360 (private) FF2800 (Company)
BACUS Belgium APLCAM Conferences & Seminars £18 (630)
Capital PCUG Washington, D.C, Monitor Monthly meetings, occasional classes tree
Danish SIG Denmark
Dutch APL Assoc. Holland - Minl-congress, APL ShareWare Initiative
FinnAPL Helsink☂, Finland FinnAPI, Newsletter Seminars on APL 100FIM(private), 30(student), 1000 (Co)
Rome/italy SIG Roma, ttaty
RusAPL Moscow, Russia. APL Club Seminars and Annual Meating 100,000R(students 20,000)
SE APLUsers Grp Atlanta, Georgla SEAPL Newsletter Quarterly mestings $10
SovAPL. Obninsk, Russia
SwedAPL Sweden SwedAPLNytt  Seml-annual meetings, seminars SEK 75
SWAPL Texas, USA SWAPL $18
Swiss APL (SAUG) Bern Part of Gity St-Info ☁SFO (SI) + SF20 (SAUG)
Sydney APLUG Sydney, Australla Epsilon Monthly Meetings
Toronto SIG Toronto, Canada GimmeArrays! Monthly Meetings, APL skills database, J SIG, Toronto Tookit $25
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ADDRESSES
ORGANISATION
Adaptable Systems
Adaytum Software
Adteo
Andrews
APL-385,

APL Bay Area APLBUG
APLClub Austria
APLClub Germany
☁The APL Group Ine
APL Solutions Inc

CONTACT
Lots & Richard Hill
Douglas Rowley
Bernard Smoor
Dr Anne D Wilson
Adrian Smith
Lewis H. Rebinson(Sec)
Harald F, Nelson
Dieter Lattermann
Stuart Sawabini
Erie Landau

Association Francophone pourla promotion d☂APL
AUSCANSoftware Lid

BACUS
Beautiful Systems, Inc.
Bloomsbury Software
Camacho
Ray Cannon
Paul Chapman
CausewayGraphicalSystems Ltd
Cinerea AB
CODEWORKItalla sri

ComLog Software
cPCUG
Danish User GroupDinosoft Oy
Dutch APLAssociation
Dyadic Systems Ltd.
Entropy Software Lid
Evestic AB
FinnAPL

Ludmila Lemagnen
Richard Procter
Joseph De KerfJim Gott
Peter Day
Anthony Gamacho

Adrlan Smith,
Rolf Kormemark
Mauro Guazzo

Jeff Pedneau
Lynne Sturtz
PerGjerlav
Pertti Kalllojar
Bernard Smoor (Sec)
Peter Donnelly
George MacLeod
☁lle Evero

ADDRESS, TELEPHONE,FAX, EMAILetc.
49 First Street, Black Rock 3193, Australia,Tel: +61 39589 5578 Fax; +64 39589 3220 Email: adsys@ibm.net
13 Great George Street, BRISTOL BS1 SAR UK Tel: 0117-921 5555.
Dorpsstraat 50, 4128 BZ Lexmond,Netherlands.
Tel +31 347 342 337 Fax: +31 347 342 342 Emait: adfee@concepts.n!
28, The Green, Acomb, YORK YO2 5LL, UK Tel: 01904-792670
Brook House,Gilling East, York YO6 44 UK.Tel: 01499-788385
Fax: 01439-788194 Email: 100331.644@ compuserve.com1100 GoughSt, Apt 14, San Francisco, CA 84109, USATel: +1 (415) 928-2068 Emalk trgp21a@prodigy.com
fo N-TECH, Siebenbrunnenfeldg. 4-6, A-1050 Wien,Austria.Tal: +43 1 5458063 Fax: +43 1 5458063-17
RhainstraBe 23, D-69190 Walldor, Germany.
Tel: +49 6227-63469 Compuserve: 100332,1461644 Danbury Road, WILTON, CT 06897 USA.Tel: +4 (208) 762-3933 Fax: +1 (203) 762-2108
1107 Oale Drive,Sliver Spring, MD 20910-1607 USA
Tel: +1 (301) 589-4621 Fax: +1 (301) 589-4618 Emall!: elandau @cais.com

174 Boulevard de Charonna, F-76020 Paris, FRANCEEmail: lemagnen@aol.com
8 Springmount Ave, Toronto, Ontario MGH 24 CanadaTak +1-416-651-4097 Email: p@interlog.comWeb:hitp:/}www.interlog.corry=rpjauscany
Rooinberg 72, B-2870Dutfel, Belgium. Tal: +32 1591 47 24
308 Old York Road, Suite 5, Jenkintown, PA 19048, USA
☁Tel: +1 (215) 886-2636; Fax: +1 (215) 886-4888
8-6 Allred Place, Bloomsbury, London WC1E 7EB UK,
Tel: 0171-436 9481; Fax: 0171-436 0524; CompuServe: 100010,1467
11 Aubum Road, Redland, Bristol BSB 6LS UK.Tel: 0117-9730036.emall: acamacho@-cix.compullnk.co.uk Reutemet (Sharp): ACAM
21 Woodbridge Rd, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey GU17 08S UK
Tel: 01252-874697 Emali: 100430.740 @campuserve.com
51B Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3NB UK,
Tel: 0171-404 6401. Compuserve: 100343,9210
5 The Maltings, Castlegate, MALTON,North Yorks YO17 ODP UK
Tel: 01653-696760 Fax: 01653-697719 Compuserve: 100265,1564Skyttegatan 25, S-193 00 Sigua, Sweden.
Corso Calroll 32, 10123 Torino,Italy.
Tel: +39 11 885168 Fax: +39 11 812 2652 Email: codework@Inreta.it
PO Box 5570, Denwood, MD 20855 USATek: +1 (801) 990-7069 ☁Email: jett@ softmed.comCapltal PC User Group, 81 MonroeStreet, Suite PE-2, Rockville,
Maryland 20850-2421, USA,Tel: +1 (301) 762-9372 Fax: (301) 762-9375,
Emall: gjerlov@ibm.net
Lénnrotinkats 21C, 00120 Helsink!, FINLAND.
Tet: +358 9 70028820 Fax: +358 9 70028824 Emall: dinosoft@dinosoft.fi
Postbus 1341, 3430BH Nleuwegein, Netherlands,
Tal: +31 347 342 337 Fax: +31 347 342 342Riverside View, Basing Road, Old Basing, Basingstoke,Hants RG24 OAL UK. Tel: 01256-811125 Fax: 01256-81130
Bartrum House, Ravens Lane, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP24 2DY UK
Tel: 01442-878065 Email: 100412,1305@compuserve.com
Bertellusvagen 12A, S-146 38 Tulllngs, SwedenTel&Fax: +46 778 4440 Emall; olle.evero @mailbox,swipnet.sa
Suomen APL-Yhdistys RY, FinnAPL AF, PL 1005, 00101 Helsink! 10,
Fintand
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General Software Ltd MLE. Martin
Godin London Incorporated Gaétan Godin.

H.MAW.Trading Systems Ltd
Hoekstra Systems Ltd Bob Hoekstra

HRH Systems, Dick Holt

Michaet Hughes
☁AC/HumanInterfaces lan A. Clark

APL Ltd Anthony Camacho(for queries, order forms}
JC Business Services(or pre-pald orders only)

IBM APL Products Nancy Wheeler

INFOSTROY Alexei Miroshalkov
Insight Systems ApS Morten Kromberg
Iverson Software Inc, Erle tverson

J Austria Joachim Hoffmann

JAD Software David Crossley

Phil Last Phil Last
Mackay Kinloch Lt Alastair Kinloch

Mercla Software Ltd. Gareth Brentnall

MictoAPLLid. Richard Nabavl

Ellis Morgan Ellis Morgan
Oasis SystemsB.V. Theo Zwart, Louis Fijkse
Optima Systems Lid Paut Grosvenor
Renaissance Data Systems Ed Shaw
RE Tima Tracker Oy Richard Eller

The Rochester Group Inc. Robert Pullman

Romefitaly SIG Mario Sacco
RusAPL, Boris Makeav
SEAPLUsers Group John Manges

22 Russell Road, Northholt, Middx, UB5 4@S UK. Teljtax: 0181-864 953712 Gerrard St, London, Ontario, Canada NGC 4C5Tel: +1 (519) 679-8200 Fax: +1 {S19} 438-6381 Email: info@godin.on.ca
Hamilton House, 1 Temple Avenve, Victoria Embankment,London EG4Y OHA UK,Tel: 0171-359 8900; Fax: 0171-353 3325;Email:100020.2832@ compuserve.com
5 Thorsden Court, Guildford Road, Woking, Surrey, GU22 705 UKTel: 01483-771028 Email: bob@khamsin.demon.co.uk
3802 N RichmondSt, Suite 271, Arfington, VA 22207 USATel: +1 (703) 528-7624; Emalt: dickholt@acm.org28 Rushton Road, Wilbarston, Market Harborough,Leics. LE16 8QL UK,☁Tel: 01836-770989 Email: 101740.1203@ compuserve.com
9 Hill End, Frostertey, Bishop Auckland, Ca. Durham OL13 2X UK
Tel; 01988-526803. Compusarve; 100021307314 Aubum Road, Redland, Bristol BSS 6LS. UK. Tel: 0417-9760036email: acamacha@-cix.compulink.co.uk Reutemet (Sharp): AGAM56 The Crescent, Mitton, Weston-super-Mare, Avon, BS22 BDU UKTel: 01984-625181APLProducts, IBM Santa Teresa, Dept M46/D12,556 Salley Avenus,San Jose CA 95141, USA,Tel: +1 (408) 463-APL2 (=2752)Fax: +4 (408) 463-4488 Emall: APL2@vnet.ibm.com Cserve: GO IBMAPL24S, Tulenin Lane, St. Petersburg 191185 Russla,Tel:+? 812 312-2678 Fax:+7 812 311-2184 Emall:aim@Infostroy.spb.suNordre Strandvej 119C, DK-3150 Hellebeek, Denmark
Tel+45 4976 20 20 Fax: +45 49 76 20 30 EmailInfo @insight.dk
38 Major Street, Toronto, Ontarlo, Canada MSS 2K9 Tel: +1 (416) 925-6098; Fax: +1 (416) 488-7559 Emalt: Info@|sottware.comMGnzgrabenstr. 68, A-8010 Graz, Austria, Tel: +43 (0)316 814529Fax: +43 (0)816 816683 Email: JoHo@magnetat
580 Eyer Drive, #81 Pickering, Ontario, Canada L1W 387Tel: +1 {905} 837-1895 Fax: +4 (905) 891-5172
148 Crossbrook Street, Cheshunt, Herts, EN@ BY UK.Tel: 01992 633807519 Webster's Land, Edinburgh EH1 2RX,Scotiand, UKTel/Fax/Answerphone: 0131 228 3580 Pager/Voicemall: 01426 98 3858Email: 100010.33@compuserve.com
Holt Court North, Heneage StreetWest, Aston Sclence Park, Birmingham87 4AX UK.Tel: 0121-359 5096. Fax: 0121-359 0975South Bank Technopark, 90 London Road, LONDON SE% BLN. UK
Tel: 0171-922 8866 Fax: 0171-928 1006Email; MlcroAPL@ microap!.demon.co.ukMyrtle Farm, Winchester Road, Stroug,Petersfield, Hants GU32 3PE UK.Tel: 01730-26843. Email: Eills @mrtfrm.demen.co.ukLekstraat 4, 3433.ZB Nieuwegein, Holland Tel: +31 30 60 66 936Fax: +91 30 60 65 844 Emall: oasisbv@pi.net or zwart@oasis.nl
115 Brighton Road, Purtey, Surrey CR8 4HE UKTel: 0181-763 2490 Fax: 0181-763 2491Email: 100551,1401 @compuserve.comPO Box421, Georgetown, CT 06982, USA.Tel: +1 (212) 864-3078
Mikonkatu 8 A, 2.krs, PL 963, 00101 Helsink!, Finland.Tel: +358 9-621 3300 Fax: +358 9-621 3378 Email: re@rett.fi
50 S.Union St, Rochester NY 14607-1828, USA.Tel: not known, Fax: +1 (748) 271-1290
Casella Postale 14343, 00100-Roma Trutlo, ItalyEmall: marsac@ vnetibm.combox 971 (far Makeev), Dmitrovskoa Sh.,2, 127494, Moscow, RussiaTelfax: +7 95 210-7783 Emall: makeav@atom.al.x-atom.net
413 ComancheTrall, Lawrenceville, GA 30244, USATek +t (770) 972-3785 Email seapldoc@ aol.com
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Shepp & Associates LLC Andrew Shepp

SnakeIsland Research Inc Bab Bemecky

SOCAL (South California) Roy Sykes Jr

Sollton Associates Laurie Howard
SovAPL Alexander Skomorokhov
Strand Software Inc AnneFaust
Rex Swain Rex Swain
SwedAPL Christer Ulthietm
Swiss APL User Group
Sydney APLUG Bob Bykerk
Sykes Systems Inc Roy Sykes ur
Toronto SIG Richard Procter
Uniware Eric Lescasse
Stephen Wynn
Zark Incorporated Gary A. Bergquist

1312 Washington Avenue,6th Floor St, Louls MO 63103, USATel: +1 (814) 621-3272 Fax: +1 (814) 621-4257UK Address:Claridge House, 29 Bares High St, London SW13 LWTel: 0181 8768666 Fax; 0181 876866018 Filth Street, Ward's Island, Toronto, Ontario MSJ 289 CanadaTek +1 (416) 203-0854 Fax: +1 (418) 203-6999Email: bemecky@eecg.toronte.edu
Sykes Systems Inc, 4649 Willens Ave, Woodland Hills,CA 91964-3812 USA Tel: +1 (818) 222-2759 Fax: +1 (818) 222-9250
Soliton Associates Ltd, Groot Blankenberg 53,1082 AC Amsterdam, NetherlandsTel: +31 20 846 4475 Fax +31 20 644 1206 Email:sales@ soliton.com
PO Box 8061, Obninsk-5, Kaluga Region, RussiaTel: +7(08439)31463 Email:askom2@ kaluga.rosmail.com
19285 Covington Court, Shorewood MN 55391 USATel: +4 (612) 470-7945 Email: amfaust@ aol.com8 South Street, Washington, CT 06789 USA.Tel: +1 (880) 868-0131Fax: +1 (860) 868-9970 Email: hswain@acm.orgNovator Consulting Group AB, Svardvagen 116, S-182 39 DanderydSwedenTel: +46 § 622 63 50 Fax: +46 8 622 63 51 CServe: 100341,404
Swiss APL User Group, CH-3001, Bem 1, SwitzerlandEmail: si@ifiunizh.chBobBykerk, 100 Lamrock Ave, Bondi, NSW 2026, AustraliaTel+61 2.9365 26204649 Willens Ave., WoodlandHills, CA 91364, USATel: +1 (818) 222-2759 Fax: +1 (818) 222-9250
PO Box 55,Adelaide St, Post Office, Toronto Ontario MSC 2H8, CanadaEmail: ¢p@ interlog.com worw.sigapLminlake.com/sigaplwelcome.him
Tour Neptune, Cedex 20, 92086 Paris la Defénse 1, France. Tel: +33 (1)47-78-78-00, Fax: +39 (1) 40-90-04-11 Email: lescasse @ uniware.tr
8 Clarence Gardens,Brighton, Sussex @N1 2EGTel: 01278-827238 Emall: centre@ mistral.co.uk
23 Ketchbrook Lane,Ellington CT 06029, USA.Tel: +1 (850) 872-7806
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WORLD WIDE WEBSITES
ORGANISATION
AFAPLAPL2000
APL-385
AUSCANCapital PC UserGroup
Causeway
CODEWORKCOSY (Bob Armstrong)Dinosoft Oy
Dyadic Systems Ltd
FinnAPL
Godin London Ine
IBM APL2
Insight Systems ApS
{verson Sottware IncMackay Kinioch Ltd
MicroAPLLtdRE Time Tracker Oy
Shepp & Associates
SIgAPLRex SwainThe APLGroup Inc
Toronto SIG
Uniware
Jim Weigang

FTP SITES
ORGANISATION
IBM APL2
Toronto toolkit
Waterloo Archive
APLHo-ASCIL

URL
www.ensmp.tr/~scherer/langlet☂ (Journalavailable on (Ine)
www.APL2000.com
www.demon.co.ul/apl3a5
wwwInterlog.com/-rip/auscan
httpyfepcug.org
Www.causeway.co.uk
www.codework.de
www,cosy.com
httpy/yritys.kolumbus.tydinosoft
wnw.dyadic.com
hitp:/{personal.eunetfi/pp/apt
www.godin.com
wvew.torolab.iom.com/ap/apyapl2.htm}
wwInsight.dk
www.jsoftware.com
ourworld.compuserve.conyhomepages/Alastair_Kinloch
www.mloroapl.co.uk
www.rattl]
www.digitravel.com
wwwacmorgisigapl
www.ponet.com/~thswain
yww.aplgroup.com
www.sigapl.mintake.com/sigap\welcome.html
www.uniware.fr (www.unlware.frjuk - English)
www.chilton.com/-jimw

DOMAIN NAME
ps.boulder.ibm.com/ps/products/apl2}see Toronto SIG home page
archive.uwaterloo,cafftparch/languages/ap!
archiveuwaterloo,ca/languages/aplworkspacesfaplascil
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Getting Started on the Internet - a Guide for
APL and J Enthusiasts

surveyed by Jon Sandles (jon_sandles@compuserve.com)

These days everybody has access to the Internet somehow or other - either at
work or at home- and if you do not have that, you can pop downto your local
Internet café and have a quick look there. But as APLers is there anything actually
useful out there? The most obscure topics can all be found on the Internet, and
APL andJ are no exception. Butjust like everything else on the Internet there are
few quality controls and no guarantee that what you seeis true.
In this article I will be discussing a numberof Internet resources and may even
Pass some commentas to the quality of the resource, but, and this is the crux of
the Internet, you have to remember I am only commenting on right now, and by
the time you read this article a numberof the resources will have been modified,
updated, improved or even deleted. Also a number of new ones may have
appeared (although the rate of change for APL/J related resources is probably
quite slow when compared to the Internet as a whole!). This is the magic of the
Internet. The only true way to know what is good and badis to go and check it
out for yourself on a regular basis. This is where Vector comesin.
At the end of the product guide you will find a list of current APL Internet
resources. This should be kept up to date and any new resources will be added.
We will also try and indicate whether a resource has been changedsignificantly in
the past three monthsin such a way that makes it a mustfor a revisit. To a certain
extent we will be relying on you to keep us up to date with these changes.
So what APLis actually on the Internet?

¢ e-mail. The ability to communicate with APLersall over the world is one of the
most importantfeatures of the Internet (for APLers anyhow ~ probably one of
the least relevant for everyoneelse!). There are also a number of APL resources
that involve the use of e-mail as their distribution medium.

« World Wide Web access. Thereis plenty of APL on the WWW.This is whatI
will lookat in the mostdetail.

e FTP. This provides access to hugelibrariesoffiles for downloading onto your
PC. There are a few specific file libraries dedicated to APL.
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« USENET/news. Thereis a dedicated USENET news group for APLcalled
comp.lang.apl.

« Added value areas of some providers. Compuserve provides a portable
programming forum for languagesthat can easily be movedacrossdifferent
platforms and APLis often discussed here. Compuservealso provides an
APL2 forum.

Getting Started ~ Internet Providers and Cost
The basic requirements for communicating with the Internet are a computer with
a modem and a phonelink. A modem will probably give you either 28,800 bps or
14,400 bpsaccess. Both of these speeds are acceptable - although if you are going
to be doinga lot of work on the Internet then gofor the fastest modem possible.
An even faster option is ISDN access althoughthisis still prohibitively expensive
for most people to make it worth while. Once you have got the kit at your end
you can☂t just ☁dial the Internet☂ - you need to get an account with an Internet
provider - who in return for taking money out of your bank account on a monthly
basis will give you a phone numberyou can ring and an account and password
that will give you access to the Internet. They will also give you lots of software to
doall the exciting things that you wantto do. Internet providersare all much of a
muchness in terms of how much they charge per month for their service. There
are several other factors that are normally much more important in deciding
which provider to choose.

* The phone numbersthey providefor their service need to be as cheapi.e. as
local as possible. The majority of charges incurred in using the Internet will be
via the phone~ notto the Internet providers themselves. The telecommuni-
cationsindustry is the real winnerin the Internet boom. Some providers will
only covercertain areas - and if you are going to need to access the Internet
from outside those areas youwill incur heavy phone charges making long
distancecalls to access your e-mail. The major providers Compuserve and
AOLprovide access numbersin mostof the major countries at local rate. This
is a major advantageif your work involves longish spells of travel abroad.

* The length of time you can access the Internet before additional charges are
incurred. Most providers will allow an amountof time on the Internet for free
and then chargebythe hour for additional usage in any month.If you are
going to use the Interneta lot then you will probably wanta flatrate that gives
you unlimited access per month,If you are only going to use it ☁every now and
again☂ then as a guide 5 hours should be enough to get you going.

© Added Value. How many e-mail accounts will you get ~ normally one, but
sometimes they offer more which might comein handy for the wife and kids!
e-mail address format - what will your e-mail address format look like? For
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years Compuserveusers have had to put up with unwieldy addresseslike
102337.1231@compuserve.com.This is impossible to remember both for you
and yourfriends. Somethinglike jon_sandles@compuserve.com makesa lot
more sense. (Compuservehaverecently introduced this non-numeric style of
addressing ♥ thank goodness!)

« Webpage space - some providers will give you an amountof space on their
servers for designing Web pages. This is useful to get you started in HTML
(the language used to write Web pages), but if you wantto seriously use the
Webfor commercial purposes check the following: how much space you get;
how muchdoesit cost to get more space; can you use CGI programs? Can you
use your ownregistered domain name(thisis a bit like the mail addresses -
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/jon_sandlesis not quite as
memorable as http://www.sandles.com (to find out more about registering
domains check out http://www.isi.edu/div7/iana/).

¢ Inaddition to this some providers (as a result of their non Internet based past)
providetheir ownset of online services/forums and chat areas - Compuserve,
AOLandthe Microsoft Network stand outin this respect. I can only comment
on Compuserve, whoseforumsare by far the fastest way to find out technical
information or get shareware programs. Compuserveare able to organize their
forumsinto areas and groups making navigation easy. There is also a global
file find facility. Also if Compuservecrashes during a file download, you can
restart it from the point whereit got to. You do nothaveto start again. But,
Compuserve☂s forums are beginning to get a bit left behind as many
corporationsfind it too hard to maintain both an Internet and Forum presence.
TheInternet presence is bound to win outin the end.

MostInternet providers appear to be quite helpful and there do not seem to be
quite the same numberofpitfalls associated with choosing an Internet provider as
there are say with purchasing a mobile phone. Once you have decided all this and
got yourself connected you will wantto start exploring the Internetforreal.

e-mail
Mostpeople have seen or used e-mail so I will not dwell for too long onthis topic.
Thefirst thing you will want to do is talk to some APLers via e-mail (of course).
How doyoufind out their e-mail address if you havenotalready got it ? There is
no organized telephone directory although SIGAPL have an APL ☁white pages☂
which is nearly as good (available off the SIGAPL Web pages). If they are not in
there, then try mailing someone whois who might know them - they will be only
too pleased to pass the information on. You can also subscribe to mailing lists via
e-mail which automatically send e-mails to a group of interested people whenever
anything is posted to them. An example of this is Tony Chan☂s DyalogAPL mail
server.
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If you wish to subscribe, send
To: t-chan@u-nizu.ac.jp
Subject: DyalogAPL

and
Subscribe YourFirstNane YourLasiName

in the main body of the mail. This can be a nice wayof getting a problem solved -
although I have to say that this particular mail-server seems to be somewhat
under-utilized! In fact all the resources (WWW,FTFetc.) are accessible via e-mail.
(This technique of getting other Internet resources via e-mail was developed for
people in developing countries where they only had e-mail gateways on the
Internet. Hence, you are discouraged from overloading these resourcesif you are
ina country that has a gateway to the resource you are lookingfor.)

Browsing the Web
To get on the Web (WWW) you will need a Web Browser.Fortunately these are
easy to get hold of as virtually every magazine carries a copy of the two major
browsers on the market. There is little to choose between Netscape 3.0 and
Microsoft TE3. If you are using Windows 95 and regularly purchase Microsoft
software you probably have already had IE3 installed on the back of some other
product.
When youfirst use your Web Browser you will almost certainly attempt what is
known asthe ☁random surf☂. You will go to your Internet provider's home page,
because that is the only Web address you know and you will try clicking on
various☁links☂ which take you to other pages. You will find loads of information.
You will read loads of information. None ofit will make muchsense. After about
half an hour your head will hurt. Your wife and kids will be screaming to use the
phone. You will go to bed and wonder whatall the fuss was about. Welcome to
the WWW.Fortunately thereis a better and quicker wayof finding information.

WebSearch Engines
Web Search engines provide a means of searching the Webfor pages that contain
certain keywords. You can even combine keywords using simple Boolean logic to
narrow the search further. Some search engines even provide ratings for the
quality of information within a page, whereas others simply provide the most
recently changed onesfirst - indeed there is no guarantee that what you get back
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will still be present on the Web and you will get the infamous ☁404 File Not
Found☂error message. (This is known as a ☁dead link☂. Basically the Web page you
tried to find existed at some point in the past and the search engine duly
catalogued it. It has since been deleted - but because search engines are very bad
at finding out when links have been deleted they are still reported as being in
existence.)
Ym not going to tell you which Search engines are best or which to use, as like
everything else on the Web they are changing all the time. Check outthelatest
reviews in specialist Internet magazines or PC magazines [1]. A good place to
start is Alta Vista [www.altavista.com] or Infoseek Ultra [ultra.infoseek.com] -
both of which seem to have the largest databases of Web Sites.
It should be noted that search engines are not exhaustive in their searches. They
will frequently have not heard about new pages and somefind pages that others
do not. If you do not find what you are looking for then go to a page that is
similar or as close as possible and look for links from that. Most definitive pages
on a particular topic will link up to other similar pages.(If they did not they
would notbe definitive!)
Rememberto add any pagesthat you are likely to wantrevisit to your bookmark
list in your browser. This will save you having to find the pageall over again.
Using search enginesis a secret art and each onehasits own features and quirks.
Make sure you check out the advanced options and read throughthe help asthis
could reduce your on-line time exponentially.

The Minder Robot
Once you have found a bunch of Web Pagesthat youlike you will wantto revisit
them wheneverthey have new information on them. Some Web Pageschangeall
the time. Some do not change for years and years. You do not want to have to
keep checking☜just in case☝ they have changed. The minderrobotis a useful tool
that allows you to tag pages that youlike, andit will notify you via e-mail when
they have changed or been updated in any way. You can try this out on many of
the Vector Pages which have a special minder robotsection. (At the momentit
checks them about once a week.) This is a free resource (nothing to do with the
BAA/Vector) and can be used on any Web pages.
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Search engines seem to beparticularly bad at finding APL resources.I tried both
the major engines mentioned above and got a real mixture of pages back. Few of
them had anything to do with APL. Hence the recommendedstarting point for
any APLrelated search would (at the moment) be a visit to any of the following
threesites.
[Ves tin Home Paue - Masosall Inteinet Explores
Fie Edl View Go Favorites Holy
Welcome to the VECTORhome page.
106+ pages ofAPL.

ia dietrivubed to Association messberg im the UK and overroms,

StopPreeARLE? -Torunto- August 19 to 20SeahEngines any zon sailfortheEmuwed the VECTORsrtizaleNews sontAPL fita'on the WHW,

VECTORpmduet guide Bookanssk pags ofexter Inks.
☁he Contabutionweb page.

FREERYNee ee eeee
He Edt view Go Favores Heb
Vector's APL Product Guide- Bookmarks

(ACMSleAPL. nail - worerActive Wexlupare Lid
AdenSroemi- ra)

☜ee i
APLBeets VeenGore-alFrancophone«wireGreve : %

PropleAPLSabet«tan) =ACL2008 - muri] - rrr☁APL.nalwe
Aesaa: seer

HeliSEcocaine" 
 

☁TheRiesauberySoforareCalat mal[Opening pagebockmadiotwenvectoook
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Vector
(www.vector.org.
uk)
The Vector pages
are well laid out
with a quick index
at the top of most
pages which
should provide
easy navigation.
Thebestlist of
APLlinks is found
by goingto the
Bookmark page....

Here you can see a
numberof
organizations and
groups who have
registered either e-
mail or Web
addresses and
these are then
posted aslinks,  
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SIGAPL (www.acm.org/sigapl)
 

 

SE♥eitnianlnta Eig} The SIGAPL pages
☁Welowae Ge SIGAMWed Pages frre API. and Tlangunges. 2] have an interesting
: : é graphicaltwist to

Bhous chase Bed Pages them,but they
load quite fast and

Bioah she BOM Spectal tiweners Grose on WF have good links to
: other pages. The

Desenceer'on (and 26) why Irene APL white pages
e is a list of e-mail

The AFL thine Pager addresses (much
a like the Vector

Seguninentons ant tous eonge a bookmark page)
and the Resources

pus IUrattle perabace page leadsto lots
21 of other links.
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Theskills database is a goodplace to go if you are lookingfor jobs, or indeedif
you havejobsto offer.

Jim Weigang (www.chilton.com/~jimw)
ayBie Et View Go Favedie: Hep Jim☂s pages are

=] widely regarded
 

JimW's APL Information oF :| as beingthe
- : definitive APL

(AFL ie 4 prograraming language beat known fbr ifs use ofrox-ASCT symbols, incheting « foor Greek bettors. Itia 0 terse, ☜home☂ ages,ren]purpors, haghlevellenguags crpatedbyKenIvanaand colleagues at IM in the 1960, Wheres maxycomputer pages,languages beganae tools fcr epecifyingmachine inetractious in a eystersindepend way, APLwas Genignedac apower, partly because ofnafation bymanyofthei timiting expects of computer hardware, 

 

APLopertinesspply to ex beter wave ofdyaanialy-created abaya in aiderct envionment thet enous the length of time☁nd facilitules rapid developmentandmodification ofapplications. APL is currently aveikble fore wide☁yeiy ofcompnen, orging honraces fo mwifinred . they have been
. . : oan around, but

Getting Started ☁ - oe mainly because
Igoe mtconotintgAPL ndyouneenBMC,sehapodryomentho, they have a nice

; Fe «:. informal, but
OY tooktance informative

☁The interpieterachedwithAPLNotes is vuefrfee, However, the doeurpentetion inode with the feewart - layout.packogp ie spams andit loka tha ddbogge, ites, andreftmnce cards thet are incTadedith the book, .qn ota
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APL Characters on the WWW
Much has been said on this topic, but little agreement is ever made. To see an
overview of approaches all the above three Websites carry advice on how to
tackle the problem. Ray Cannon☂sarticle in this Vector reports on recent advances
in the HTMLspecification (FONT FACE =) and suggests ways wecan use them to
our advantage (see page 14).

Some Random APLSites Reviewed
There are at least 20 areas of web pages which are directly focused on different
aspects of APL. Of these about 40% are commercial organizations that currently
use APL as a problem solving/ programmingtool. The next 40% are APL vendors
and consultants who are selling APL products. The remaining 20% are APL
groups like SIGAPL and the Vector pages.I will thus focus on a random sample
of pagesin these proportions.

Codework (www.codework.de/cwk_en.html)

 

[RRSeee The CodeworkFie E&t Vow Go Faves Help pages are a goodPaar
eee | codework<««c« example of a

company thatis
 

  

  

 

   
    

   
        

, NOWOTERANT =) using APL in one
a7 UNTK end Windowe-95-veusions sre wader conelroction, Contact Codework for detail, of its products.I

☁Teckaical constraints do not think APL
☁Number and eizs of detebases are limited onlyby the duk spree, is ever mentioned
☁Tha epece muiternoofedate cube is givenby the product ofthe element count on each in any of thesesdinersion tilmltiphodby& For ex. 200 eccounts of300 companies over 10 yeems maize 200300x108 ~ 4200000 bytes pages. They are
(Certain querycommands requis the tha detabe loaded ia memory : forex acommumd emncutnd well laid out andmia4M workspera wil handle bout 200,000 date cols at atime. -! available in three
Apart tom theae mstrction, the products designed to by five fram iacdental netetions and it .sels no to upper Emit fo tha element count, tha lbeLength, the size afthe formulas, the differentomplaity ofthe qoeias ate. laneuagesnie eesPine » You have to dig

quite deep in the
pages to discover thatit is HELM, their OLAP productthat is APL based. To an
APLerthe signs should be obvious....
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Association Francophonepour la Promotion d☂APL
(www.ensmp.fr/~scherer/langlet/)
This page acts as an overviewofthe latest contents of Les Nouvelles d☂APL - the
French APL Association's tri-monthly journal. The pages are in French(as is the
magazine) and you can download the whole thing in Word 6 formatif you want.
This is a genuinely useful free resource with some very goodarticles often aimed
at the professional developer (you might needa translatorof course!)

 

ERSeTGe PeeeeeyBe Edt Yew Go Favotes Hep
= Bo
 eeepiG tet: a he debord
+ du(Word)=, 1200, Wards 5☁zastahxe0HVioat9Leam ppernettant de dcomprimsr los Schiart esisNa

 

    
 

APL2000 (www.APL2000.com)
Hereis the index page of the APL2000 Webpresence. Notice the ticker line which
rolls past at the bottom.

 

 

  YPrerrdent-Onan Conference Waapup
Ymd
Vand Sev how APL+is being wsed in apphcabons

 
As you can see this provides an excellent overview of the APL2000 company and
product portfolio. They also provide an interesting links page.
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Mackay Kinloch Ltd.
(http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Alastair_Kinloch/)
Mackay Kinloch provide computer software services, including APL systems
analysis, design, programming and maintenance.
These pages are concise and simple and are a goodplaceto visit if you wantto
know whatto aim for when knocking your first Web pages together. But, there is
little dynamic content, and the last changed flag on the main page (February 96)
indicatesthat it won☂t be worth visiting again for a while.

Strand Software Inc. (www.jsoftware.com)
These are basically the home pagesof the J language. J, as you probably know by
now, has been blessed with the ASCII character set and hencefits into the Web
paradigm very well. J code can just be presented on screen with no playing about
with browser settings and no funny transliteration schemes. They also have an
excellent site map for easy navigation.
PRL LR]
Fie Edt View Go Favortes Help

J Site Map

Click 9 bax tagodirectlyto thatpage.

 

     3 Chalanges, andther sokaions.
Fetroductoymateial ond

+ Papers and Aticies
Drdering 3 Sottvareand Publications,

 

        

 

Copyrget © 199? baron Seftwone Ire. Conomares torset

Ka

Off-line Browsing
If you are going to be doing someintensive Internet research over a reasonable
period of time you may wantto invest in an off-line browsing tool. These allow
you to build collections of web pages off-line and whenever you log on you can
tell them to check out certain pages to see if they have changed. You can then
decide (off-line) which of these pages you wantit to retrieve to be viewed at your
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leisure (off-line). Hence most of the browsing/ decision making is done when you
are not wasting moneyon the phone. These tools will only make much difference
if you are needing to browse quite extensive sets of pages - and it is also
important to know whenthe information is updated.
One of the best off-line browsing tools currently on the market is Quarter-deck
WebCompass [www.qdeck.com]. You can maintain active areas of interest and
build a schedule of updates, of when to check for updated information.

Usenet News Groups
Your internet service provider will give you access to a Usenet newsfeed.It is
possible that they will remove certain groups for your own protection. It is very
unlikely that they will prevent you from accessing comp.lang.apl. It is possible
that the frequency with which your news groups get updated, and hence the
timeliness of the information, is unreliable. You might wantto try another news
feed; there are a few public ones about. Try news.sprynet.com as a useful
alternative. You might want to run two newsfeedsside by side for a while to see
which one works the best. If you are a professional programmer | would advise
perusingall the comp.lang.* news groups every now and again as it can be very
illuminating to see what discussions are going on within each language's area.
Some corporations provide their own public news servers. An excellent and
useful example of this is the news server at msnews.microsoft.com.
It is often commented on that comp.lang.apl contains too many discussions on J.
In reality, compJang.apl is an open and non-moderated resource so it contains
whatever we wantit to. If there is not enough APL then thatis becausethere are
not enough APLers contributing to it - not because there are too many J pro-
gtammers contributing too it - comp.lang.apl can hardly be said to be a high
volume/over busy newsgroup(try looking at comp.lang.c+ +).

FIP
FTP gives you an interface to libraries of files that you can download from the
internet. No fancy graphics here, justa list of directories andfiles, and if you click
ona file it will end up on your hard disk aboutthree hours later. Great stuff!
Theselibraries are mostly maintained by universities and there is often very little
to tell you whata file contains or what it does. Alwayslook out for a readmefile
either in the base directory (in which case it will describe the contents of all the
files in the whole library) or in the directory where you are looking.
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The current IBM APL2 beta program has been delivering the new software for
testing via ftp. You simply receive an e-mail with the new file names and with a
supplied account and password, then you log on and download them from an
IBMftp server.

DownloadingFiles from the Internet
Onefinal caution before you all go Internet crazy. Most of the quality information
available on the Internet appears with equal timeliness within the computer press
or via journals like Vector. The software you can download thatis ☁free☂ is mostly
shareware so you should be paying for it anyhow. Once you register shareware
you will start receiving disks through the postjustlike normal. It is normally a lot
quicker to go and buy the latest computer magazine with a free CD ROM on the
front and get the latest free shareware off that, than to waste half a day
attempting to download it off the Internet. Downloads are expensive - they are
slow - they tie up your time, they tie up a phone line and they frequently crash at
the last minute. Remember to check for viruses, and try to remember not to use
downloaded data files that may contain embedded macros (Word/Excel
documents).

Summary
If you are an APL professional and you do not have accessto the Internet make
sure you get it. There are too many useful resources like Uniware☂s APL+Win
training program thatare onlyavailable via the Internet.
If you are an APL manager then make sure your staff have accessto the Internet,
but also make sure you install a firewall that is capable of controlling and
monitoring Internetaccess.
If you are going to put files on the Internet, make sure they are virus checked by
an up to date virus checker.

References
[1] Catching Sites, PC MAGAZINE,February 1997, Page 109.
[2] Know your net, Digital Corporation. ED-H010B-95
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☜Advanced Windows Programming With
APL and Delphi☝ by Eric Lescasse

reviewed by Jonathan Barman

Overview
If you have just bought Delphi and wantto start using it immediately with APL
then this is the book for you.It is written in the style of a recipe book with very
simple step by step examples showing you how tocreate a dish of Delphi DLLs
whichcan becalled from APL.
Every example gives APL code for Dyalog APL/W Version 8 and for APL+Win
Version 2.0 (Beta). The primary platform is Delphi 2 under Windows95 running
32-bit code, but there are examples of 16-bit code using Delphi 1 so that older
versions of APL can be used under Windows3.x.
The coverageis quite complete. Pretty well all of the fundamental ways in which
you can make good use of a DLL are touched on in the examples. However, there
is little that shows you how to progress from the very simple to the more complex
routines that wouldbe actually requiredin practice.
Asall but one of the examples are so very simple, the word ☜Advanced☝ in the
title is rather misleading. A more informativetitle would have been ☜A Delphi
Primer for APL Programmers☝,

First Impressions
Last year I bought Delphi as it appeared to be a well designed GUI product which
would complement the power of APL, or for that matter J. However, I never
seemedto havetimeto get to grips with usingit in the way I had intended.So, as
soon as the book arrived ] enthusiastically started on Chapter 1 which shows how
you can use the powerful Delphi form designer to create a form which can then be
translated into either a Dyalog APL or APL+Win function.I started to faithfully
follow the step by step procedure:

1. start Dyalog APL/W 8
2. load the workspace which contains the ParseDFM and ParseDFMObject

functions
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Step 1 ♥ easy. Step 2 ♥ what workspace? I loaded the only workspace, BOOK, on
the companion diskette and there was no sign of any Parse functions. Now, 1
have to confess that I had skipped the introduction, which is usually just blah,
blah, blah, to get my hands on the interesting bits. So I retraced my steps to
carefully read every word in case there was some warning that you had to pay
extra for this particular goodie. But no, the only direct reference wasa little
footnote stating that the parser tool is currently only available for Dyalog APL/W
7 and 8. Consulting the Vector Product Guide disclosed that UNIWARE sells the
Delphi Forms Translator for $195.
First impressions were therefore of utter disgust. Here was a tutorial where you
cannot even get started without spending a whole lot more money. However,
having skipped over Chapter 1, the remainder of the book contains a lot of useful
information on how to make gooduse of the combined power of APL and Delphi.
If Eric had placed the chapter at the end of the book and had had the grace to
issue a warning that you had to purchase the software to makeit work, then first
impressions would have been very different.
This review therefore starts at Chapter 2 and leaves a description of the Forms
Translator to the end.

Non-GUI DLLs with Delphi
Eric describesin detail, and with great clarity, how to create the simplest possible
DLL in Delphi and then shows you how you can call it both from Dyalog APL
and from APL+Win.
Creating a Delphi DLL is simply a matter of selecting File/New then clicking on
the DLL Object icon. Delphi creates a template containing the basic code required
for a DLL. All you haveto dois to type in your code. Thefollowing is Eric☂s first
example whereI only had to type the middle6 lines defining the function intArg
and declare it in the exports clause:

library firstdll;
usesSysUtils,

Classes;
funetion intArg(X: Integer): Integer; stdcall;
beginintArg:=X div 2;
end;
exportsintArg index 1;  
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beginend.
In both APLs the DLLis accessed using OWA. The DLL took about 5 seconds to
complete, but I spent ages fiddling about trying to get ONA to work. In Dyalog
APL/W Eric gives the following example:

OWNA'I4 T:\DYALOG95\BOOK\FIRSTDLL.DLL.C32\intArg Iw!

but because my DLL wasin a different directory I typed:
ONA'T4 e:\vector\review\delphi\firstdll.dll.ca2|intArg I4'

and got a DOMAIN ERROR.In the endI foundthatthefile name can bein upperorlowercase, but the C32, which indicates the 32 bit C calling convention, must beuppercase.
The example for APL+Win was:

'DEL Iu + PIRSTDLL.intArg(Iu)' Ona ☁intArg'
which I typed in faithfully but got a 0 return code indicating that DN4 had notworked. Examination of the help for 0W4 disclosed an example with no spacesaround the assignment arrow. When I entered the left argument as ☁DLE
Tu«FIRSTDLL.intArg(I4)' then everything worked fine. APL+Win does notseem to mind if the key word DEL or the DLL nameare in upper or lowercase.The difference could be due to the my using Version 1.8 rather than Version 2.0(Beta) which was usedfor the book, but I am

a

little suspicious as the book is fullof minortyping errors.
Oncetheselittle hurdles were surmounted everything went very smoothly. I wasgrateful to have Eric☂s book in front of me assuring methat everything ought to
workandall that might be wrong wasa typingerror.
The chapter contains detailed step by step descriptions of every possible way in
which scalars and arrays of various types can be passed to, and updated by, aDLL. Everything is simply and clearly explained and is a useful tutorial for abeginner in Delphi as well as understanding howto link APL with DLLs. I wasinterested in the technique of switching off Delphi☂s array bound checking so thata pointer to an array can be passed to the DLL. Obviously this could result insomespectacularerrors as in APL onegets to rely on INDEX ERROR coming upwhen one makes a stupid mistake. Particular care will be needed in any DelphiDLL code when switching off the equivalentfacility.
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The chapter ends with a description of a utility DLL containing functions which
carry out tasks that are difficult or impossible to carry out in APL. There is a
function to create a new directory which would be useful for Dyalog APL/W 8
users as this facility does not seem to be directly available, unlike APL+Win
which has OMKDIR. Another function returns the day of weekof a date. This is
reasonably easy in APL, and most people create APL utilities which carry out
date manipulation tasks, but why botherto create an APL utility when Delphi has
the function built in?

GUI DLLswith Delphi
The tutorial part of this chapter shows you howto create a Delphi form in a DLL
andcall it from APL. The example form is populated with a set of controls which
require all the data types discussed in the previous chapter to be passed to and
from the form, so there is an easy learning curve based on previous experience.
The controls on the example form include an edit field and a memofield, both of
which are populated from APLcharacter vectors. As these controls allow you to
type in any amountof text there is a problem should you type in any additional
characters which would extend the length of the original APL vector. For
example, if you pass in a pointer to ¥ where pV is 10, then you cannot enter any
more than 10 characters. The 11th character will overwrite memory in APL and
will normally cause a GPF.
I was not very happy with Eric☂s suggested solution to the expanding character
vector problem. He suggests that you pad out your character vector with spaces
and insert and Ascii zero (QAV[0I0]J) at the end of the text that is to appear in the
control. For example, you could create a vector with 4+256+'Text', DAV(GIO)
then this allows the user to type a total of 255 characters, allowing room for a
trailing 0AV(O0). The main problem with this solution is that the Delphi code
does not know the overall length of your character vector and therefore cannot
stop the user from typing too many characters by setting the MaxLength property
of the control. The technique used by the ODBC driver interfaces seems to be
much cleaner. There are usually three pointers: a pointer to the character string
for the initial text, a pointer to the buffer to be filled by the function, and a pointer
to the length of the buffer. On return the pointer to the buffer length contains the
actual length of the string placed in the buffer.
The chapter ends with some rather nice examples of simple forms that could be
called from APL, All these forms must, or course, be modal. APL has to be in
control and must wait until the user has completed entering data on the form
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before continuing. There is no wayat present for Delphi to be in control and to
call APL as a DLL; you needJ for that.

Creating a Resources DLL
Notonly can DLLs contain functions and forms but they can also contain bitmaps.As Eric points out you can easily accumulate a couple of hundred small bitmapsto display on the toolbars of an APL application. Storing the bitmaps in a DLL
rather than as separate files on disk makesa lot of sense.
Bitmaps,icons, cursors, fonts and text constants can all be stored in a Resourcefilewhich can then be included in your DLL. The Borland Resource Workshopis apowerful tool for maintaining Resource files and is very simple to use. There isalso an Image Editor which is not nearly as powerful and is that much moredifficult to use. The detailed instructions on how to use both systems seem

a

little
over the top, but do get you going quickly.
The really useful information as far as I was concerned was the instructions onwhat you have to do to load a bitmap into APL+Win. This requires the use of
OWCALL to run the Windows API functions LoadLibrary and LoadBitmap.Itwas also useful to be informed of the size of the bitmap required for toolbar
buttons, which is slightly different in Dyalog APL/W and APL+Win.
The chapter ends with an example ofa little APL form displaying a toolbar (or
toolbox) with bitmaps loaded from the DLL.

Other Delphi Techniques
The main topic of this chapter is an explanation of how to display a splash screenwhile APLis loading.
Thetrick is to run a tiny Delphi program which immediately displays a splashscreen,It then reads a . INIfile and parses the commandline string to see whichAPL workspaceis to be loaded. The Delphi program issues the appropriatecall toload the workspace and then goes into a wait loop checking to see when APLisready. As soon asthe wait loop terminates the Delphi program closes down.
I was impressed with this application. It appeared to be the live code for UniwareToolkit/W and must be very near to code which is actually delivered tocustomers. This is the one topic in the book which merits the word ☁Advanced☂inthetitle.
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The other examplein the chapter, how to play a . WAV soundfile in Delphi, seems
just too simple this far into the book. Also, you can perfectly well play a . WAV file
directly from APL.

Accessing Databases via Delphi
WhenI first got my copy of Delphi I went through almostexactly the samesteps
that Eric describes in this chapter. The first step is to use the Delphi wizard to
crate a simple database application linked to one of the sample Paradox
databases. Having seen what the wizard produces one can carry out much the
sametask using the underlying controls and facilities, Finally, you can start using
ODBCto access data in a Microsoft Access database.
The Delphi Database Form expert makes things look incredibly simple.
Unfortunately, life is not like that and when youstart having to get to grips with
ODBC,tediouslittle problems tend to cause considerable angst. At least having a
worked example in front of you makes theinitial learning phase easier. For
example, although | was familiar with adding an ODBC data source, it took me
some time to work out how to use the Borland Data Engine (BDE) Configuration
Utility. Eric tells you whatto do in a step by step example but does nottell you
whythe steps are necessary.I still find the BDE Configuration a bit of a mystery,
but so far the steps Eric explains are all that I have needed. However, I have not
actually implemented an ODBCapplication in Delphi. WhenI doI feel sure that I
will have to spend quite sometimeto really get to grips with the many powerful
facilities which appearto beavailable.

The Delphi Forms to APL Translator
Having had my gripe about the lack of the translator function let☂s get back to
explaining what Chapter is all about.
Eric feels that the forms designers in both Dyalog APL and APL+Win are a pale
shadow in comparison with the Delphi forms designer. He therefore likes to
initially design his forms using Delphi and then translate the design into APL. I
am notentirely sure that Dyalog APL users would agree with Eric on this score.
The wdesign workspace, version 4.2 (Beta), is a big improvement on the old
versions. However, APL+Win users would probably agree with Eric, as the Jwed
facilities in APL+Win are really rather thin. In either case I really cannot see
Causewayenthusiasts bothering as the facilities are reasonable and there are
considerable advantages in the integrated environment.
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A brief description is in order as you mightfind it worthwhile considering using
the translator that Uniwareoffer, or even consider building one of your own.
Delphi stores the information about a form and its controls in a .dfm file. You can
view the contentsofthe file ina Delphi edit window,but not, unfortunately in an
ordinary text editor as you can with VB. I created a very small example to give
you an idea of what is going on. Of course, not having the ParseDFH function I
have had to type in the supposed APL output by hand, so please forgive any
typingerrors.
Thefollowingis the displayof the . dfm file for a Delphi form with just 4 controls:

object frmTest: TfrmTest
Left = 200Top = 108
Width = 207Height =110Caption = 'Test!
Font.Color = clWindowTextFont.Height = -11Font.Name 'MS Sans Serif!
Font.Style = []
PixelsPerInch = 96TextHeight = 13
object lblDesc: TLabelLeft = 8

Top =
WidthHeightCaption = 'Description☂

end
object txtDesc: TEdit

Left = 72Top = 16
Width = 113Height = 21
TabOrder = 0end

object cmdOK: TButton
Left = 48Top = 48Width =Height =25Caption '&OK!
TabOrder = 1

end
object cmdClose: TButton

Left = 112Top = 48
Width = 49
Height = 25Caption 'sClose☂
TabOrder = 2

end
end

 

49
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All the controls are located on the form and there are no controls within controls.
Normally there would be manycontrols within controls, for example, a File menu
bar control will usually contain New, Open and Exit mermi controls.
The whole of the displayed .dfm text is copied to the clipboard. Running the
ParseDFM function in Dyalog APL/W would produce something like the
following:
[0] R+{FORM)Test A;H;CsDiEsFsGsHsI;JsKyLsFWT_1;070;0ML
C1](2) Oro+t o OMz+2[3] s(O=DNC'FORM')/*FORM*''#.FRM_form''*

 

Ce] FORM+'#.9, (2x #. +FORM)+FORM+FORM~' |
[5] ☁'Fwr_i'OWe'ront'('Size' 15)('PName' 'MS Sans Serif!)
[é] a >(Qnc FORM)pz
[7] (FORM)OWC'Form'('Coord' 'Pixel')('Accelerator' 27 0)

('Event! 1001 1)('3D" '"Dialog')('Border' 2)('Posn' 108 200)
('Size' 410 207) ('Caption☂ 'Test')('Font' 'FNT_1')

Ca] (FORM,'.1blDesc')OWC'Label'('Posn☂ 16 8)('Size' 13 53)
('Caption' 'Description')

[9] (FORM,'.txtDesc')OWC'Edit'('Posn' 16 72)('Size' 21 113)
[10] (FORM,'.cmd0K')DWC'Button'('Posn' 48 48)('Size' 25 49)

('Captiont '&Ox')
[11] (FORM,'.cmdClose')OWC'Button'('Posn' 48 112)

'"Size☂ 25 49)('Caption' '&Close')
{12]  *FORM,'.FORM+FORM'
{13] OSE.encaps

 

£14) 2:
{18] FORM OWS'Visible' 1
[16] a Ong(FORM,'.___')'GotFocus!
[17] R+35(QDQ FORM),3p~32768
£18) +0
Cis]
(20) 4
[21] A+Close a sFORM
[22] ONQ FORM 1001 ☜32768
(za)
24] ¢
(25] Select;A A sFORM
(26) ONQ FORM 1001 ☜32768
C27)
C28} v
(29] Select A;B;C;D;E;FsG;HsI;J;KiL a sFORM,'.cmdOK'
(30) Dea
(311
[32] 9
(33) Select A;B;CsD;E;F;G;H;I;d;X;b a sFORM,'.cmdClose'
[a4} OA
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The 0S£.encaps function, on line [13], is a utility which fixes the dummy
callback functions which are defined after the +0 on line [18]. The code for
OSE.encaps function is listed as a footnote in the chapter on Resourcefiles, but
does not appear to be included on the companion diskette.
In APL+Win ParseDFH would produce:
vA Test B;Qwself
(11
(2] iselect B
£3] case ''
C4] 'Test'Qwi 'Delete'
[s] Owself+'Test'Qwi'New' 'Form' 'Close!
(él Owi ☁scale☂ 5
C7] Qwi ☁border☂ 3 16 32
[8] Qwi ☁where'(PixelstoLC 108 200 110 207)
[9] Qwi ☁caption☂ ☁Test!
(10)
[a1] Owself+'Test,1b1Desc'Qwi ☁New! ☁Labelt
(12] Owi ☁where☂ 16 6 13 53
(133 Qvi ☁caption☂ ☁Description☂
C14]
C15] Owself+'Test.txtDesc'Qwi ☁New' ☁Edit!
{16] Qwi 'where' 16 72 21 113
C17)
[18] Uwself+'Test.cmd0K'(wi ☁New! 'Button'
tag] OQwt ☁onClick☂ 'Test''cmdox'!"'
C20] Qwi ☁where☂ ua 48 25 49
C21] Qwi ☁caption☂ 'goxK!
C22]
[23] Owself+'fest.cmdClose'Qwi ☁New' ☁Button'
(24) OQwi 'onClick' 'Test''cmdClose'''
C25] Owi ☁where☂ 48 112 25 49
[26] Owl ☁caption' '&Close!
[27]
{2a} © Op'Test 'Qwi'Wait!
[29]
[30] :case 'cmdoxk'
[31]
[a2] :case 'cmdClose'
(33)
C34] :end
T could not find the PixelstoLc function on the companion diskette, but
eventually realised that it converts pixels to characters using:

R+At(pA)p2p'#'Owitunits'.

The onClick events were not properly defined in the book so I have substituted
the sort of thing that should have been produced by the ParseDFM function.
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From the above it should be easy to see how the Delphi definitions have been
converted to APL. Writing your owntranslator would be tedious but not, in my
opinion, very difficult. The main question is whether you really feel that it is
worthwhile.

Conclusion
At $90 this is an expensivelittle book.It is fractionally bigger than Vector and has
196 pages. There are a large numberof screen pictures and the examples are quite
repetitive, so the actual contentis relatively low.
I cannot make up my mind if I would have bought this book at a UK cost of
something like £60. I have certainly enjoyed working through the examples and
have learned a fair amount. If I was writing a large APL application and was
under some time pressure then ] woulddefinitely buy the book as it would save
some 2 to 3 days☂ work. However, I am not currently writing an APL application
and am not under anytime pressure so the cost seemsto be just too much.
Another way to justify a high price for a bookis if it is going to be used as a
reference manual. The examples are so very simple that having worked though
them once there would belittle reason to go back and carry outany further study.
On the other hand, if Delphi was only used very occasionally then you might
want to use the book as a reference manual to refresh you memory on how to
program in Delphi.

Thanks
Many thanks to Dyadic Systems Ltd and Bloomsbury Software Ltd who kindly let
mehave review copies of Dyalog APL/W 8 and APL+Winto help in writing this
review.
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Review of NewLeaf from Causeway
Graphical Systems, Version 1.2 available for

Dyalog APL/W and APL+Win
by Robert Byers (adaptedfrom Gimme Arrays, January 1997)

What NewLeaf is not
Sorry, Toronto Maple Leaf hockey fans, this ☜NewLeaf☝ is not the team☂s saviour
to lead the team from outof the basement andinto the playoffs.

Whatthen is NewLeaf?
NewLeaf is a clever piece of software that greatly simplifies report writing in
APL. With NewLeaf you can produce desktop-publishing results and even
ptepare outputready for the Internet.
NewLeafis available in Dyalog APL/W and APL+Winversions. I use NewLeaf
with Dyalog APL/W versions 7.2.7 and 8.0.11 for Windows 3.1 and Windows95
respectively. NewLeaf has been available in beta since the spring of 1996 from
the Causeway Website. It was officially released last August and an update was
made available last November. I tested NewLeaf on a variety of personal
computers, Atthe office, ] use APL/W in a WIN-OS/2session on a Pentium Pro-
200 running the new, voice recognition and Java-enabled OS/2, version 4.0 (an
impressive newrelease of this under-appreciated O/S). At home, I have a 486-33
running Windows95 and a 386-25 PC running OS/2 3.0. As expected, NewLeaf
runs noticeably better on faster processors. NewLeaf on my 386 machine is
usable buta little slow.
NewLeaf is a product from Causeway Graphical Systems Ltd. The two men
behind Causeway are Adrian Smith and Duncan Pearson. Last spring Adrian
spoketo the Toronto APLSIG about NewLeaf at a meeting which I attended.
NewLeaf shipsas a single disk with threefiles. Thosefiles include a workspace, a
new APL font and an excellent help file. You also get a 100 page manual co-
written by Adrian and Marc Griffiths. NewLeafsells for £400. Updates and bug
fixes are available from the Causeway Website.
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As weall know,printing in APL has never been the language's greatest feature.
Thelack of easy, good reporting features has not helped APL. Dyalog☂s APL/W
offers a GUI Printer object that can produce good-looking outputbutit requires a
fair bit of programming. Before NewLeaf, I would almost always bypassprinting
a reportdirectly in APL. Instead, I copied my outputto the clipboard or DDE out
my variables to something like Lotus for final presentation and printing.
NewLeaf offers an APLsolution.
In Dyalog APL, NewLeaf takes advantages of ☜namespaces☝ which are unique to
APL/W.Namespacesallow you to store groups of functions, variables and other
objects in separate sub-workspaces All the NewLeafcodeis contained in these
namespaces. You can simply copy in the entire workspace or just the individual
namespaces as required. Output from NewLeafcan be printed directly to your
printer or you can save it in a workspace, componentfile, Postscript format,
Encapsulated Postscript format or as a Windows metafile. Alternatively, output
can be copied to the Windowsclipboard as a bitmap or metafile and pasted into
anotherapplication.
Instructions are included on how to convert your output into HTML formatfor
Internet publishing. A separate HTML namespace is included but is only
experimental at this time. If you have Adobe☂s Distiller software you can use the
output from NewLeaf to create a PDFfile (Portable Document Format) that can
be viewed with Adobe Acrobatreaders.
NewLeaf is described as a frame-based publishing tool. Everything revolves
around what you putinto a frame. Every page contains a least one frame. You
can create as many frames on a page as you like. Once you haveestablished a
page layout youthen placeorflow text as paragraphs (ie. nested arrays) into the
frame. Besides flowing in text you can insert tables, Rain graphs, fixed text and
bitmaps. Under program control you can direct specific APL variables into a
frame.
Tables are easily handled in NewLeaf. NewLeafoffers two table functions. The
first one, leaf.table.List handles simple columnar reports. If you want
more control over formatting and cell wrapping you use the
leaf.table.Spread function. You have control over grid lines and
horizontal and vertical rule lines. For tables with numbers you can format each
column with a left argument to function leaf.table.Qfmt that is the same
specification used with DFMT.
As statedearlier, the quality of the output is excellent. NewLeaf was designed to
work with text, tables and Rain graphs. You can quite easily produce short or
long reports. You can also design your output to look like letters, invoices,
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reports, multi-column newsletter styles and even books. The APL newsletters
produced by other APL SIGSlike the Toronto APLSIG ☜GimmeArrays☝, a three
column newsletter, can now be produced in NewLeaf.
To produce a report you write a function containing lines of code referencing the
appropriate NewLeaf functions. NewLeaf functions set properties that control
the look of your output. Properties not referenced will assume their default
settings. To produce a simple report, here is a sample set of code which would
produce anattractive report with a heading, some text paragraphs and a table:

deaf,Use '¢ a Start with default page layout
leaf.Style ☁Heading☂ a Take the supplied style
deaf.Place ☁Here is the Reading! e@ Assume i¢ will not wrap
deaf,PopStyle a Revert to previous style
deaf.Flow (text) (text)(more text) a Wrap paragraphs of text
deaf.table,Set ('Coltitles' ☁text' 'text') - Set up table header
deaf.table,Spread matrix a Do the report
PG+leaf.Close a Saves Postscript code to variable P¢
PostScrp.View PG « Preview the result

As you can see from the above example this is how NewLeafessentially works.
For those not familiar with APL/W the period you see in ☜leaf.☝ is how
APL/W namespacesare referenced within the workspace. NewLeaf offers a host
of properties you can set. Setting properties can either be done by direct
Teference to individual functions or you can group properties by using the
leaf. Set function. If you have ☜paragraphs☝or table formats that you wish to
re-use you can save these customized styles and call them when you need them.
You can save your own paragraphstyles.
NewLeafdoes notoffer an integrated GUIinterface butit does include some GUI
tools. To start with, you can create customized page layouts with the page layout
designer (Layout .Design). This tool assists you in defining and placing the
frames on a page. You can save these layouts as a variable and re-use themlater.
This designer is quite powerful and can do most of your report design. In
addition to creating frames, the designer has features for aligning frames
properly and for defining other page properties such as the page size,
orientation, page numbering, placeholderetc.
Another NewLeaf GUItoolis the Viewer. This function allows you to view the
report on your screen. The viewer allows the user to print, zoom in and out or
scroll through multi-paged reports. This tool is very useful and displays your
outputin anattractive and professional style. The viewer can beeasily integrated
into your application as a view before you printfacility.
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A third GUI tool, still under development, is a debug feature that shows the
creation of your report as each NewLeafstatement is executed. I foundthis tool
very helpful in seeing the build- up of yourreport. It is especially useful when
something unexpected happens in yourreport.
A key feature of NewLeafis the ability to include Rain graphs. Rain is separate
Causewayproduct, written again by Adrian,that produces high-quality business
graphics. A shareware version ships with APL/W. Thelatest version has a
similar namespace design to NewLeaf. To get the documentation or to upgrade
to a more powerful version, called ☜RainPro☝, you need to purchaseit separately.
I will be reviewing RainPro next issue. For now, any graph produced by Rain or
RainPro can be inserted into a NewLeaf frame. NewLeaf will automatically fit
the graphinto the frame you have definedforit.
NewLeafcan handle small and large volumereporting. By default, NewLeaf will
hold the report as a variable in your workspace. This is fine when the report is
relatively small but it is not very efficient when the report gets larger. The
solution is to hold the report☂s pages as a component in a componentfile. You
can also specify the report to be spooledto a file which is outside the workspace.
The viewertool can still access the resulting report.

NewLeaf vs other Reporting Tools
Both APL/W and APL+Win can support VBX and OCX add-ons. Therefore they
both can use reporting packages written for Visual Basic such as Crystal Reports,
ReportSmith and others. These packages offer more features than NewLeaf but
they are moredifficult to use because of the lack of documentation for the APL
programmer. NewLeaf has the advantage of being written in APL andtherefore
uses APL concepts(i.e. nested arrays, matrices etc.).

Conclusion
If you purchase NewLeaf, I recommend you work through the tutorials
contained in the manual and examine the sample functions that ship with
NewLeaf. The help file is also an excellent reference.
Error checking could use some improvement. Sometimes an error occurs (not
often). When it does, you a get a deeply nested series of functions displayed
wheretheerror occurs. As you get more familiar with NewLeaf you getbetter at
deciphering the error. This can be frustrating if you are a new user. Sometimes
you haveto experimenta bit to get around errors. Sometimes the error occursis
because youaresetting a property in the wrong order.
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T would like to see more extensions that follow the Dyalog GUI so that NewLeaf
essentially allows you to do WYSIWYGoutput. Multi-level Rowtitles for
example are now a feature of the APL/W grid object. Adrian has already
included basic HTML support. I look forward to seeing this feature enhanced
further. Another suggestion relates to table formatting. I would like to be able to
control individual row as well as column formatting. In fact individual cell
attribute specification would be a useful extension. I know Adrian plans to
address these issues and add other enhancements with future releases. He
requests and is very responsive to suggestions.
Overall, I rate this product an 8.0 (out of 10). There is no doubtitfills a valuable
role and void in APL programming. I have not covered all the functionality
already in NewLeaf and moreis sure to come. | can easily recommendthis one
for anyone wanting to do someserious report writing in APL.
Moreinformation is available about NewLeaf and other Causeway products by
visiting their Website at:

http:/ /www.causeway.co.uk
E-mail: causeway@compuserve.com
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Controlling APL Software Releases
Marc Griffiths, Chris Hogan, John Jacob, Phil Last

(HMW: 100020.2632@cempuserve.com)

Developing variants of a software product for different customers is never the
easiest of jobs. And when development takes place in three different locations,
none of which is a customer site, you can imagine the difficulties that exist in
terms of co-ordinating system development, and the subsequent assembly and
testing of software releases. This was the situation that HMW Trading Systems
founditself in several years ago. It prompted the developmentof procedures and
software ♥collectively known as Change Control♥as a way of preventing a
disaster that was waiting to happen. During thelast three years, Change Control
has continued to evolve as it has proven to bereliable and robust. It has been
accepted by those who useit largely because it places very few constraints on
individual development styles. In fact, developers have come to appreciate the
additional control over the testing, packaging and shipping of software releases
that has resulted from the adoption of Change Control♥noone likes emergency
supportcalls!
The description of Change Control that follows is drawn largely from its
development within an MS DOS environment as part of the 4XTRA foreign
exchange tradingapplication written in APL*PLUS/PC.

What Does Change Control Do?
Change Control monitors and controls the migration of changes to the application
code throughout a system, archiving old code before overwriting it with revised
versions or adding new items, It also supports the administrative activities that
are interleaved with system development and testing. Each time a change is
promoted, the integrity of the system is checked and the history of the change is
updated and saved. The history is used to create documentation that accompanies
the release. Change Control can browsethe state and historyof anyactive change,
restore archived objects, and delete changes altogether.

Part of a Bigger Picture♥ Configuration Management
Before we describe the structure and operation of Change Control, we need to
situate it within a broader context. Writing, testing, packaging and distributing
software releases are only part of a much bigger topic, Configuration
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Management. CM, as it is popularly known, deals with the management of
software development in its broadest sense, from formal methods through
software and hardware products tostaff training. Change Control is insufficient
in itself to provide a complete CM solution. However, by touching briefly upon
three aspects of CM, we can provide some insight into the more important parts
of the framework that surrounds Change Control.

Analysis and Design Method
The phrase modular prototyping best describes the analysis and design methodthat
has been used for 4XTRA. It has much in common with Rapid Application
Development. RAD is characterised by extensive user involvement and the
division of proposed system development into manageable, functional units that
can be delivered as working modules within short time scales. The analysis that
we carry out as part of modular prototyping provides input to a resource
estimation algorithm that we have implemented as a spreadsheet template. We
use this to determine the resource requirements for all releases, whether they are
simple bug fixes or major enhancements. This process highlights dependencies
betweendifferent releases. It also allows the subdivision of a release into smaller
work packages of logically or functionally related objects. This is especially
important when release contains objects that are used by more than one process,
or when work packages can be developed in parallel by different people.
Within Change Control, a software release comprises one or more work packages,
and a developer is allocated one or more of these. Each release has a unique
identification number, easily identified work package components, clear
dependencies, and specific resource requirements and commitments.

System Implementation Model
4XTRA has been implemented using an overlay model and indirect file
references. It has a single workspace together with one or more program or
system files and a separate set of application data files. A program file is an APL
componentfile that contains control variables and canonical or vector or object
representations of functions. Each program file contains a namelist of the items
stored in it, together with additional information about each object on the file,
including a pointer to the name of the person wholast wroteit to file. A second
namelist and an associated array of pointers are used to refer to and define groups
of objects. All access to the program file is controlled through cover functions.
Only the most widely used utilities reside in the workspace.  
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In operation, each functional module in the system is associated with a group
name on the programfile. Whenthe user runs a module, the system reads from
file and defines in the workspace the objects that comprise the group name
associated with that module. When the module terminates, the objects that were
read fromfile are expunged.
Indirectfile references have been implemented by using cover functions forall file
creation and file ties. All application code contains only token file names. This
allows runtime mapping of each token nameto a real file name, directory or
drive.
Change Controlis itself an overlay module.It also uses the program file structure
for storing (changefiles) modifications to, and saving (archive files) old versions
of, individual objects and group definitions, Indirect file references make it
possible to avoid the duplication of entire read-only datasets that would
otherwise be necessary for developmentandtesting.

Development Environment
Change Control succeeds only if everyone uses it. To encourageits adoption, we
devised a fairly free-form coding and development environment to accommodate
the full range of work styles among a group of system developers. We have
provided ourselves with a set of tried-and-tested tools, and mandated the use of
only one of them. The required tool is a cover function used to edit functions.
When the cover function terminates, it inserts or updates the version number,
developer name, current date and time in a comment at the top of the edited
function. As a safeguard,the function that writes objects to a program file will not
write a function without a commentasits first line. In addition to these tools,
there is on-line documentation that describes naming conventions,utilities, etc.
As described in the previoussection, the system uses overlays to define, execute
and expunge objects in the workspace. For development and testing, this
behaviour has been modified so that a functional module defines in the
workspace only those objects in the group that do not already exist there.
Similarly, when a module terminates, onlythe objects previously read from file
are expunged. This allows the developer to copy functions and variables into the
workspace, set stop and trace controls, and to edit freely without worryingthat
the system will get rid of the product of several hours, or even days, of hard
work!
The resulting development environment allows experimentation, coding and
testing in personal workspaces without fear of side effects. More importantly, it
leaves control in the handsof the developer. However,the propagation of changes
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through an application from the point at which a developer has finished work
until the changes are ready to be applied to the production system is managed
through Change Control.

ChangeControl in Operation
Application Structure
Change Control utilises an application directory structure that separates the
application code from the data, and provides a storage location for release
documents (Figure 1). Beneath the code anddata are four separate subdirectories,
each with a specific purpose:
DEVT For development and unit testing.
TEST For suite, system and volumetesting.
RLSE A holding area pending release.
LIVE Forparallel runs with a copyof the production system data.

Generally used for client acceptancetesting.
This does not imply that there are four complete copies of the application system
in existence simultaneously. Where appropriate, indirect file references at each
level can point to the same read-onlyfiles.

Development and Testing Activities
Every software release requires analysis to identify work packages andto allocate
resources. Generally, the developer who does the coding and unit testing is also

_ involvedin the analysis. The release is then given a unique identification number.
The Change Control module is invoked at this pointto initiate the release at the
work packagelevel, i.e., to add the release ID, work package number(1 to 99) and
title to the main Change Controlregistry file. Change Control constructs a unique
name for the changefile that will be the repository for all modified and new
objects that form this work package. The file name has the form Smunanxx, where
nnuinis the release [ID number and xx is the work package number within the
release. For example, the name of the change file for the first work package of
release 371 is 0037101. The same scheme is used for temporary (Aimnixx) and
permanent (Rinnnuxx) archive files that are created as a work package is
promoted from onelevel to another.
A summary follows of the sequence of activities undertaken by a developer
working alone in a single application environment (we describe working with
multiple developers and sites a little later). Words in bold correspond to
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commands within Change Controlselected by the developer (steps 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8).
The figures in brackets refer to the paths in Figure 2, which illustrates what
Change Control does to objects and to change andarchivefiles for each activity.
Only the objects about to be changedare archived, not the entire systemfile.
 I\APPNAME, \CODE

ChangeCentralFile    

 \DATA
 

  

   
 

  
 
 
 

 

7\DEVT L \IMPTSystem Files Pr Change Files

| \ARCH
Archwe Files

\TEST \IMPTSystem Files Change Files

\ARCHArchive Files

\RLSE \ARCHSystem Files Archive Files

ALIVE \ARCHSystem Files Archiva Files     
\DEVT
Data Files  8
\TEST
Data Files

\RLSE
Data Files 
  ALIVE

Data Files 
  \RELEASE

Release documents  
\TEXT

Release text files   
Figure 1. Application Directory Structure
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10,

Initiate a new work package.
The developer enters the release ID, work package numberandtitle, then
selects the objects. They are copied from the DEVT system file to a new change
file [1] ready to be imported to TEST.
Reject the changes.
Movethe changefile [2] ready to be imported to DEVT.

. Create or modify any application data files in DATA\DEVT.Bring the objects
in the changefile into the workspace. Edit and unit test them. Whenfinished,
store the modified objects back in the changefile.

. Lmport the changes.
Archive objects from DEVT system file [4a];
Copyobjects from changefile to DEVT system file [4b];
Movechangefile [4c] ready to be imported to TEST.

. Prepare to Test the changes.
Archive objects from TEST system file [5a];
Copyobjects from changefile to TEST system file [5b].

. Create or modify any application data files in DATA\TEST. Modify the
standardtest data. Runthetests.

. Accept the changes.
Archive objects from RLSE system file [7a];
Copyobjects from changefile to RLSE system file [7b].

. Release the changes.
Archive objects from LIVE system file [8a];
Copy objects from changefile to LIVE system file [8b].

. Create or modify any application data files in DATA\LIVE. Conduct one or
more parallel runs,
Copythe LIVE system file to the Production system. Create or modify any
application data files in the Production system.

Change Control manages the migration of objects and group definitions but
certain activities are handled manually. These generally deal with one-off
modifications to data files that are required as part of a software release, A
mechanism for handling these has been built into Change Control but has seldom
been used because these changes occur infrequenily and tend to be highly
idiosyncratic. Instead, the software release includes a supplementary program file
that contains routines that are run only once in the workspace by developmentor
operations staff. These routines are developed and tested in the usual way, and
instructions are included in the release documentation.
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In operation, Change Controlallows the developer to use the mouse or keyboard
to select items directly from list boxes and to employ various search mechanisms
to reduce the lists to a more manageable size. Each Change Control activity
shownabovealso allows the developer to add comments to the change history, an
on-line audittrail that is stored in the change file. The changehistory is updated
automatically with information aboutall the objects in the change file, when it
waslast promoted and bywwhom.
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\TESTIARCH
Archive Fites

7bar =
\RLSE 3] \RLSEVARCH

System Files Archive Files
8b . ♥_|
Ba.ALIVE \LIVE\ARCH

System Files Archive Files    
Figure 2. APL Object and Program File Movement

within Change Control Activities
Whenever a changefile is imported, Change Control extracts from the change
history various items of information that it writes to a text file. The developer
creates a release document for the work package in Microsoft Word, using a
defined template and macroto fill in much of the form from the text file. The
developer then enters additional details about the new or changed objects in the
release such as interdependencies, special cases and restrictions, installation
instructions, and any changes to system outputs, user documentation, technical
support procedures,etc.  
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Atfirst glance, all of this probably appears intimidating or unnecessarily tedious.
Theactivities performed through Change Control require negligible time butit is
imperative that they be done correctly the first time. We have found that the
overall procedure imposes a discipline that has increased the time available for
analysis and development while reducing the time spent on support. The process
also inchides an audit trail, specifications and amendments to documentation.
Developers test each other☂s coding changes in-house and check the additional
information in the release documents before anything gets near the client. And,
not only do clients receive a better quality product, they are able to test it
themselves within their own Change Controlstructure (see below).

Other Change Control Facilities
There are some additional commands available in Change Control.
Reject

Whenapplied to a changeat any level, Reject restores, at all levels, the
previous versionsof all archived objects that are associated with the change
file. As described above, the changefile is then moved from TEST\IMPT to
DEVT\IMPT.Thestate of the change becomesinactive.

Delete
Removesall evidence of an inactive (Rejected) change from Change Control.

Browse
Displays a summaryofall known changesandallows viewing of the change
history of any one of them.

Freeze
Prevents further changes from being promoted to the LIVE level. This removes
concern aboutthe possible effects of other changes on extended parallel
testing.

Unfreeze
Removesthe ☜lock-out☝ imposed by Freeze. At this point the LIVE system files
can be movedto the production system. Change Control deletes any change
file that has been promoted to LIVE as wellas all associated temporary archive
files in the \ARCHdirectory at the TEST, RLSE and LIVElevels. The archive
files for these changes in DEVT\ARCH become permanentarchives by
changing thefirst character (for example, S0037101 is renamed R0037101).

Change Control contains several safeguards. Whenever it promotes changes to
anotherlevel, it looks in the systemfile thatit is about to update and reports any
unauthorised changes. This procedure ensures that no-one can update a system
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file directly at any level without detection. In a way, it protects developers from
themselves!
Change Control also comparesthe list of objects in any new changefile with the
lists of objects in all other active changes. This is designed to prevent a change
from being initiated or imported if it contains an object in another change file that
has not yet been accepted.If an objectis part of a release that has been accepted or
released, Change Control issues a warning.
Finally, it is possible, after initiating or importing a release, for the developer to
realise that one or more additional objects need to be included in the work
package. Change Control can handlethis situation in one of two ways. Either the
current changefile is rejected and the process started anew, or a second change
file (a new work package within the same release)is initiated or imported.

Using Change Control across Multiple Sites
From the outset, Change Control was designed to coordinate activities across
multiple sites, whether they are physically separate or merely different logical
partitions on a single disk drive. In its simplest form, all development and
integration testing takes place in one location, and theclient site conducts testing
but no development. This allowsclients to set up their own datasets for testing.
This is especially important for parallel runs, as these generally contain highly
sensitive data.
Twoadditional considerations arise when development occurs on more than one
site. First, there is the need to avoid duplicating release and work package IDs.
These can be allocated centrally as each work package is defined. Alternatively,
the IDs can beallocated in blocks to different developers, especially when the
developers conduct the analysis for the work package in the first place. When the
block of IDs is exhausted, they simply ask for another. The second consideration
is the increase in traffic that is required to ensurethatall of the developers have
an up-to-date copy of the system. Every release that is exported from the main
developmentsite to the client mustalso besentto all of the remote development
sites.
Work package details are distributed to developers at remote locations by the
most appropriate method (electronic mail, fax, snail mail). If the analysis is to be
catried out remotely, only the change request information is passed on. When
completed, the change files and release documentation are sent from the
developers☂ sites via floppy disk, electronic mail or a direct machine-to-machine
link to the main development environment where they are imported. The ideal
migration path is shownin Figure 3 with a solid line, but an alternative (and more
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frequently used route) is shown with the dashed line. The main developmentsite
integrates the changes before testing. The quality of the release documentation is
also checked to ensure that the operationsstaff at the customersite will be able to
test and install the changes. After everything is approved, the entire software
release is shipped to the customersite, using one of the same methods.Local staff
then test the release to satisfy themselves that it works as described before
installing it on the production system.

DEVELOPMENT CLIENT

Coding & Integration Acceptance
Unit Testing Testing Testing Production

| vevr || per | | ev
L ♥-y ♥h i J
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TEST | | TEST
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Figure 3. Change Migration across Multiple Sites
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Current and Future Work
Change Control together with the RAD-type design method has provided us with
the ability to meet the demandsof quite diverse groups. Developers are largely
free to use any toolset and work howeverit suits them. Developers can also spend
more time developing and less time supporting clients or themselves (4XTRA☂s
predecessor system had 110 workspaces♥ migrating code was almost a job for
life!). Project managers have access to a visible process with an audittrail that is
maintained automatically. Their staff are able to test new releases locally with
their own data sets before the software becomes part of the production system.
Finally, users take delivery of robust software in reasonably short time frames.
They spend more time workingandless beta-testing.
As a module within 4XTRA, Change Control has been ported to Dyalog APL/W
together with the rest of the application code. This has presented an opportunity
to isolate it as a free-standing module (an exercise that will be completed shortly)
that might be able to bring someorderto legacy systems as well as supporting
new system development. With this in mind, there are plans to investigate and,
wherefeasible, to modify Change Controlto:

* automatethe creation and amendmentof on-line help
* improve on-line and hard copyreporting
« work with, and within, third party products such as Causeway
* support workspace-based applications
* support mainframeor hybrid mainframe/PC applications
* ruin under APL2000 and APL2/Win interpreters in addition to Dyalog
« accommodate namespaces
* serve as a componentwithin an ISO 9000-compliant environment

So, watchthis space!
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C Source Code Modification using APL
with Limited Memory

by Adam Weber (100537.1037@compuserve.com)

Introduction
Modification of C source code using APL is not unheard of. In this case, the
problem wasto update a C headerfile using a C MAP file.
MAPFILE.MAP contains a symboltable with variable names andtheir respective
addresses. The header file HFILE.H contains #define pre-processor commands
for variable names and respective addresses. New addresses in MAPFILEMMAP
hadto replace the corresponding old addresses in HFILE.H.
Easy (you think)! Read thefiles into 2 variables, then write a coupleof one liners
to find occurrences of the variable names of MAPFILE.MAP in HFILE.H, and
replace the respective addresses.
But you only have APL*PLUSPC which only uses 640K.Still easy!
Ahh, but the files have lots of duplicated stuff, and are vectors containing
carriage returns ♥ slightly harder! When you process the huge variables
containing the files using your one liners, you get the dreaded WS FULL.
Optimising memorystill gives WS FULL. Notso easyafterall!!!
The answerlies in solving the problem using a more conventional programming
approach, as you would using a language such as C. Basically, you have to
process the files line by line. Granted, this means using loops, hence slower
execution in APL, but you'll have bags of memoryto spare for a decent front end.
Also, few lines of code are required.

TheFile Structure
The symboltable mapfile lookslike this:

Clisted by asc name] [listed by asc address]
(address) (var name] Caddress) [var name]
00811321 _ER1 00811321 _ER1o08i1322f _stack 00812532 _UDIV30
00812532 _UDIV30 0081322f _stack
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The headerfile looks like this:
(var name] Caddress]

#define ER1 oxo08ii3za
#define stack 0x00813124
#define UDIV30 ox00e1a2af

As can be seen, the mapfile has everything duplicated. Both files are one long
vector.

Howthe System Works
The processing methodis very straightforward.
LOOP:

1. Read a line from MAPFILE.MAP.
2. Extract the variable address and name.
3. Searchall lines in HFILE.H for the variable nameextracted.
4. Replace original respective HFILE address with the new MAPFILEone.

>LOOP
This is actually a little simplified because, as you☂ll see later, this isn☂t very fast,
and there are enhancements to makeit 5 times faster.

Reading a Line
You can☂t simply read a ☜line☝ from a nativefile as you would using a text editor.
A line (usually) contains text followed by a carriage return. You haveto find the
end-of-line character, 27CNL, (Return Key). Let's assume that the maximum
length of a line is no longer than 95 characters. Reading 100 characters would
guarantee reading a wholeline. From the 100 characters, find the first occurrence
of OTCNL, then takeall the characters before it and, hey presto, you have line
of text. Then you would repeat the process starting from the position of the
previously located OTCWL to get the next line. The function GETLINE does
precisely this, and you can specify thefile tie number, the length ofthe line to
read, and wheretostart reading.

Extracting the Variables from MAPFILE.MAP
Remember that MAPFILE.MAP contains two columns of duplicated variable
names and addresses, so we only need bother with one of them,thefirst one.
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Whena line is read, we needto extract thefirst address and name.Fortunately,
all addresses in MAPFILE.MAP are 8 characters long, so taking 8 characters is
easy. Then dropping the address (anda trailing space) leaves the variable name
followedby atleast one space. So, find that space and take everythingbeforeit.
The READVARS function does this and returns a string with an address
catenated to a variable name.

Replacing Old Addresses with New Ones
Armed with the address name, all we have to do is use (SS to search for an
occurrence of that variable name in the header HFILE.H, using the GETLINE
function to retrieve oneline at a time from HFILE.H.Notethatthis time,the lines
are shorter, so only 80 characters need to be read to guarantee a wholeline read.
If a line does contain a matching variable name,find the position in the line of
the old address, and replace it with the new address. Then simply use
ONREPLACE to overwrite the old line with the new one, hence ending up with
an updated variable address. See the SYSTEM function, lines 25 to 27.
The SYSTEM function is basically a simple loop which reads new variable
addresses and replaces the old ones. It calculates the position of the next line
from the length ofthe line currently returned (+2 to compensate for JI0=0 and
to skip the OFCNL).

More Speed
Originally, when the above method was implemented using a MAPFILE.MAP of
35k, ☁and a 70k HFILE.H, the updating of all addresses took over 5 minutes, and
this was using a VX motherboard with a P120 CPU!
Obviously, this is too slow. There are ways to speed it up using various search
methods, however a quick solution is to only search the HFILEfor lines which
have not been updated. Basically, once a variable address has been updated,
make sure thatline is not in the search in future. A simple wayof achieving this
is to store the positions of ALL the lines in HFILE.Hin a variable (called LINES).
Lines 7 to 11 in the SYSTEM function dothis. Use this list to read oneline at a
time. Then, when you updatea line in HFILE.H, simply removethatline position
from thelist of lines in the LINES variable. The pre-searchingof line positions is
a small time overhead to pay for the overall decrease in processing time, which
turns out to be just over 1 minute, hencegiving a 400% improvementin speed.
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Summary
Although this is not the fastest methodforfile processing, it requires verylittle
memory, whichis a precious resourceif you're using APL*PLUSPCto process
large files. You can speedthingsupbyrefining the methods, but youwill usually
haveto trade speed in order to gain memory. Of course, you may be wondering
why bother doing it this way? Why not simply use an APL interpreter that
supports huge workspaces? Well,this is simply an exercise to show thatthere are
ways aroundthelimitations in APL*PLUS PC, methods which require a slightly
different approach to the usual ☜one liner☝ APL solution.

Function Listings
VY SYSTEM; CT; LINES ;MPOS;APOS;ADR; VAR; VARS; LINE

C12 o7r0+o
[2] ☁HFILE.#' ONPIE ☜99
(32 'MAPFILE.HAP' QNTIE ~100
C4] MPOS*0 o LINE«' ¢
[5]
C6) a Find ali lines in header, storing index for speed later.
(7) LINES+0 © HPOS«0
cs] ERO: LINE+"99 GETLINE(80,H#P0S)
ca) +(Q=pLINE)/LOOP1
C107 HPOS+*HPOS+2+pLINE
C117 LINES*LINES,#POS 9 +LRO
C12]
[1a9 a Main processing loop
[44] LOOP1:LIWE+"100 GETLINE(100,MPOS) a Get line from map file.
C15] +*(0=pLINE) /END
C16] MPOS*MPOS+2+pLIWE a Increment position in map file.
£17] VARS*READVARS LINE o # Extract variable from map file.
[18] ADR«8tVARS © VAR+8+ VARS
C19]
[20] a Loop te replace old variable addresses with new,
[213 CT+9 © HPOS*LINES(CT)
(22) LRA: LINE+"99 GETLINE(80,H#POS) a Get line from header file.
[23] >(0=pLINE)/LOOPi
C24) a If line contains matching variable, update address,
[25] 2" (C84 (CC 84LINE)t' ')48)+LINE}=VAR))/'HPOS+LINES(CT+CT+1} 6 +LR1"
C26] EINEC((( (LINE OSS '0x')/tpLIWE}+2)+%8)]+ADR
C27d LINE ONREPLACE(~99,HP0S)
C28] a Remove the line number updated, to skip in future
C29) LINES+( HPOS*LINES) /LINES
C30] +LOOPA
[313 END:OQNUNTIE ☜99 ☜100 o OF0+1
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Vv Refile GETLINE params;L
[aj
C2)
C3]
C4)
[5]
[6]
C7]
ta]
Cs]
£10)
C11]
[12]

Read x chars from last pos, If index error, read max possible
Return line read up to first encountered carriage return.
SYSTEM fn will work out last pos from length of line returned.
Params = x chars, last pos
eg. ☜100 GEPLINE 100 0 = read NPIF ☜100, 100 chars, start at 0.
Choose realistic value for params{i] ie larger than longest line,Bo

r
D
DD

>*(CCONSIZE file)-(1+params))z(itparams)) /NORMAL

na Do line below if you can't read x chars near end of file
IQWREAD( file,82,((QNSIZE file)-(1tparams)),(1+params)) 6 +LCoNT

£13] NORMAL: L+(\NREAD( file,82,params)
C18] LCONT:L+(1t({D=OTCNL) /ipL) tb
[153 ReL

V R*READVARS line;adr;var
C411 » Read the first address in the line with corresponding variable.
C2] aAR= 8 char address catenated to arb, length variable name.
C3d adr+atline
C4] vare9+line o var+(vart! ')tvar
Cs] 2C'_'=(itvar))/'vareliivart
C6] Readr,var
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HTMLBasics for APLers
by Adrian Smith (causeway@compuserve.com)

Introduction
This is the first article in a set of at least two, and probably three tutorial
introductions to the HTML standard, and to the APL codethat I use to generate
HTMLoutputfrom applications. This first one covers the reasons why you might
want to do this stuff, and goes far enough to let you create a very simple Web
page from either Dyalog or APL+Win.In the next issue, we will go on to tackle
tables, so to give you a feel for wherethis is taking us:
f♥ Erenekiete [-{+
 

   

 

 

File Edit View Go Bookmarks Options Directory Help(-[eJé e)2 lB Elslle |22{ ven [need reaper Spee Pin Pe :
Location: {fie //G/DATAAV3NECTOR HTH BS

Tal
Product Description r4
Widget #005
Some shubarb about ths product Some thubarb about this wonderproduct Some complete rhubarb about thus wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about thswonderful product Some complete rhubarb about th wonderfil product

Year Europe USA Rest of the Warld
Units Vatne Units Value Units Value

1987 672 392 872 668 ue 1
1988 ☁6n 629 455 578 3 352
1989 856 an 862 mn 6 45
1990 220 48x 7 92 898 993
1991 595 4 opt 488 $70 896
1992 435 a9 204 482 2B 948
1993 245 954 an 128 962 858

Notes
☁Moreuseless mformaton to read here. More useless imaformation to read here. More uselestimformahon to read here More useless smformanon to read here. More useless enformmanon to readhere More useless mformatonto read here More useless mnformanon to read here More useless    TLayo) Document Done   

Throughoutthis series, all the sample code will be in APL+Win 1.8, Howeverit
will translate trivially to a Dyalog namespace, and is available on the Causeway
web site (www.causeway.co.uk/html.zip) in both formats. The code may be
freely downloaded and used with norestrictions.
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Motivation
One of the best attended workshops at Lancaster, and the most exciting topic at
Orlando, was the TCP/IP hookup that can now be used to enable APL systems to
act as purpose-built web servers, probably connected to an internal company
network or Intranet. Both Dyadic and AFL2000 are well on the wayto providing
TCP/IP sockets as a native componentof the interpreter, so it is now up to you to
develop applications which take full advantage of standard browsers such as
Netscape or Microsoft's Internet Explorer.
Essentially, this means formatting your application output to the HTMLstandard.
Of course you could give up and just return a formattedarray as a simpletextfile
- most browsers will display this in a fixed-pitch font with spaces preserved - but
do you really want to maintain APL☂s reputation as a cranky old mainframe
language which cannot even present a table decently?
Of course you probably want to play with this stuff in the comfort of your own
front-room on a portable with no connections to anywhere. You probably don☂t
want to understand all that TCP/IP jargon just yet, so how do you begin?
Fortunately the web browsers make nodistinction between a page that has come
in from the net, and a simple text file formatted to the HTML standard. This
makesit very easy to get started - grab a copy of Netscape (version 1.1 is entirely
adequate for anything we need to do) and write your output to a simple ASCII
file with the .HTM extension. Open it in Netscape, and park the window
somewhere convenient. Then all you need to do is to keep overwriting the same
file from APL and hitting Netscape☂s ☜Reload☝ button to view the results. You
will soon get quite proficient at generating very acceptable web pages, and will
very probably prefer APL to any of the over-engineered (over-priced) web-site
generators that you see advertised in the magazines.

What is HTML Anyway?
Not an easy question to answer! A year ago the philosophy wasclear, and the
definition matched the philosophy; now everything is becoming a complete mess
as Microsoft throw more and morejunkinto a language that was never designed
to take it. The basic idea was that you describe content, and have your user (via
his/her browser) determine the presentation. The beauty of this approach is that
content is completely independent of the target machine, so you can publish
material which anyone with an Internet connection can read. The downsideis that
you cannot specify that your headings should be 14-point Book Antiqua Bold,
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because you have no idea if the page will be viewed on a machine which can
display TrueTypefonts, let alone one which hasthat font installed.
Now consider the market where the serious moneyis - the so-called ☜Intranet☝ of
internal company networks. Here you know exactly what your target machines
are, and you probably know that theyare all running NT 4.0 with OfficePro 97.
Now it makes perfect sense to specify font, and even to make some assumptions
about screen resolution (surely everyoneat least has SVGA), so suddenly HTML
is being loaded up witha raft of ☁presentational☂ tags which go directly against the
original philosophy of the language. At the moment, my advice is to ignore these,
as even the latest Microsoft browser (IE3) falls flat at many apparently legal
constructs. However,there is nothing in the sample code which you cannoteasily
extend, so by all means giveit a try if your HTMLhasa strictly local audience.
The key word in the above paragraph is fag which is just a name for instructions
embedded in the text to tell the browser how you want it shown. The
<b>bold</b> tag is an interesting example - I should really say <strong>for
Strong Emphasis</strong> asit is wp to the browser how to showit. Similarly I
should use <cite>for citations</cite> and so on. Most normal people give up and
useboldanditalic!
The more important tags describe overall content, and the formatting for each
paragraph. These are things like <hl>Major Heading</h1> and such. Probably
the best wayto introducethese is to work through a simple example, and explain
the tags as we hit the APL code which generates them. There are plenty of good
reference books around [1], or you can grab any of a number of excellent
shareware HTML editors (I like Kenn Nesbitt☂s WebEdif) and browseits helpfile.
Finally, there are tables, which are by far the trickiest thing to attempt by hand.
The second article in this series will be mainly about tables, and again all the
examples will work in Netscape and Explorer.

Back to Basics
Now you know whata tag looks like, and you have probably guessed that tags
tend to come in pairs! They can also be nested, and you will find that there are
☁structural tags☂ as well as the formatting markers that I used on the previous
page. We shouldstart at the outermost level of structure - the tags that flag the
entire content as conforming to the HTMLstandard...

<htm]>
.. anything that is acceptable HTML
</html>
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Then we mark out two majorsections in our document; it should have a heading
and a body...

<html>
<head>
.. descriptive stuff about the documentas a whole
</head>
<body>
.. the bit the browser showsin its window
</body>

</html>
.. the indentingis just for clarity and ease of manual editing. Browsers ignore all
spare white space and carriage-returns so when you cometo write this from APL
you can ignorevirtually all the layout conventions andthe results will look just
the sameto the user!

The Heading Section
Let☂s start with the code to makea valid heading section, and leave the body toits
own devices for the minute:

<head>
<title>A Title for My Page</title>

</head>

.. the title is required, and is used by the browser in its own windowtitle. That
really is all you need, unless you want to influence the way search engines
catalogue and presentyourpage. So the first APL functionis really quite trivial:

vy ttl AtmUse dummy
Ci] e Start off our HTML report
[2] A
C3] s(O=QNC'ttl')/'ttle''Sample HTML Report'''
C4] AtmInit
[5] AtmtInit a Table setup - see next article!
[6] htm_cat '<HTML><HEAD>'
(7) htmcat '<Title>',ttl,'«/title>!
[al htm_cat '</HEAD>'
[9] Atm_cat '<BODY bgcolor="#FFFBFO">!
[10] Atm_cat '!

v

The syntax of this is inherited from Causeway☂s NewLeafworkspace[2], hence the
dummy right argument where a page-layout would normally be given. Maybe
one dayit will be possible to specify (for example) the frames to be used, so left
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this in for future use. The first thing it does is set up any required temporary
variables, then it begins to build our page:

v AtmInit
[1] htmStyle'Body' a See later![2] Atm_PG+'!

v
v htm_cat tv

C1) a Catenate text to back of global HTML buffer
{2] :if 2>stv
[3] Atm_PG+htm_PG,tv,OTCNL
[4] :else
[5] htm_PG+htm_P¢,+,/tv, OTCNL
fe] rend

v
.. which simplifies as necessary and accumulates the text in the workspace as we
proceed. Having run AtmUse,the buffer will look like:

☁Annual Statistics for Widget #005'AtmUse''

Atm_PG
<HTML> <HEAD>
<Title>Annual Statistics for Widget #005</title>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="#FFFBFO">

Notice that sometags(in this case <body>) can include extra attributes. These are
listed in any order as simple ☜property=value☝ pairs, separated by blanks.
Unrecognised properties are simply ignored, which is just as well given the
divergence between browsers. In this case I have overridden the default grey
background with a gentle parchment shade using the colour string ☜#FFFBF0☝
which gives the red,green,blue components on a scale of 0-255. You might prefer
plain white, which is easy to remember, being simply ☜#FFFFFF☝.

Onto the Body
The main part of the page will typically include some headings, some free text
and very likely a table of figures. You can stay with the basic styles offered by the
browsers, or you can choose to implement your own mapping between ☁Major.
Heading☂ andthelow level tags.
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Because I find the majority of Netscape☂s built-in headings ugly, I chose to define
my ownstyles and generate the tags from these:

'Subhead'htmPlace ☁Product Description' ☁Widget #005!
htm_PG¢

<HTML> <HEAD>
<Title>Annual Statistics for Widget #008</title>
</HEAD>
<BODY text="#004040" Bgcolor="#FFFBFO">
<h2>Product Description<br>Widget #005</h2>

What htmPlace has doneis to look upits left argumentin mystyletable:
v AtmStyle id;pos

C1] a Look up requested style in agallery and action it.
{2] htmatag+,c,'p'
Cal pos+*(htm_uc晳(pid)+☝htmagalleryl;1])ichtm_uc id o

»(pos>itphtmagallery)+0
C4] htmatag+pos-htmagallery[;3]

v
Atmagallery

Body Normal Paragraph p
Indent Simple Indent ul
Code APL Listings pre
Heading Major heading Ail center
Subhead Minor heading he

... and store the tag (or tags) which implementit in a global variable. As you learn
more HTML,you can experiment with more exotic tags, such as setting the font
size and face for your major headings. Thenice thing about using style table is
that existing application code just keeps running.
Backto that AtmPlace function.It expects either a matrix or vector of text vectors
and formats the output as HTML,preserving newlines by inserting <br> tags to
force the browser to makea line break:

voresty htmPlace txt
(4) a Simple text placement, taking account of style
[2] a Breaks at the end of each line.
[3] AtmUseDfIlt ° himStyle'Body'
[4] >(O=0NC'sty')+Deflt o AtmStyle sty
(5] a Ensure correct depth
C6] Deflt:+(2s=txt)+Fmt
{7} rif 2<pptxt
{8] txt«c[2]txt
(9] relse
[10] txt*c, txt
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(11] rend
C12] Fmt:txt+, 3 txt o +(Oeptxt)+Exit
{13] htm_cat (+,/'<',"Atmatag,'>'),

(That, /txt,☜ctebro'),(4+,/Cel</'), (bhtmatag),'>")
(ih) Exit:

v
Vv AtmUseDflt;sink

C1] a Check if we have initialised and do so if not!
[2] >(Ozphtm_PG)+0
{3] sink«htmUse''!

v
Line[13] is the only interesting one! It applies the tags which implementour style,
then unapplies them in the correct (ie. reversed) order. This means that a major
heading will be wrapped with <h1><center>Heading is Here</center></h1> so
that the tags are correctly nested.
Let's end it there and havea look at a completed HTMLreport:

AtmPlace ☁a International Widgets Inc 1996'
O«gq+htmClose

<HIML > <HEAD>
<Pitle>Annual Statistics for Widget #005</title>
</HEAD>
<BODY text="#004040" bgcolor="#FFFBFO">
<h2>Product Description<br>Widget #005</h2>
<p>&#169; International Widgets Inc 1996</p>
</body> </HTHL>

... Which showsthe overall structure quite clearly. The report has twosections,
delimited by the <head> and <body> tags. Within each section, paragraph tags
comein strict pairs, and can be nested as long as you back out in the order you
came in. Within a paragraph, most tags again pair, but there are a few special
ones such as <br> which signals a newline, which have no closing partner. Almost
everythinghereis plain ASCII, but one snagis that any characters above 127 must
be specially encoded, in this case the © symbol which is decimal 169, and happens
to be the APL comment symbol in the APL+Win and new Dyalog mappings:

vy rcehtmClose;ni;sink
(1) a Return completed job to calling fn
[2] Atm_cat '' '</body></HTML>'
C3] r+ehtm_ToASCII htm_PG
C4] a Tidy any working vars (htm_ prefix only)
5] nie'h' Oni 2
{6] sink+Dex (nl[y14ja.s'htm_')f¢nl
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v cehtm_TOASCII vec;asc;hi;hex
C1] e Ensure all paragraphs go out as ASCII text.
{2] a Hi-bit characters get the hex translation option!
C3] asc*'1234567890' , |ABCDEFGHIJKEMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'
fu] asceveceasc,' abcdefghijkilmnopgrstuvwxyz

sof peer PX ttl #ES2a8e ()-_=+0]{}~@1' OPCNE
(s5] reyec o hi«(~asc)/ipvec ¢ +(phi)+0
[6] hexe(c'8#!), "9127+htmahibitivecl hi]
C7] re(itSx~asc)/vec
[38] Aichi+t+\"14+0,(phi)ps
[3] c{,hie.+0 1 2 3.4 S]+t,/hex,"';'

v
If you have been following along with the code so far, you might like to save this
to disk and havea lookat it in your browser...

'first.htm' AtmPut gq
v fi AtmPut txt;fh;nl;lf;msk;pos;Qelx;cr

C1] a Put a OTCNE vector to file <fi>
{2] a Errors if failed.
[3] fhei+l/0,Onnums o (If cr)+{itelf Dtenl
{4] a Look out for existing file
[5] Oelx«'+New'
(6) fi ONTIE fh o Qelx+'ODM!
{7] 0 ONRESIZE fh © Append
(a] New:Delx«'Opéu'
{9] fi QNCREATE fh
[10] a Nest and pair CR/LF from OTCNL
(11] Append:msk+txt=cr © pos+msk/ipmsk
[12] txt+(t+msk)/txt
(13] txtlitpos+0,+\"1+(ppos)p1l+lf
C14} txt ONAPPEND fh o ONUNTIE fh
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Hereis the result when viewed in IE2 (Windows3.11):
 

  

   Favorites : Help
ale@)*) (cole [ale] ee 

 

 
 

Product Description
Widget #005
@ Intemational Widgets Inc 1996

     3)
 
 

. and Netscape will show something remarkably similar. Just for completeness,
let☂s add a paragraph of free text and a rule, and have a look at the result in
Netscape2.0:

vo r+Vectorsmat
[4] a HTML example for Vector 13.4
C2] mat+(1986+17),?7 6p1000
[3] a Page title and product info
C4] ☁Annual Statistics for Widget #005'AtmUse'!
[5] 'Subhead'htmPlace 'Product Description' ☁Widget #005'
[6] AtmFlow eSpe¢'Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful

product, '
(7] AtmRule 2
Ce] htmPlace'a Widgets International Inc' ☁April 1996!
(9) PG+htmC lose
[10] re'''tyector.htm'' AtmPut PG a to see it in Netscape!

vosty htmFlow txt
C1] a Simple text flow, taking accont of style
C2] AtmUseDflt ° AtmStyle'Body'
[3] >(0-DNC'sty')tDeflt
[4] AtmStyle sty
(s] a Ensure correct enclosure
{6] Deflt:+(2=|stxt}tEncl o txtec, txt
{7]
Encl:txt+(,/'<',☜Rtmatag, '>'),"txt,",/(e'</')," (phtmatag) ">
[aj htm_cat txt

v
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v htmRule wt
(1) a Rule across (no parameters that we know about)
[2] hitm_cat ☁<HR>!

v
Asyou can see, there is very little magic here, and some simple tags can produce
something very acceptable:

 
 

.N Netscape- [Annual Statistics for Widget #005] JS]
File Edt View Go Bookmarks Options Directory Help
a a @iei s;,S a ofeet Home Reload mages Gpen Print Find ant |   

 

            Location: 'fle:///CV/DATAAWV3NECTOR.HTM 2]
What's Hew! | What's Coot | Upgrades | Net Search | Net Directory|

Product Description 4
Widget #005
Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb
aboutthis wonderful product. Some complete rhubarb about this wonderful
product. Some complete rhubarb aboutthis wonderful product. Some complete
thubarb aboutthis wonderful product.

© Widgets Intemational IncApril 1996 .☜I ♥Exaail | |  
Nowall we need is a table, and perhaps a chart or companylogojust to liven it
up little. If you don☂t want to wait for the July Vector, just grab the code from
the web site andtakeit apart. I☂m sure you'll find plenty to improve upon.

References
[1] The HTML Sourcebook, lan S. Graham, John Wiley 1995
[2] NewLeaf User's Manual, Causeway Graphical Systems Ltd, 1996.
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Turtlegraphics with APL2
by Hendrik Rama and Martin Barghoorn (barg@cs.tu-berlin.de)

Turtlegraphics are well known from the LOGO-System [1]. These graphics are
also vector graphics not made by setting the absolute X-Y-coordinates but by
relative increments of distances and angles. Perhaps with some new APL2-Idioms
wehave developed in a short time more than 1500 graphics from different classes.

Derivation of the Formulas
Westart with the APL2-Syntax (polar form of complex numbers), five points,
angle 90 degrees.

5p1D90
0J1 031 071 001 O01

Rotation by multiplication and accumulation
+\x\ 5p1D90OJ1 ~191 ☜1 0 031

Splitting the real and the imaginary part
9 11+*,0+\x\ SpiD90

07217100
1 4 001

Transpose for drawing X-Y-graphics
&9 11+.0+\x\ 5p1D90

I
C
O
R
R
S

FP
OO

RF
R

Weget a quadrat(square) Q1 and then we take TRANSLATE and MAGNIFY from
GRAPHPAKto find the right position on the centre of the screen (100 x 74 pixels).

DRAW 60 30 TRANSLATE 25 MAGNIFY Q1+ &9 11°.0+\x\5p1D90

Without the complex-numbers-syntax we take Cosine and Sine.
Q2+ & +\2 1 *.0 +#\5p © 902180 A COS, SIN
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An alternative method is
O3+ & +\2 1 °.00 +\5p .5 a COS, SIN, ALTERNATIVE

Proof
(Q1=Q2) (Q2203) (Q1=03)

111

Different shapes of polygons(different classes)
+\x\ 491D120 A Triangle
+\x\ 5p1D90 a Quadrat (square)
+\x\ 691D72 A Pentagon

A
a

+\x\ 7p1D60 Hexagon
+\x\ 9p1D45 Octagon

Rosettes
The application of the replicate-function generates multiple sets of data.

a9 11°.0#\x\ 5 9/1D90 1D°45

To getclosed figures we need replications and further manipulations.

 

FIG 1: Q+\2 Le.00+\e12/e(74+17)/7p2 ~2+3 4
PIG 2: 8+\2 1Le.00+\eE17pc (3414) /4p2 ~2:8 4
FIG 3: &+\2 Le .co+\e8pc (5419) /9p3 ~
FIG 4: Q+\2 1¢°,.004+\e8pc (5417) /7p3 ~
FIG 5: Q+\2 1¢.00+\eE7pc (5418) /8p3 ~2.5+6

(Trees [2]
VIS:Visibility, first column of the matrix

FIG 6: AX*,2.7%°.,/4p(cl 1D15 1D715 1D30 1D730)AXX¢QS 11°. oAK1+2.5D90x俉0, +\x\DAXVISe~0=AX1 6 ERASE © DRAW VIS, 30+8xAXX
FIG 7: AX+,3°¢.,/Spc.5x(.03+(1 2D90 2D-90.01) (1 2D790.01 2D90))

AXXe§9 11 ©.0 AX1+2.5D.0010xe0,+\x\>DAXVIS+~O=AX1 ¢ ERASE © DRAW VIS,30+8xAXX
FIG 8: AXX+&9 11 °.01np90xe0,+\x\>,/,/.8, [2.5] (.8D55 1D36
1D765) [R14 (592) 7714132]

VISe~ (O=AXX [71] } 4 (O=AXX[;2])
ERASE © DRAW VIS,40 +10xAxXx
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FIG 9: AXX+&9 11 *.01D90xe0,+\x\>,/,/.8, [2.5] (.8D52 (.7D~33
1D14) .9D5) [&1+(4p3) 714181

VISe~ (O=AXX[;1]) «4 (O=AXX[;2])
ERASE © DRAW VIS,30+10xAXX

FIG 10: AXX+89 11 °.01D90xe0,+\x\>,/,/.8, [2.5] {.8D52 (.7D°33
-5D14 ~1.1D14) .9D5) [81+ (4p3) 7142181)

VIS+~ (O=AXX[;1])} 4 (O=AXX [72] )
ERASE © DRAW VIS, 30+10xAXX

Patchworks
FIG 11: Qt\2 1°.00+\ellpe (6+110)/2+(10p1 2 1)x.6
FIG 12: gt\2 1°.00+\ellpe (64116) / 21)*.6
FIG 13: &+\2 1°,00+\ellpe (24112) /2+ 2 1)x.6

 

FIG 14: Qt\2 1*,00+\ellpe (0417) /2+(7p1 2 1)x.6
PIG 15: Q+\2 1*.00t\ellpc (2416) /2+(6p1 2 1)x.6

 

  
 

           

 

   

 
Figures 1-5
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Figures 11 - 15

References
[1] Harold Abalson & Andrea diSessa: Turtle Geometry, MIT Press, 1986
[2] Manuel Alfonseca: Representation of Fractal Curves by Means ofL Systems, APL96,

Lancaster (see www.demon.co.uk/ap!385/apl96)
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TECHNICAL SECTION
This section of VECTORis aimedprincipally at those of our readers who already
know APL. It will contain items to interest people with differing degrees of
fluency in APL.

Contents
Hacker's Corner: Dynamic OPW in Dyalog APL Ray Cannon
APLandJ (4): Function Application and Axis Chris Burke

AtPlay with J: Stumping the Rocket Scientist Gene McDonnell
Bookbinders☂ Fun Jan Karman

OnFirst Encountering OLE Adrian Smith
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Errata
From: Norman Thomson
Chris Burke has asked me to point outthat myattribution to him of the J Phrase
book is misleading (see Vector 13 No.3 p.117). The principal author of the J
Phrase Book is Roger Hui; Ken Iverson and Eugene McDonnell were also major
contributors, and other contributions were made by Chris Burke and Donald
McIntyre. Also Roger is revising the Phrase Book to correct knownerrors, and to
accommodate language changesin J3.03.
Chris would also like me to point out that a propos the article on windows
programmingin J-ottings 12, the windows driver was completely revised in J3,
and is now much simpler. In particular wd ☁wait☂ is unnecessary, and not
recommended.

 

In Ray Cannon☂s article on cyphers (Vector 13.3 page 88) we unfortunately ran
the three functions into one paragraph. Here they are again, donecorrectly:

reenc text;0I0
aConverts <text> string as encyphered numeric vector
Qre+0
republic modpower(,416 167T0AVitext)

redec num;QOI0
aConverts numeric vector to deciphered text
Oro+o
r+(OAV) (1628(((pnum)+2),2)pprivate modpower num]

r+k modpower c;s
aReturns mod|cxk
awithout domain errors if k is large
s+'mod|',(#c),'x!
ree(((ps)*xk-1)ps),¥e

Line-numbers may be unfashionable, but they do give the production team some
clues where things begin and end! Authors are encouraged to use VR format
where possible.
Stefano Lanzavecchia pointed out a crucial missing tilde in Gene McDonnell☂s ☜At
Play with J☝ on page 131 where we should have:w =. ~. 4 #/. ~.
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LIPW andResizing the Session Window
under Dyalog APL/W

by Ray Cannon

With Dyalog APL/W,I foundit quite inconvenient that I have to reset the DPW
every time the development session window changesor I change thesize of my
session font.
Sohereis the function I came up with that I use to reset PW which I saved in
mysession.

{r}+SetPW;old;chars;sbw;ww;cw;ver;d11;GSM
a Set OPW according to APL font size and Screen dimensions
a Shy result is the width set.

a Uses Windows System function GetSystemMetrics to get the
a width of a vertical scroll bar

a This function, if placed in the Session namespace,a can be automatically run whenever the session window isa resized by setting the folowing event:-a ☁Qse.tb'OWS'Event' ☁Configure☂ 'sllse.SetPw'
a Save environment and initialise to units of pixels
old+'Q)se'OWG'coord' a Save current coord system
'Ose'OWS'coord' "pixel! a Set new Coord system

a Build call to Windows function GetSystemMetrics (GSM)
ver+3t>', 'OWG'ApIVersion' a Get Version of Windows
bitiétverz'3.x! a True if 16 bit Windows
dil+>bit16¢'32.C32' "p16" aA user 16 or 32 bit dll
"GSM'ONA'I User',dll,'|GetSystemMetrics I'

a Get widths in pixels of:-
sbw+GSM 2 a Scroll Bar
ww+2>'Qse'QWG'sizet a Session Window
ewe2>'Nse'QWGe'Textsize☂ 'O' a Quad Character

a Calculate the available width in characters
chars+|(ww-sbw)tcw a Available window width
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a Reset the environment
rea0[chars « Minimum [PW value is 30
OPWer a Sef new Page Width
"Ose 'QWS'coord'old a Reset old coord system

The next job wasto setthis as the callback function to be triggered on resizing the
screen width. However:

☁Ose'OWS'event'! ☁configure' 'sOse.SetPW'
does not work. According to Dyadic,it is not possible to set the CONFIGURE
event on the session. However you cansetit on the session toolbar:

☁Ose.tb'OWS'event' ☁configure' '☁sflse.SetPw'
and that does thetrick.
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APL andJ (4): Function Application
and the Axis Operator

by Chris Burke

This series of articles entitled APL and ] will try to explain the J wayof thinking,
by contrasting APL and J coding examples. The term APL will be used generically
to refer to facilities found in most commercial implementations of APL.
Continuing the discussion of APL☂s operators, we now lookat the axis operator,
and the whole question of how functions apply to arrays.

Housekeeping
As usual, we usetheletters V, M, and A for vectors, matrices and arrays of any
dimension, optionally followed by numbersto denote their shape. Thus V for any
vector, V5 for a vector of length 5, M45 for a 4-by-5 matrix, 4245 for a 2-by-4-by-5
array. Where actual values are required, V5 will be defined as 15, M45 as
4 59120, for example:

Mus
4 2 3 4 §
6 7 8 9 10

11°12 13 16 15
16 17 18 19 20

APLterminology will be used, except where J terminology is required for clarity.
Here, Jio+1 is assumed throughout.
Notethat the behaviour of the axis operatoris not identical in all APLs. This does
notaffect the gist of this article, but you may find that, with your copy of APL,
the examplesarenot exactly as shown.

Overview
In this article, we cover what is perhaps the most important single difference
between APL and J ~ the way functions apply to arrays. The experienced APLer
may be surprisedthatthere is anythingto say at all, since it is not obvious whereJ
could possibly differ from APL. Yet there are major differences that can be quite
difficult to grasp. To explain whatis going on, we will construct a model for APL,
that can also be applied toJ.
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Function Application in APL
Westart off with a description of function application in APL. We consider the
monadic application of f to A and ask whetherit is possible to split A up into
subarraysin such a waythat applying f in turn to each subarray, then assembling
the results, would be the same as applying f to 4. If so, we could consider f as
being,in effect, defined on those subarrays. The following examples should make
this clear.

Signum
Consider the signum function applied as below:

O+« Me M23 - 3
☜2 ☜10
1 £23

x
☜1 "1 0

41 a4
Clearly we could apply signum to each scalar element of M in turn, with the same
effect. Thus M is equivalent to the following arrayof function applications:

(*72) (x71) (x0)
(x4) (*2) (*3)

Since signum can apply to each scalar in turn, we say thatit applies to scalars, or
equivalently, since scalars have rank 0, wesaythatit is a rank-0 function.
Note that this is not the usual meaning of the APL term scalar function, which
meansa functionthat not only applies to scalars, but also returnsscalars. In fact,
signum is such a function. However in this discussion, we are classifying
functions by how they apply, and not bytheresults they return.
For example, we could havea function that applies to scalars, but which does not
return scalar results. For such a function, we would need some way of
determining how the overall result is assembled. There are essentially two such
assembly schemes in use:

1. Suppose sf is the shapeofthe array of function applications (for example, sf
would be 2 3 in the signum example above), and that sr is the shape ofthe
result of each function application, then we could assemble the overall result as
an array of shape sf, sr. This scheme worksfine as long as the result of each
function application does indeed have a commonshape,sr.If not, then the
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individual results would first have to be coerced into the same shape,typically
byprefixing unit axes, and padding with fill elements.

2. In the second scheme,the result of each function application is enclosed, and
therefore is a scalar. Consequently, sr is emptyand the overall shapeof the
result is sf.

Both these schemes are implemented in APL, but only the first in J. Also, in APL,
the result shape in the first scheme is not always sf,sr, but can be some
permutationof this.
The two schemesare easily interchangeable. The second scheme can be obtained
from thefirst by using a function that does an explicit enclose of its result; while
the first scheme can be obtained from the second by doing a discloseof the final
result (plus a transpose where the APLresult is a permutationof sf, sr).

Sum
Nowlet☂s look at +/ and note that unlike signum, it does notapply to scalars. If
wetried to applyit to scalars, as in +/ applied to 423 below, this would result in
M23 unchanged:

(+/1) (+/2) (+/3)
(+/4) (4/5) (+/6)

Wecould say that +/ applied with rank 0 is the identity function.
On the other hand,it should be clear that +/ applies to vectors, and is therefore a
raitk-1 function. For example, we could applyitas:

(+/4 2 3) (+/4 5 6)
6 15

Not only can we do this, but in fact in modern APLs,this is the definition of +/.
Strictly speaking, the definition has an implied enclose after each function
application (and so uses the second assembly schemedescribed above), but since
the enclose of a scalar is the samescalar, the enclose has noeffect:

(ct+/1 2.3) (c+/4 5 6)6 15
In describing a function as being rank-n, we mean that n is the lowest rank at
which it works correctly. On higher rank arrays, the function application can beconsidered as partitioning the array into subarrays of rank n, then applying the
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function to each subarray, and assembling the results. Thus both signum (a rank-0
function), and +/ (a rank-1 function) work fine on matrices, or arrays of higher
rank.

Ravel
It should be clear that the usual result of ravel is changedif it is applied with a
rank less than the rank of its argument. For example, suppose we tried to apply it
with rank 0 to M23, and used the first assembly scheme. The result of each
function application to a scalar would be a vectorof length 1, and we would have:

e (, with-rank-0) M23
231

If we used the second assembly scheme, then each function application would be
enclosed, and the result would have shape 2 3. This is, in fact, precisely what ,~
does:

display , ☜M23

tl EE
a 

(In general, f°☝ means apply f as a rank-0 function, opening each scalar before
applying the function, and using the second assembly scheme.)
Wesay that ravel is a whole-arrayfunction, or equivalently, thatit is rank-infinity.

Axis
Nowlet☂s look at what the axis operator givesus. If f is applied to an array A of
rank n, and f is a rank-m function where 0 < m <n, then there will be more than
one way of picking the rank-m subarrays of A. The axis operator lets you pick
those subarrays. For example, if we apply the rank-] function +/ to a matrix, then
we mightchooseeither the row-vectors or the column-vectors.
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As another example, we could useaxis to choose subarrays for ravel, as in:

,俉2 3] A2341 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 41 42
13 44 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

This example means ☜apply ravel to axes 2 and 3 of 4234☝, and is an example of
the first assembly scheme described above (the individual results of ravel are not
enclosed).
Also, as this example demonstrates, the axis operator not only allows you to pick
the axes at which a function applies, butalso, as a side effect, to specify the rank at
which the function applies. Does this sound familiar - it should! The expression
»俉2 334234 applies ravel wiih rank-2, to the subarrays alongthe last two axes.
Wecould also apply ravel with rank 1, as in ,[2]4234, butsince ravel applied to
a vector is the identity, then ,[2]4234 is the identity on A234 (this is an example
where, when using the first assembly scheme, APL does not follow the result
shape sf ,sr). Hence ravel with rank 1 is also an identity function.
Thenotation for the axis operator also permits application with rank 0, as ,[¢1],
thoughin practice this is not supported. If it were, we would expect that:

(p,[f@]A) ++ (pA),1

APL Summary
At this stage, we have produced what seemsto be a fairly simple and general
modelfor function application in APL. Wecan classify functions according to the
rank at which they are applied; we have two assembly schemes to put results
together; and we can use the axis operator to specify axes where appropriate.
Unfortunately, this nice model does not always work! It has emerged from a
consideration of how some functions actually behave, but does not describe how
they were defined in thefirst place. There are simply too manyexceptionsforit to
be consistent. We have seen one such already - the axis operator permits you to
specify the rank at which a function is applied - except for rank 0 which has not
been implemented! Here are some more exceptions:
Since ,[2 3] applies ravel to the last two axes, we might expect that <[2 3]
encloses the last two axes, which indeed it does:
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display ¢{2 3] A234
 

     

 

 Le

However,try this with & or with 4:

al2 3] A234
SYNTAX ERROR

$(2 3] A234LENGTH ERROR
Not only do these not work, the error messages are wrong! The first shows a
syntax error, but there is nothing wrong with the syntax, which is exactly that
used earlier with ravel and enclose. The second showsa length error, but it is not
possible for any monadic use of rotate to have a length error! When the APL
interpreter itself gets error messages wrong, you know something strange is
happening, and indeed the implementationof the axis operatoris a patchwork of
special cases.
Nowlet's try using axis with a defined function. Define sum as:

Voresum m
[1] ce+/m

v
and note that it does not work with axis:

sum(i] M23
NONCE ERROR

Next, consider Dfi, whichis clearly a rank-1 function, and try applying it to a
matrix. As with +/, we might expect it to apply to each row in turn and then
assemble the results together, butit fails:

Ofi M23
RANK ERROR

Wecannot complain that APL functions do not behave according to the model we
havecreated, since no such model was used at outset. Yet there would obviously
be a considerable benefit to programmers were a model of this type to be
uniformly implemented.
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Function Application in J
Westart off by noting that the foregoing description of APL functions in terms of
the rank at which they behaveis identical in J. However, as mentioned earlier, J
only follows the first assembly scheme (and therefore never does an implicit
enclose of any result).
The big (and surprising) difference is that J has no axis operator! Whenever a
function is applied to a set of axes in J, they are always taken from the end. Thus
APLhas first-axis functions, last-axis functions, and - using the axis operator ~
any-axis functions, whereas J has only last-axis functions. What J does haveis a
rank operator - whichis just the side-effect noted earlier of APL☂s axis operator.
For example, compare:

»[2 3] A234 APL
,"2 A234 J

The APL expression means apply ravel along axes 2 and 3 of 4234. It happens
that these are the last two axes, and also that ravel with axis uses the first
assembly scheme,
TheJ expression means apply ravel with rank 2 to A234. Since axes inJ are always
the last axes, then it must bethat ravel is applied to the last two axes; also J only
uses the first assembly scheme. Therefore, it may be seen that the two expressions
are identical.
Now consider the APL expression ,[1 2]4234. This ravels the first two axes of
A234.There is no direct equivalentof this in J, since J has no way of specifying the
first two axes. The only way to doit is to transpose thefirst two axes to the end,
then ravel and transpose back:

fe (,"2) 0 2 fs Azau
At this stage, the picture we haveis that functions apply to their arguments the
same way in APL andJ, but the operators that modify the behaviourare different:
APL has axis, which includes rank, while J has only rank. With this picture, J
seems so limited, you wonder howit works atall! But J has a few cards in hand.
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Consistency
First note that while J☂s model is simpler than APL☂s, unlike APL,it is applied
consistently to all functions. Lets go through the earlier examples where APL
fails:
Inj, you can use rank to apply a function to scalars. For example, ravel with rank
0 appendsa unittrailing axis:

$ "6
24361

A234

Inj, all functions work with rank:

fF
en
e

13
14
18
16

a

a1
17
13

[2 "25 96 107 44
8 12

17 21
18 22
19 23
20 24

Aza4 transpose rank-2

{.°2 A234 rotate rank-2
10 11
6 7
2 3

22 23
18 19
a4 15

12
84

24
2016

You can use rank with explicit definitions:
sum=:
sum"4

6 15

3: t+/y.t
M23

You can apply any rank-1 function to an array of higher rank:
fis: oa". equivalent of Ofi
10 * fi ": M23 applied to a character matrix10 20 30

46 50 60
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Dyadic Use
Unlike axis, J☂s rank operator can be used to specify the left and right ranks of
dyadic functions. In theory, axis could be used to do the same; for example, if a
semicolon were used to delimit left and right axes, but this has not been
implemented. For example:

As: 10 * Be: 1 2 3

A+"O 1B apply + with left rank 0, right rank 1
41 21 3112 22 32
13°23 33A+"4 0B apply + with left rank 1 right rank 0
141 12 13
21 22 2331 32 33

Item Functions
On the face ofit, J☂s lack of an axis operator seemsincredibly restrictive. While the
example mentioned earlier of applying ravel to the first two axes of a 3D array
may not seem very important, it is easy to think of important examples where
axis seems essential ~ for example in determining whether +/ of a matrix applies
along the rowsor along the columns.It turns out, however, that the extra facilities
provided by axis are typically not required in J. This is because ofitem functions,
andprefix agreement.
J defines many functions, including +/, to apply to the ifems of an array, which
are the subarrays consisting of all axes but the first, for example the rows of a
matrix.
Thusin J, +/M23 is defined to be:

123 +456

Similarly, +/M234 is defined to be:

1 2 3 4 13°14 15 16
5 6 7 8 + 17:16 19 20
9 10 11 12 21°22 23 24

Note that this definition makes no use of axis, and indeed, +/ has rank infinity.
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There is no conceptas in APL, of splitting up the argumentinto vectors, applying
+/ to each vector, then re-assembling the results.
It turns out that +/ in J behaves like +4 in APL. Moreover, when you change the
rank of +/ in J, you get the sameeffect as using the axis operator in APL. For
example, the following are equivalent:

J APL
+/ A23u +/[4] A2344/"2 A234 +/02] A234
+/"1 A234 +/ A234

For example, +/"1 means apply +/ with rank 1, ie. as a vector function. Since
this is necessarily thelast axis, it must be that +/"1 in] is the same as +/ in APL.

Prefix Agreement
J also minimizes the need for axis specification with an extension to APL☂s scalar
agreement knownasprefix agreement. Arguments to a dyadic function agree if the
frameof oneis a prefix of the frame of another. In mostcases, for ☁frame☂ you can
use ☁shape☂ to the sameeffect (for further discussion, see the first article in this
series, Vector Vol.13 No.1 pp96-101). Thus the following worksin J:

M34 + 10*¥3
14°12 13 44
25 26 27 28
39 40 441 42

Summary
In both APL andJ, we can classify functions by the rank at which they apply.
Function application is essentially the same in APL andJ, except only that APL
sometimes assemblesresults after first enclosing them. A major difference is that
in APL you can modify function application using the axis operator, whereasin J
you use the rank operator, which is a subsetof the axis operator.
Although it appears that the APL model has more functionality, it is not fully
implemented. Moreover, for a proper comparison, you must supplement the J
model by taking into account the use of item functions and prefix agreement. In
practice, the J model works well.

Reference
Iverson, K.E. | Introduction and Dictionary, Iverson Software, 1996
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At Play With J:
Stumping the Rocket Scientist

by Eugene McDonnell (eemcd@aol.com)

The Abstract Problem
This column concerns a statistical application, having to do with a rating
probleminvolvingfive integer variables, related as follows:

ao: 0
e<: a4
d< 100 * ¢
t<r ic
i<: a-c

Myinterest in this application arose because the rating process is usually stated
in quite a pedestrian way, yet has the reputation of being areane and involved in
the extreme. I'll give the pedestrian statement first, then an analysis of the
statistical boundaries of the problem, next a J program following the statement as
closely as possible, and lastly a J verb which is more concise and more efficient.
In the second section [ll describe the physical situation giving rise to the
statistical application.
To obtain the rating ofa given systemofthese five variables proceed as follows:

Step 1: ¢ divided by a. Subtract 0.3, then divide by 0.2.
Step 2: d divided by a. Subtract 3, then divide by 4.
Step3: t divided by a, then divide by 0.5.
Step 4: Start with 0.095, and subtracti divided by a. Divide the product by 0.04.

The sumofeach step cannotbe greater than 2.375 orless than zero. Add the sunt ofsteps
1 through 4, multiply by 100 and divide by 6. This is the rating.
Weform the argumentto the program asa five-item list:

Tl write the program in J, Release 3.03, January 1997. Thefirst line shows the
change this release brings in the way of doing indirect assignment; one letter
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namesare nowtreated in the same way as multiple letter names,that is, with a
space separating names.
Rating =: verb define
facdtit-a y
stepi =. ((c % a) ~ 0.3) % 0.2
step2 =. ((d% a) - 3) %4
step3 =. ({t % a} % 0.05
steps =, (0.095 - 1% a) % 0.04
(100%+/2. 375<, 0>. stepi, step2, step3, step )%6

)
The numberof tokens in this program is easily found:

#;:5¢:5<'Rating!
79

Thetime required by Rat ing is 0.024. The four steps are roughly, but not exactly,
the same. My impulse is to see whether I can make them exactly similar, for if we
can we can take advantage of the array processingabilities of J. | take Step] as
the pattern. It has the form:

((v %a) -w}) %z
Step2 follows the pattern exactly. Step 3 lacks the - w part, but thatis easily fixed
using the identity:

x- 0
x

Using this, we'll rewrite Step3 as: stepa =. ((t % a - 0) % 0.05
Step4 is only slightly more complicated.It reverses the minuend and subtrahend.

stepG =. (0,095 - 1 % a} % 0.04
Wecan switch the two around by using the identity:

(s - t) %u
(t - 8s) 4- u

Togiveus: step¥ =, (({i % a) - 0,095) % _0.04
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WhatI had in mind by putting them in the same form wasto be able to take
advantageofJ☂s array processing abilities to get rid of the four local variables by
writing somethinglike:

x = (c, d, t, i) %a
or,

x =. (}. 44.) ye NB. behead divided by head
If we now form twolists, one of minuends and another of divisors, we can
replace the four Step statementsby:

m=. 0,3 3 0 0,095
n =. 0.2 4 0,05 0,04
(x -m) 40

Next, reciprocate n to replace division by multiplication:
dbs &n

5 0.25 20 25
bx (x - m)

If now wedistribute the multiplication within the parentheses weget:
(b» x) - (b * m)

And, since the right limb is the product of constants, we can replace it by its
product:
Jqs bam

1.5 0.75 0 2,375
(b* x) -q

T'm trying to arrive at an expression involving a linear polynomial, and am
almostthere. I have in mind using J☂s polynomial primitive (p. ). For that Ill have
to form a as the negate of gq and reversethe orderof the terms:
as- qd

41.5 0.75 0 12.375
a+ (b* x)

Whew! We've got our linear polynomial(actually, four of them). This has been
tedious, although eventually interesting. We now can replaceall of the steps of
Rating by:
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(100 * +/ 2,375 <, O >. at (b* x) 46
or, using the polynomial primitive,

{100 * +/ 2.375 <, O > (a, b) p x) %6
Looking at this, we getirritated by that 100 * and that % 6. We can use two
identities:

ure t/v
t/us*ey

(+/ Vv) *w
+h VGeW

Andarrive, after a bit of algebra, at:
le=, 100r6* a

~25 _25r2 0 475r12
Jf =. 100r6 * b

250r3 25r6 1000r3 _1250r3
lgse,.f
~25 83,3933

12.5 4, 16667
O 333,333

39,5833 _416.667
Joh =. 100r6 * 2,375 NB. 39.5833 is 475ri2

49,5893

Table g lists in its leading column the constant coefficients, and in the last
column thelinear coefficients for each of the four linear polynomials.

Rtg=. [: +/ 0: >. ANY <<. g"lp }. HK
In this verb, the trailing four items are divided by the leading item, and used asthe right argumentto the polynomial primitive, with the left argumenttable g.The four evaluations are constrained to lie in the interval from 0 to 475r42,
inclusive, and the constrained values are summedtogive the rating.
The verb Rtg has 20 tokens and takes 0.007 units of time: about a quarter of the
size, and less than one-third the time of the program Rating.
Having the four linear polynomial coefficients allows us to determine themeaningful boundariesofall systems.
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Table A
event min max
Cha o.3 0.775
d%a 3 12.5
thea 9 0.11875
i%a 0.095 0

Here☂s how to read this table:If, for example, the result of c%a is 0. 3 or less, the
rating will be o for the c%a event. If it is 0.775 or greater, the rating will be
475riz. Similarly for the next two rows. For the last row, a result for i%a of
0. 095 orgreater will give a rating of 0 for that event. A resultof0 (it can☂t be less)
will give a rating of 475r12 for that event. Here are some numerical examples:
The maximumrating can be obtained by the system of values:

WXT =. 800 620 10000 95 0
Rtg mxr

158,333

Recall that the ratings depend on theratio of the trailing values to the leading
value. Whenthe leading valueis 600, the list mxr produces the maximumrating
of 158. 333, since

620 10000 95 0 % 900
0.775 12.5 0.11875 0

give the values in the column headed max in Table A. Changing the system to
give the maximum values possible given the constraints listed at the beginning
of this section does notgive a greater result:

Rtg 800 800 80000 800 0
158,333

Conversely, the minimumrating (zero) is obtained with the system:
Rtg 800 240 2400 0 76 NB. result really 0

tels

Andsimilarly, we can say that changing the system to:
Rtg 800 0 0 0 800

Qo

will produce the same zero rating.
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The Physical Problem
Now I have to apologize to readers outside the United States of America for
imposing on your good nature for so long, when whatI wasdescribing derives
from the parochial form of football popular in the USA but(I believe) not well-
knownoutside that country. In that gamethere is a pre-eminent hero called the
quarterback. He stands behind a line of seven myrmidons, the central one of
which(called the center), handstheball between his legs to the quarterback while
in a crouching stance and facing away from the quarterback.
The quarterback can handtheball in turn to oneof the three other people behind
the line like himself, or can run with theball, or he can throwit forward, aiming
it in the direction of one of his running team-mates. Thisis called a forward pass,
and it is his ability to deliver forward passes so that they are caught by a team-
mate before hitting the ground that is measured bytherating system described
so laboriously above. The five variables so artfully abbreviated above are now
madeplain to you:

a is the numberof forward passes attempted.
¢ is the numberof passes caughtby an eligible team-mate.
d is the distance traversed from the line to the point of completionofthe play,

forall pass plays.
t is the numberof completed passes which result in a goal, or touchdown.
i is the numberof attempted passes which are ingloriously caught by a

memberof the opposing team ♥ an interception.
As a sample piece of data I'll use the lifetime data of the quarterback George
Blanda, who played professional football in the USA for a numberof teams from
1949 through 1975. Before showing you this data, I'll interject some personal
history. George Blanda and I were in the graduating class of 1949 at the
University of Kentucky. George had been the successful quarterback of the
college football team. He became a professional player immediately, and played
for many years. When my job moved my family and meto Palo Alto, California,
in the fall of 1974, I became aware that myold classmate Georgewasstill playing
football for a living, and not only that, but he wasa stellar performer. Weekafter
week it was he whosaved the dayin the last minute for his team, the Oakland
Raiders. Oakland is a large city across the bay from San Francisco, and about
thirty-five miles north of Palo Alto. 1 was 48, but felt a resurgence of youth in
seeing what my coeval Blanda wasstill doing on the football field. He played
through the seasons of 1974 and 1975 beforefinally retiring (actually he was
forced out by his management, who wantedto bring in youngerplayers). George
holds the career record for the total numberof points scored by a football player,
2,002. The nearest player to him hasscored 1,699 points.
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Let us see then what George Blanda☂slifetimestatistics are:
attempts: 4007
completions: 1911
yards: 26920
touchdowns: 236
interceptions: 277

Applying our Rtg program gives ushis career rating:
Rtg gb =. 4007 1941 26920 236 277

60.6475

Blanda doesn☂t have a particularly good rating largely because of the great
numberof interceptions he threw. Quarterbacks with high ratings usually have
many more touchdownpasses thaninterceptions. The quarterback Joe Montana,
for example, while playing for the San Francisco football team compiled a record
of:

jm =, 4600 2929 35124 244 123
Rtg jm

93.4999
This was the highest career rating for any quarterback to have played the
professional game. Ratings are also compiled during the football season, as well
as for entire careers. Has anyoneeverachieved the maximumrating? No one has
ever doneit for a career, or even for a season, but for a single gameit has been
done. The player John Taylor of the San Francisco team was called on in one
gameto throw the ball (he had never donethis in a game before), It went for
twenty yards, was completed, and scored a touchdown. So Taylor's rating for
that game was:

Ttg 112010
158.333

I got the title for this column from the fact that American sports writers and
broadcasters are confident that the formula is so arcane it baffles even rocket
scientists. We know better, of course. It really only baffles sports writers and
broadcasters.
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Bookbinders☂ Fun
by Jan Karman (karman@knoware.nl)

Causeway☂s NewLeaf is being used for highest quality PostScript晳 printing.
Most of business printing is just on single or multiple leaflets and gathered to
bunches of A4-format reports when appropriate. Sometimes however we want to
create a booklet of say 16 or more pages. Then weneed to do oneof the following:

1. either take a post academic course in Algebraic Grouptheory,
2. take a bookbinders course,
3, or just fold an Ad sheet once if you want A5 asa result, or an A3 format twice,

andso on, put page numbersin the right place on the pages, e.g. bottom right
on each page, unfold and watchthe picture.

We wantto print in the obtained order on a duplex printer in such a way that
every successive bunch of say 4 or 5 sheets forms a complete booklet ready for
folding andstapling.
The whole process is being done in two major steps:

1. Makedetailed layout designs of each single page in the booklet, flow the text
and send to spool.

2. Make onelayout page with twoframes (in the case of A4 to AS) without
borders to speak of and flow each previously page made by1. into it by
Fetching & Including.

Adrian has provided leaf .Fetch and leaf. Include for that purpose.
A book consists of sections, a booklet has one section and 2000 booklets have 2000
sections. For making a book the sheets are folded into sections, sections are
gathered, milled and melted to a book block; the book block is cut at three sides
and put in a cover. A booklet may just be stapled.
APLdoesit like this:

(9] a How many sections does it have?
(10] ~(O#ONC'sn')+0LC+1 ¢ snei
{11] «a How many pages does it have?
(12) all+leaf.NumPages fi
{19] ct+0 0 Loop+snpBegin
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Now weneed to fetch the pages for one booklet,

(15) Begin:
C16] np+lall+sn
[17] a Grab one booklet at a time into pre-set array
[18] pages+(ux[0.25xnp)pc!!
C19] Pages(inpl<(cfi)leaf.Fetch(ctxnp)+itinp
{20]
[21] a Round up to a multiple of 4 and count 2up
俉22]  pg+i4xfo.25xnp o np+0.5xppg .

Watch, the bookbinder☂s fun is coming!

[24] ® ... and reorder into facing sets
(25) setixd(nppo 1)/(nptpg),[0.5](o(-np) tpg)
(26] set2«edo(nppi 0)/(nptpg),[0.51(¢(-np)}tpg)

seti and set2 are just matrices with page numbers in the order we need and
are used as indices for leaf.Including pages from thestack.

(31) deaf.Include(setil1;this])spages

So, not just fun, but practical and very gratifying leaf.Include applications
for☁state of the art☂ printing and bindingjobs.

Exercise
Interesting for the bookbinder☂s business, or just for fun, might be to generalize
for layouts from AO, Al, .... to A4, A5,...., or to find the most efficient layout
(publishers are thinking in thousandthsof cents!) for a complex book - one of my
first dreams when I learned APL.

Acknowledgements
Mid sixties I was involvedin a large bookbinder☂s progress control process: the
Time Life series, tens of millions of books in seven languages, printed by Smeets
Weert, Holland and bound and shipped by Proost & Brandt Amsterdam, Holland.
Note that the bookbinderis responsible for the layout of the book.
1 still have admiration for (the late) Mr Hangoor who designed the complex
layouts for these books and from whom learned the basic techniques.
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Thanks, Adrian, for your ingeniously simple APL bookbinder☂s trick in line [25]
and line [26]!

Functionlisting
Vv re(sn)Booklet fiynp:pages;this;pg;seti;set2;sink;ct;all

[1] a Adrian's single booklet function
[2] a... adjusted for multiple by JK
(31 a Multiple (7k) booklet production, Will take any NewLeaf report
C4] a and reduce to 2-up facing peges, ordering in the
[5] a correct sequence for double-sided duplex mode (jk) printing.
[6] a <fi> can be a spooled file name or just PG from the WS.
(7]
Ca] deaf.ChOrient'it a check and force orientation
(9) a How many sections does it have? a (jk)
[10] +(o*DNC'sn')+OEC+1 © snw1
[11] a How many pages does it have?
C12] all+leaf.NumPages {£1
[13] ct+0 o Loop+snpBegin a (jk)
C19][18] Begin:
[16] np+lallisn
[17] a Grab one booklet at a time into pre-set array
(18] pages+(4«f0.25xnp)pe't
[19] pages(tnp]+(cfi)leaf,Fetch☂(ctxnp)+titinp
f20]
[21] a Round up to a multiple of 4 and count 2up
C22] pg+i4xf0,25xnp o np+0,5xppg
[23]
[24] a... and reorder into facing sets
{25]  seti+$(nppd 1)/(nptpg),{0.5](o(-np) tpg)
(26) set2eed(nppl 0)/(nptpg), [0.5] (o(-np)tpg) a first ¢ for duplex
[27] a without for 2 runs
(2a] a Run all through the printer ...
(29) atleaf.',(s(ct=0)+'Switch' 'Use'),' nob.ebs. booklet!
(30] iFor this :In titpsets
[31] leaf.Include(seti(1;this])=pages(32] leaf. Include(setil2;this})>pages
(333 deat .Include({set2[1;this])>pages
34] Jeaf.Include(set2(2;this])>pages
(35] :End
(36) ctr+i © +LoopeisLoop
£371[38] sink+leaf.Spool'runi'
{39] re'PostScrp.Print ☁'runit''
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OnFirst Encountering OLE
by Adrian Smith (causeway@campuserve.com)

Background
It is much too soon to write a decent appreciation of the work Dyadic have put in
since Lancaster to make Dyalog APL 8.1 a robust and effective OLE server.
Howeverit seemsonly fair to record myexperiences to date, so that other readers
can geta little furthera little soonerinto this strange new world.
Theidea is very simple ~ youregister a namespace as an OLEServer,witha list of
the functions and variables that you want made public. Then users of other
applications, such as Excel, can call any of the public functions, passing arrays
and getting array results. As long as Excel declares the OLEserver globally, withstatements such as:

Public Const g_a_s = "dyalog.Adrian"
Public g_oobj_AdrianServer As Object
Function AdrianData() As Variant

Set g_oobj_AdrianServer = CreateObject (g_a_s)AdrianData = goobj_AdrianServer.MakeData
End Function

.» then Excel loads your server on thefirst function call and keeps it loaded untilyou quit Excelor close that workbook.This brings meto thefirstlittle warning:
+ calls to Dyalog APs such as NFILES or XUTILS are probably a bad idea froman OLEserver. The AP isleft running after Dyalogis closed, and eventuallyyou will stack enough of them up in memoryto preventit from loading.

The mapping from APL nested array to VBA ☁Variant☂ seems very solid, with onlythe occasional lapse on Excel☂s part, such asits inability to store arrays where
some(butnotall) of the dimensions are zero.

Registering your Server
There is a hard connection between the act of saving the workspace and updatingthe Windowsregistry with the information about your APLserver. This is toensurethatthe entriesin the registry are alwaysin line with the saved workspace,
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and in general it works pretty well, but again there a couple of snags to look out
for. Having made our 0leServer object:

r+Make
a Make me a server please!
OWC'OleServer'
reQWG'Classid'
OWS 'ExportedVars'(,c'Public')
QWs'ExportedFns' Public

Make
{BI B3SSCF-A765-11D0-BOiF-O0COUFDES82D1)

... and subsequently saved the WS, we can go exploring in REGEDIT, to see what
the results were.
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

dyalog.Adrian
CLS ID={B1B355CF-A765-11D0-B01F-00C04FDE82D1}

... 80 far so good. Now how does Excel know what to run when we invoke the
function on the previous page?

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOTCLSID
{B1B355CF-A765-11D0-BO1F-00CO4FDE82D1}=AdrianLOCAL_SERVER32=C: \APL\DYALOG81.EXE C:\DWS\ACDS .DWSTYPELIB={B1B355D0-A765-11D0-BO1F-00C04FDE82D1}

INTERFACE
{B1B355D1-A765-11D0-BO1F-00CO4FDE82D1}

TYPELIB
{B1B355D0~-A765-11D0-B01F-00C04FDE82D1}

1.0
0

WIN32=C: \DWS\Adrian.tlb
... note that there are actually three consecutive ids registered (the counter is at
the endofthefirst block) of which Dyalog admits to the CLSID and the TYPELIB.
At the moment, I have no idea what the INTERFACEis for, but the rest ofit is
essential. The LOCAL_SERVERentry starts the interpreter and the CLSID points
to the namespace. The .TLBfile catalogues the public functions andvariables.
Now forthe nextlittle snag - if you get carried away and run that Make function
again, Dyalog happily generates a new CLSID and duly registers it on saving the
workspace - unfortunately it leaves the lower three entries in place (orphaned)so
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everything will still work, but sooner orlater you are going to haveto roll up
your sleeves and clean up the registry by hand! Nowfor the real gotcha...

« do not under any circumstances runQZX '.'. This will wipe any OleServer-
ness in the workspace, butstill leaves all the servers registered. Now when you
try starting yourserver from Excelit will kick off APL and load the WS. And
wait ... and wait ......,

Fortunately there is a Dyalog ☁method☂ which you can use to unregister an
existing server, but it is essential to run it before you accidentally wipe it out or
re-create it, as you have no wayof recovering that magic id string otherwise.

Debuggingit
Off we go to Excel, crack open the VBA ☜Complete Reference☝ and write
ourselves some toy functions. Everything is going fine until we get back a
message like:

OLE ERROR 1004
SERVER REPORTED A LENGTH ERROR ON LINE 14

. and we want to track down theerror. The problem with the Dyalog serveris
that it bouncesthe error back to Excel and simply clears the stack. Even if you are
running it in a development interpreter, you cannot see what the function
arguments were, nor check the values of any local variables at the point of the
error. My current solution is to set an error trap (using : Trap in all functions as a
global OR4?P currently has noeffect in a server) to run a simpleerror analysis:

SeeError dm;avinm;log;var
a Simple error analysis
dog+''('ERROR ANALYSIS AT ',+0TS)
:If 2<pQsr
log,+(<'CALLING STACK'),(240NSI,"'.°,"OSI.°'C',"(s°050),"'1"),' ¢

End
log,+dm,' ' 'WORKING VARIABLES'*

a Take the line apart bit by bit and test each name
dm+2>01DM 0 dm+(dmi' ')+dmav+Q4V/~0->0Qwe"OAv

Next:dmv~+"1+11-dmeav,'#!
ninedmt="1+01-dmeav,O0D,'#."
+(Oepnm)+Done eo dm+(pnm)+dm
:Select 20NC am
Case 0
log,+cnm,' - undefined'

:CaseList 3 4
log,+«'Subfunction - ',nm

:Case 2
var+lfmtsnm
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:If 256<pvar
vare' .,.1,☜250tvar

:End
dog,«cnm,'+! ,var

:Else
dog,+e'Invalid name class - ',nm

:End>(O<pdm)+Next
Done:Seetlog

.. and then to throw this into an ☁Ontop☂ window. Message boxes are not very
useful (they tend to appear underneath Excel) so you need to force the log to get
drawn with a trick such as:

'ffOWS'Event' 10041 1 o ONQ'ff' 1001 o Odarff

Installing a Runtime Server
This is where the real fun begins. There are two key tricks needed to makeit
work; one is undocumented and the other is documented incorrectly! Thefirst
obvious problem is how to register the OleServer (a namespace in a workspace,
remember) as part of a standard install routine. There are two possible attacks:

1. Write out a text file with the registry script required to add the correct entries,
and call REGEDIT in yourinstaller, passing the script on the commandline.

2. Run up your workspace as the last step in the installation and getit to register
itself. This is the undocumentedbit!

It is hard to see how you could do (1) reliably, given that your users are unlikely
to take any notice of your suggested directory, so the script file will need to be
crafted by the installer on the user☂s machine. I was leaning towards the idea of
OSAVE, which feels very dangerous, when a chance phonecall revealed that there
is also a ☁Register☂ method on the server. Now weare getting somewhere...

Shell;id
a Start from here
a Called on installation to register the NS as a server,
a Else just falls in to server mode.

:If Oep2 ON@'.' 'GetEnvironment' ☁Register'
ALX
sElse
id«Reg a See below
Win_msg'OLE Server registered as ...'id
Dorr

:End
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- where Reg just queues the appropriate (undocumented) method. | really
thoughtthat I had cracked it, and even manageda successful install on my own
machine undera different user id, in a completely new directory path. OK, make
a disk set, walk across to Duncan☂s machine and away we go. Everything goes
justfine until it attempts the registration, and gets an error saving Adrian.tlb ♥ of
course the workspace was saved on my machine, and the namespace thinks it
knows where the typelib should be created. On my machine, the path exists, so
my ☁test with another user☂ trial was a complete fraud. Duncan has a much more
rationally structured disk, and I naturally hit a file name error on trying to create
the file in a non-existent directory. Bother, said Pooh.
At this point, I made the bad mistake of reading the instructions. If you look up
the 'TypelibFile' property in the Dyalog helpfile, it informs you that this is a
read-only property of the server. Fortunately I have had sufficient experience ofthe Microsoft C++ documentation to know that the software is often ahead of the
documentation department,so I gaveit a try anyway...

r+Reg
a Register the namespace with the right TypeLib
retAdrian'QWG'ClassId'
'Adrian'QWS'Typelibfile'('Adrian.tib',~OWSID+~1-'\' 1 o0WSID)
2 ON@'Adrian' 530

- sorry forall the gratuitous commuting - this was written at home with Richard
looking over my shoulder, and I do this sort of thing to confuse him. The
important thing is that this works with no fuss and is very easy to build into an
install script. Assuming your installer has a parameter for the installationdirectory, you will need to ran somethinglike:

Si\dyrt8l.exe Si\acds.dws Register=Yes
... when all the files have been copied.

Conclusion
Considering the amount of new stuff, this first release of Dyalog☂s OleServertechnology is remarkably solid and alreadyfeels asif it could be the vehicle for aseriousset of runtimeapplications. They have also removed the requirement for
all those pesky DOTs and DINsso you really can ship just a workspace and an
interpreter. All we need nowis a smaller interpreter!
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Memories of Gérard Langlet
compiled by Anthony Camacho

The Vector working group decided that we could not do justice to Gérard
Langlet in an obituary from our own resources. Maybe we will reprint
something from Les Nouvelles d☂APL or elsewhere when we see what people
write. We agreed to collect mementoes and so sent out email messages asking
people to contribute a paragraphto includein the collection.
Wehad manyapologies from people whofelt their English wasn☂t up to it or
who didn☂t know Gérard well enough. Below are the contributions we have
received so far that wefeel able to include.

Dieter Lattermann (APL Club of Germany)
While preparing for APL96 at LancasterI receiveda letter from Gérard from
the hospital. He offered a talk on the famous ☝difference scan☝, which he
considered to be the key to the ☜theory of everything☝. The programme
committee initially was hesitant to accepthis offer. There wasa feeling that
not much new information could be expected. However, it was eventually
decidedtolisten once more to Gérard.| think, nobodyattending his sessions
regretted this. | had nottaken his stay at he hospital too seriously and was
glad to meet him again at Lancaster. There heindicated that this was probably
his last APL conference. This utterance struck me andI refused to believeit.
Unfortunately, as you all know, he wasright.
I regret very much that I never managedto get him to perform at a meeting of
the APL Club of Germany (my mastering of the English languageis poor, but
I think ☜performance☝ describes closely what we missed).
The APL community haslost a great, innovative promoter of APL and,at least
as important, a human being who helped to makethelife in this community
so enjoyable. Wewill never forget him.

Anthony Camacho
Longconvinced that Gérard had holdofthetail of the dragon that might lead
to the secret of the universe, | did mybest to get Vector to support his
endeavours.(See the Editorial in Vector 11.2) While holdingthetail of the
dragon, he managedto be entertaining, engaging, witty and thoughtful. He
gave mea T-shirtthatdisplayed difference-scanforall the world to see.| still
wearit, but less often than in 1994 (not becauseI am less convinced but for
fear of wearingit out). | wish I had known him when I was younger and
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cleverer. | wish I spoke French well enough to appreciateall he wrote Sylvia
andI havetried, in vain, to do him justice in translation).

HowardA.Peelle
I remember, with delight, Gérard☂s delight in watching his wife learn APL
during the ☜boatconference☝ after APL92in St. Petersburg.

Dick Holt
Thanks for doinga tribute to Gérard Langlet. Below is my emailto c.La. 1
wroteit at a time when I was emotionally upset by his death. Uponreflection,
I☂ve decided not to changeit.
The c.La. message below from Christian Scherer needs no translation.
The APL community deeply mournsthe death of Gérard Langlet. His witty,
learned, and creative work will long be treasured by his colleagues. Speaking
personally, I☂ll remember, and miss, him for the rest of mylife.
>Gérard Langlet est mort le 22 décembre.
>Il sera enterré au cimetiére de Jouy-en-Josas le vendredi 27 décembre 4
>10h45
>Christian Scherer

Eric Lescasse
Gérard wasa researcher, a real researcher. Once Gérard had discovered APL,
his life changed: he quickly became an expert in APL and usedit eversince for
his work, but also spent considerableefforts trying to communicate to others
his passion for this language. And he did succeed, manyofhis fellow
researchers at CEA having become APL users, following him. He had a rare
and enormous work power,still finding the timeto read a reallot of books.
He becameinterested in seeing how APLcould be appliedto a lot ofdifferent
areas crystallography, physics, biology, mathematics, poetry, etc. and
published countless scientific articles and research papers in particularin the
French APL Association review ☜Les Nouvelles d☂APL☝which he has been
setting up himself for the last 2 years ofhis life. Through these articles he
could expose importantscientific discoveries he had madein all these
domains, thanks to his particular use of APL and deep comprehension of
some APLprimitives and operators (not equal scan) on booleans, Many
admire him for his researches and discoveries; all should havea real great
respectfor the courage he has shownthroughouthis illness, going on writing
articles and publishing ☜Les Nouvelles d☂APL☝ until the very endof his life and
with never a complaint.
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Michel Dumontier
T havejust this evening to write a memory of Gérard Langlet andI shall try to be
concise: ] have so many memories of him as we have knowneachotherfor a long
time...

Gérard Langlet was better than a friend or a brother for me, our relations were
different than with other people, because we had someaffinity and we
understood eachother, which is not commonly the casefora friend, even fora
brother. The chief thing that madea strong relationship between us was,
{everybody has guessedit!) ... APL of course.
But thereis not only that: scientific understanding of biology, mathematics,
languages, humanbehaviour, the wayto feel things, to makerelations
between things, and we can add: our common understanding of things
through APL, whichis very different(1 assert it strongly) and not comparable
with the understanding of what call a ☁classic☂ [1] person whohasnotin
mind the specialtools, the only tools of thought cabled in the neurons by a
long practice of APL.
Gérard would not contradict me as he said sometimes: ☁To practise APL you
need to have your neuronsaligned (orienté in French)in a particular way☂...
Wedid not have the sameideas onall the domainsor matters but we
naturally avoided speaking in these domains, so we remained goodfriends.
{All personsare different even twinsorclones; in natureall entities are
different even electrons or smaller particles: a single reason is that they cannot
be in the sameplace at the sametimeand here also, Gérard would not
contradict me becauseofhis belief in APL difference scan (#\).)
Thefirst time that ] met Gérard waseither at an APL AFNOR meetingin Paris
or an APL AFCETconference. Even though I practised APLsince 1969,|
cannothave met him before 1974as it was only at this time that he began to be
interested in APL,after having been transfixed by meeting a screen ina
corridor which was displaying APL characters. That puzzled him and he was
curious to know whatit meant, because he had somenatural curiosity about
languages.
Heconfided to me that he took six months to withdraw from his mindall the
false things that they taught him in FORTRAN...to accept APL understanding.
We have in common 11 APL congressessince 1985.| think that it was for him
as for me, perhapsnotwith the same intensity, a kind ofbliss to meet APL
friends, generally for two weeks because we remained for APL ISO standard
meetings.
The week-end between APL congress and APL ISO meeting, he rented a car
and wevisited together or with other APL friends some beautiful countryside
aroundandalso various restaurants! I have kept many photos since 1985 and
videorecordssince 1988 of those precious moments.
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I shall give just one anecdote to showthenatureof our complicity and
perhapsour behaviour (some would say French behaviour... | am not so
sure!). During the week-end I spoke of above, in 1993, wevisited a beautiful
area near the Niagarafalls where I rememberthere was a peachfestival.
During a walkin thestreets of the village, we saw a prestigious hotel. [ had no
difficulty in convincing Gérardto visit the hotel where there was,if I
rememberit well, a sale by auction. In a great lounge, we saw a piano and
naturally, we played oneafter the other someclassical pieces of music and
nobody said anything to us, weleft as we came... we had also the loveof
music in common...
Naturally, we have not only exchanged manyideas butalso much software,
especially APL software. We wrote also papers in the samejournals especially
the French APL review:☁Les Nouvelles d☂APL☂ where he wasthe chief editor.
His last issue was that of December 1996. His last APL conference with me
wasthatof Lancaster. As he had difficulties in walking, I brought him, his
wife, my wife and my daughter in mycar from his hometo the conference.I
think that it was a good memory for him,asitis for us.
Healso said that nothing is purely haphazard, but rather what in English you
call hazard (chance, coincidence), and hesaid forinstance that it was not
haphazard that we meteachother.

Thave surely a special memory of Gérard that J have never had for any other
person and I think, as many people do, that Gérard will be missed in APLcircles.
Youwill find at the following URL a biography of Gérard, two speechesat the
cemetery, one from his boss Edgar Soulie, another from a common APLfriend
Sylvain Baron, a condolences book, the articles of the French APL review and
other useful hypertext references: http: //www. ensmp. fr/~scherer/langlet/
[1] I call also ☁classic☂ mathematics, the mathematics (of the 17th century) thatis
only andstill now taught at school. The mathematics of a person who doesn☂t
know APLand has consequently no tool of thought.

Curtis Jones
Myfavourite memory of Professor Langlet wasat his symposium at the
NY/SIGAPL'sToolof Thoughtin January 1993. He kept a large crowdof us
packedinto a small meeting room interested and amused as he led volunteers
throughseveral exercises on successive differences in binary vectors.I☂m still
curious about how an edgeofa triangle of bits from not-equalscan can be a
Fourier transform.It was the call for papers with somerelation to the parity
scan that goaded meto write about inner-product scans for that Tool of
Thought seminar. In my next paper I wanted to show ☜my☝inner-product
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scan generation ofa Fibonacciseries and castit in a form thal used Langlet☂s
geniton.I looked at his paper in the APL94 proceedings[1] for a geniton, and
found he had already demonstrated an inner-productscan to generate a
Fibonacciseries!

+.%\Gpe2 201 11 0

I'msorry that Gérard will not be able to write the book| think is needed to
explain his work. It was good to see at APL96 in Lancaster that Michael Zaus
is explaining and building on Langletianideas of parity logic.
[1} Gérard A. Langlet, ☜The APL Theory ofHumanVision",
APL Quote Quad, Vol. 25, No. 1, pp. 105-121 (APL94, Sep. 1994)

Eugene McDonnell
Gérard Langlet was an inspiring and inspired teacher of APL. I have met
many people who wereintroduced to APL in oneof his classes. He was a
theorist whose novel ideas have given us muchto think about. And he was
diligent in attending the meetings of the APL standards group, where he was
a steady contributorto the workof that group.

Curtis Jones points out that Gene was the recording secretary of the APL standards
group.

Norman Thomson
Gérard was entertaining, provocative, endlessly self-confident while at the
sametime warmin his enthusiasmfor just about anything he puthis handto.
He was undoubtedly one ofthe greatest characters who turned upat almost
all the APL conferences, and will be missed there by many.

Z
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British APL Association: Membership Form
Membership is open to anyone interested in APL. The membership year
normally runs from 1st May to 30th April, but new members may join from Ist
August, November or February if preferred. The British APL Association is a
special interest group ofthe British Computer Society, Reg. Charity No. 292,786
Name:
Address:
 

 

 

Postcode / Country:
Telephone Number:
Email Address: 
 

Category (please tick box) to run from: Ist May QO) August QO Nov O FebO

 

  
UKprivate membership ...........0.0.00 0200008 £2 Q
Overseas private membership ............2.-00405 £14 Q
Airmail supplement (not needed for Europe) ..........£4 Q
UK Corporate membership ... 2... 222.626. e eee£100 QO
Corporate membership overseas .............0.00-£135 QO
Sustaining membership .............0 0020002008 £430 Q
Non-voting UK member (student/OAP/unemployed only) £6 QO
PAYMENT ♥ in Sterling or by Visa/Mastercard/JCB only
Payment should be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UK
Sterling cheque to ☜The British APL Association☝, or you may quote your
Mastercard, Visa or JCB number.
I authorise you to debit my Visa/Mastercard/JCB account
Number: p11) erties crt crisis Expiry dates ti}

for the membership category indicated above,  

   
Data Protection Act:

WW . ☂ Theinformation suppliedmay beQ annually, at the prevailing rate, until further notice |)rod on computerand processed
oneyear☂s subscription only in accordance with the registration

ofthe British Computer Society.
(please tick the required option above}
Signature: «Send the completed form to:

British APL. Association, c/o Rowena Small, 8 Cardigan Road,LONDON 53 5HU, UK
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